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Abstract

Simple Temporal Networks (STNs) have gained increasing acceptance in scheduling
applications, and provide key features for dealing with dynamic, uncertain execu-
tion environments. STNs provide strong support for flexible-times schedules, which
can absorb some of the deviations encountered during schedule execution, lessening
the need for rescheduling. Further, they lend assistance to incremental scheduling
techniques, which revise the existing schedule instead of formulating a new solution
from scratch. This reduces the changes from one schedule to the next, increasing sta-
bility. Despite these advantages, STNs have received scant attention in distributed
scheduling. A key limitation has been that STNs require consistency of all temporal
information: An inconsistent STN provides no solution. Unfortunately, consistency
cannot be guaranteed in a distributed, dynamic, and uncertain environment, where
agents frequently have conflicting information due to various factors (such as com-
munication lags). Previous approaches have concentrated on designing conservative
schedules that do not encounter inconsistencies during execution. However, such
guarantees are often impractical, and can lead to diminished performance.

This thesis investigates three important issues surrounding the use of Simple Tem-
poral Networks (STNs) in a distributed scheduling environment. We start by pre-
senting strategies to recover from the inconsistent information that naturally arises
during schedule execution, and restore the STN to a consistent state. We leverage
the conflict analysis tools presented by the STN framework to detect, explain and
resolve inconsistencies as they arise. Our strategies extend previous work on explain-
ing STN conflicts in centralized scheduling domains, adapting this technology to the
additional complexities presented by a distributed environment. We present a set of
“local” and “non-local” conflict resolution actions that an agent can apply to resolve
inconsistencies. Local actions make changes to the agent’s local schedule. Non-local
actions, on the other hand, make assumptions about other agent’s activities, restoring
consistency while waiting for updated information. Our results show that a team of
agents using these conflict resolution actions significantly outperforms a second team
of agent that makes conservative assumptions to prevent inconsistencies from arising
during execution.

Conflict explanation can also be used on inconsistencies encountered during the
scheduling process to enhance the multi-agent schedule. This thesis develops strate-
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gies that increase the robustness of the schedule, and enable agents to update pre-
vious commitments they had made to each other. Assuming a model of durational
uncertainty, we have developed Just-in-Time Backfilling (JIT-BF), a framework that
monitors the scheduled activities that are close to execution for potential failures,
and takes action to prevent these failures by scheduling redundant activities. JIT-BF
extracts low-probability durations from the uncertainty model and inserts them into
the STN in a “what-if” mode to see what would happen if the duration does occur.
Inconsistencies point to potential impending failures. By analyzing the inconsistency,
its effect on the schedule can be determined, and preventative action taken to reinforce
the schedule. Our results show that a team of agents that uses JIT-BF significantly
outperforms a reactive team of agents that recovers from inconsistencies once they
arise.

We conclude this thesis by presenting a conflict-driven coordination approach to
updating existing temporal commitments between agents. When an agent fails to
schedule a new activity because of conflicts with the scheduled activities of other
agents, it can analyze the resulting inconsistency to discover what these conflicting
activities are and by how much they need to move to allow the new activity to be
scheduled. We present two alternative strategies that provide a trade-off between
the amount of information an agent needs to initiate a coordination session, and the
time needed for coordination. Our results show that agents using either strategy
significantly outperform an agent team that unconditionally maintains inter-agent
commitments once formed. Further, we show that agents using either strategy deliver
equivalent performance, yet, the less information-heavy strategy significantly reduces
the amount of communication at a negligible computational cost increase.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Coordinating a team of agents to work together towards achieving a common goal

is a complex task. The team needs to plan what activities the agents will perform,

allocate these activities to the agents who will perform them, and schedule when

they will occur 1. It is often difficult, expensive or impossible to perform one or

more of these three processes in a centralized manner, making distributed techniques

necessary to solve the problem. Factors such as the geographical separation of the

agents, the size of the data the team uses, or privacy concerns may prevent any single

agent in the team from obtaining a full view of the problem and producing a solution

(e.g., an agreed-upon schedule or plan) for the whole team [81]. Dynamics during

execution introduce additional complications. For example, they might invalidate an

agreed-upon schedule. In dynamic situations, the agents need to continuously update

their solution to cope with the changes.

In this thesis, we focus on the problem of online management of a multi-agent

schedule in a dynamic, uncertain environment. When a team of agents is presented

with a complex plan, containing intricate temporal inter-relationships between the

activities, they might try computing a schedule in advance of execution. Advance

scheduling can take advantage of the plan structure to produce solutions that (1)

lead to greater gains for the team, and (2) avoid pitfalls that could cause failure to

fulfill the team goals. However, although a pre-computed schedule can provide crucial

benefits to the agent team, the presence of uncertainty (e.g. unexpected activity

durations) requires that they make assumptions at schedule-time about what might

1Typically, the boundary separating these three processes is hard to define, and two or all of
them are often grouped together within a single process.
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

happen at execution-time. Dynamics during schedule execution frequently violate the

assumptions made during the scheduling phase. These violations can invalidate the

pre-computed schedules of the agents, giving them a short life-span. This distributed

scheduling problem is still an open question: How can a team of agents take advantage

of scheduling procedures that build sequences of assigned activities in advance of

execution in the face of uncertain execution dynamics that continuously invalidate

the agreed-upon schedule?

1.1 Problem Characteristics

This thesis presents strategies that address the continuous distributed scheduling

problem, where scheduling agents need to continuously update their inter-dependent

schedules to cope with execution dynamics. We focus our attention on problems with

the following characteristics:

• Offline planning and allocation: The team of scheduling agents is initially

equipped with a plan. Each plan activity is allocated to a specific agent in

charge of executing it.

• Oversubscribed plans: The plan contains more activities than the agents can

feasibly execute in the time allotted. The agents need to select which activities in

the plan should be scheduled for execution, and when they should be executed.

• Limited agent views: Each individual agent is assumed to have only a partial

view of the complete plan.

• Complex temporal interdependencies: Activities in the plan are linked through

various kinds of temporal constraints. These constraints can involve activities

executed by different agents, requiring coordination to satisfy the constraint.

• Uncertain activity outcomes: Execution dynamics can cause deviations from the

pre-computed schedule. For example, activities can take longer than expected,

or fail to accomplish their objectives.

• Dynamic plan modifications: New activities may be dynamically introduced into

the plan during schedule execution, or existing activities modified (e.g. their

deadlines could be changed).
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1.2 Motivating Example

The distributed scheduling problem we have described can be found in many real-

world situations. Take for example a military operation: A team of task forces is

tasked with rescuing hostages from a group of terrorists. It is known that the terrorists

are holding the hostages in houses at two locations, Alpha and Gamma, and that the

houses are wired with explosives. The plan given to the team involves splitting the

team into two forces, Charlie and Bravo, and striking simultaneously at both locations.

If the synchronization fails to occur, the hostages in one of the locations will be lost.

The first action that both strike forces need to perform is to neutralize the terror-

ists before they can detonate the explosives or otherwise kill the hostages. Once the

terrorist threat has been eliminated, the hostages need to be secured and removed

from the scene. In addition, Charlie should try to capture the terrorist leader in

Alpha location alive for interrogation, if time permits. The whole operation must be

performed within a 30-minute time window, since the area is hostile, and the whole

operation needs to be completed before a mob has time to congregate. In keeping

with a basic “need to know” operating philosophy, the forces involved in the mission

are only provided with as much information as they need to perform their tasks. As

a result, each force potentially has only limited knowledge of the full mission plan.

While straightforward, this simple plan presents complexities that the team of

soldiers need to navigate to achieve the overall goal of rescuing the hostages. First,

Charlie and Bravo need to synchronize their strikes. Failure to do so will cause the

force that strikes late to fail its part of the mission, since the element of surprise will

have been lost. Then, there is the logical sequence of events that needs to be followed

to accomplish the mission, e.g. the terrorist elements must be eliminated before the

hostages can be secured. There is also inherent uncertainty associated with each of

the actions. For example, neutralizing the terrorists may take longer than expected,

delaying all other actions in the plan. Even if the soldiers stick to their schedules, the

results of their actions may still deviate from the original assumptions. For example,

Charlie may find that a key hostage in Alpha has been killed, reducing the value of

the rescue mission. In addition to coping with uncertainty in the results of actions

taken, the teams may need to make a choice among a set of actions to take. For

instance, the initial plan may call for the use of a disabling gas to facilitate the entry

of the teams and minimize casualties. However, the presence of the team may be

detected by a forward enemy lookout, forcing the team to resort to a more forceful
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and dangerous entry action. Optional actions, such as the capturing of the terrorist

leader, have the potential of boosting the value of the mission.

Coordinating the execution of the joint schedules of the team is a challenging

task. All members of the team (the agents) must work in tandem to achieve the

mission in the presence of complex interdependencies between the plan activities that

possibly include precedence constraints, preference relations, synchronization points,

strict deadlines and other constraints. Further, the presence of unanticipated factors

(such as psychological stress in the high-adrenaline situation of the previous example)

can lead to erroneous decisions or missed opportunities. Automation tools that aid

decision-making by carrying out the distributed scheduling process (fully or partially)

can provide an invaluable service, reducing the margin of error and enabling the agents

to concentrate on performing the tasks at hand.

1.3 General Approach

This thesis addresses the challenges of managing a multi-agent schedule in a dynamic,

uncertain environment with the use of scheduling techniques based on Simple Tem-

poral Networks (STNs) [33]. STNs are constraint satisfaction solvers for temporal

plans. STNs represent the plan activities and their constraints as nodes and edges

in a directed graph, and use shortest path algorithms to propagate the effects of the

constraints on the activities. To simplify the discussion, this thesis takes the view of

STNs as objects with data (i.e. the graph) and behaviors (i.e. the constraint propaga-

tion algorithms that act on the graph). This approach differs from previous temporal

network related work [33, 75], where STNs are viewed as a data structure (i.e. the

graph) on which propagation algorithms are applied.

The application of the propagation algorithms on the STN’s graph generates a set

of flexible start (and finish) time windows for the plan activities. These flexible time

windows indicate the earliest and latest times that the activities can start (or finish)

while meeting all of their constraints. STNs can provide key benefits to schedulers

facing dynamic environments, where new schedules need to be continuously created.

They have found increasing acceptance in a variety of scheduling domains [118, 160,

53, 21].

A scheduler can leverage the flexible time windows provided by the STN to create

flexible-times schedules. These schedules sequence the activities to be executed, but
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do not assign them fixed start (or finish) times. The exact start (or finish) times can

then be fixed during schedule execution, using the added information of the execution

trace. By delaying the fixing of the start (or finish) times of activities, flexible-times

schedules can absorb many execution-time deviations by simply sliding the sequence

of scheduled activities, thus reducing the number of deviations that require a new

solution to be created. A second advantage provided by an STN representation is

that a working schedule can be updated by simply adding (or retracting) edges in

the STN’s graph. This feature provides strong assistance to incremental scheduling

techniques. Incremental schedulers update a working schedule (that needs to be

modified due to an execution-time change) rather than creating a new solution from

scratch. Incrementality provides stability between schedule revisions, dampening the

effects of events on the agents’ schedules, naturally and efficiently restricting the

scheduler’s search and reducing the need for communication.

Despite the advantages that STNs provide in dynamic execution environments,

they have received little attention in distributed scheduling applications. As part of

the DARPA Coordinators program, we have investigated the challenges surrounding

the design of a team of STN-based scheduling agents, and developed the cMatrix

agent (see section 2.3), a scheduling agent system that operates in a complex simu-

lated environment [157, 158]. During the process of developing this system, we have

identified a key impediment to wider adoption of distributed STNs: An STN, like

other constraint solvers, does not provide an in-built mechanism to resolve inconsis-

tencies caused by conflicting temporal constraints.

Lemma 1. An STN with an inconsistency provides no solution.

Inconsistencies can arise during the scheduling phase (e.g. when the scheduler tries

to sequence two activities) or can be caused by an execution event (e.g. a deviation

from the expected schedule that cannot be absorbed by the schedule’s flexibility).

While a scheduling-time inconsistency can be trivially overcome by retracting the

scheduling action that caused the inconsistency, inconsistencies that arise during exe-

cution present added complications. Such an inconsistency indicates that the schedule

needs to be updated. However, unlike a centralized solver, a scheduling agent may

not have enough information (i.e. its view of the plan is limited) or authority (i.e. it

cannot make scheduling decisions for activities allocated to other agents) to take the

action required to resolve the inconsistency.

Previous multi-agent systems that use STNs have proposed two approaches: (1)
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Preventing inconsistencies from occurring during execution [180, 74], and (2) us-

ing coordination to resolve inconsistencies [63, 14]. Preventative approaches can be

problematic in oversubscribed, distributed domains. First, an accurate durational

uncertainty model is needed that can predict the worst-case duration of scheduled

activities. Such accuracy is difficult to guarantee in practice. Second, the schedules

produced tend to be overly conservative, since the goal is to produce “fail-safe” sched-

ules that won’t break during execution. This conservatism can lead to sub-optimal

performance. To take advantage of potential opportunities for better performance,

this thesis takes a less risk-averse approach that schedules activities based on their

expected durations. This can lead to the introduction of inconsistencies during execu-

tion (e.g. when an activity takes longer than expected), which need to be overcome

to enable the STNs to continue providing solutions.

Coordination approaches present strategies that allow the agents to resolve these

execution-time inconsistencies through negotiation sessions. Unfortunately, until the

negotiation concludes, the agents’ STNs are stuck in an inconsistent state and, hence,

are unable to provide solutions for moving forward. Thus, the agents cannot respond

to any incoming events that involve temporal changes, no matter how urgent. If com-

munication between the agents is lost before the negotiation process is finished, the

agents can remain in an inconsistent state indefinitely. Therefore, these approaches

are undesirable in domains with high dynamics where the agents need to be constantly

ready and able to cope with events as they occur, as well as in domains with weak

communication facilities.

Recent research using conflict-explanation techniques has presented some pos-

sible alternatives. Centralized incremental schedulers have made use of conflict-

explanations [163, 85, 84, 32] to develop strategies to analyze the inconsistencies

that arise during the scheduling process, and resolve the inconsistencies based on

this analysis [156, 15, 21]. This thesis expands the scope of these strategies to ad-

dress the added complications of distributed domains. We develop strategies that use

conflict-explanation strategies to (1) overcome execution-time inconsistencies, and (2)

leverage scheduling-time inconsistencies to improve the multi-agent schedule.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

This thesis makes the following contributions:
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• Resolving inconsistencies that arise during schedule execution. STN-based schedul-

ing agents operating in a dynamic, uncertain execution environment must be

prepared to face deviations from the assumptions made during the scheduling

phase, especially those that cannot be absorbed by the schedule’s flexibility and

lead to inconsistencies (e.g. an activity lasting longer than expected). These

inconsistencies need to be resolved for continued operation. In this thesis, we

develop a framework to overcome such inconsistencies. In this framework, when

faced with an inconsistency, we first use conflict-explanation of the inconsis-

tency to categorize the type of conflict that has occurred. Then, based on the

category of the conflict, we select an appropriate conflict-resolution action to

perform. By equipping STN-based schedulers with techniques for overcoming

execution-time inconsistencies, our framework removes a key obstacle to the

wider use of STNs in distributed scheduling domains.

Conflict-explanation strategies are not only useful to analyze execution-time conflicts.

Similar conflict analysis techniques can also be leveraged during the scheduling phase

to analyze conflicts that occur when scheduling activities. This thesis investigates how

we can use conflict-explanation to improve a schedule by (1) increasing the robustness

of the schedule and (2) developing coordination techniques that update the scheduled

times of activities in the schedule. Specifically, it makes the following contributions:

• Exploiting scheduling-phase inconsistencies to increase schedule robustness. When

a model of durational uncertainty exists, a scheduler can make use of it to take

pro-active actions that increase the robustness of the schedule to deviations from

the expected outcomes. Using this model, we define an approach to determining

potential schedule weaknesses and, when identified, taking action to strengthen

the schedule. First, working in a “what if” mode, we determine what would

happen to the schedule if certain activities lasted longer than their expected

durations. This step is based on a probabilistic model of action durations. If an

inconsistency arises, it is used to flag a potential problem in the schedule (e.g.,

an activity failing to meet its deadline). Then, we analyze the inconsistency to

reveal what activities are in danger, and how the schedule would be affected

were they to fail. Finally, based on this analysis, we take action to prevent the

failure or dampen its effects.

• A conflict-driven approach to coordinate an update to the multi-agent schedule.

When a plan contains temporal constraints between activities (e.g. precedence
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constraints), agents need to form commitments with one another to ensure that

those constraints will be satisfied (e.g. two agents committing to perform two

activities in sequence to meet a precedence constraint). However, as execution

events deviate from schedule time assumptions, the value of maintaining such

commitments can change (e.g. if the “target” activity in a precedence constraint

is no longer valuable). When this occurs, it may be desirable to update the com-

mitments. We have developed a pair of strategies for accomplishing this type

of coordinated schedule change. Our coordination process leverages inconsis-

tencies encountered while attempting to schedule a newly introduced activity.

These inconsistencies are analyzed to discover if an existing inter-agent com-

mitment is a root cause. Such an inconsistency flags a potential coordination

opportunity. Based on the analysis, we determine what activities in the multi-

agent schedule need to move to make space for the new activity, and by how

much. This information can then be used to guide a coordination process to

update the schedule.

In the following subsections we expand on these three areas of contribution.

1.4.1 Recovering from Inconsistencies that Arise during Ex-

ecution

As mentioned in the previous section, STN-based scheduling agents can produce

flexible-times schedules that are capable of absorbing many deviations from the ex-

pected schedule. Yet, this flexibility is ultimately a function of the problem constraints

and scheduled load of the agent, and some deviations can introduce inconsistencies

that cannot be absorbed by the STN. An STN with conflicting constraints is in an

inconsistent state, and cannot be queried for the temporal bounds of the activities

in the schedule until it is brought back to consistency. To bring the STN back to

consistency, it is necessary to update the agent’s schedule.

This thesis expands on previous research in conflict-explanation techniques within

an STN context [156, 15, 21]. While previous research has studied how to use these

explanations in centralized scheduling domains, distributed domains present new chal-

lenges that are still unaddressed. In centralized domains, the scheduler can resolve

inconsistencies by rearranging any scheduled activities, as needed. In multi-agent

domains, on the other hand, an agent’s scheduler lacks the ability to modify remote
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Figure 1.1: An unexpectedly long duration causing a conflict.

activities that are being executed by other agents, yet known to the local agent due

to interdependencies. Figure 1.1 displays a situation where two activities, local ac-

tivity B and remote activity C, are scheduled to execute, and B must finish before C

starts. When B finishes late, it introduces an inconsistency. To restore consistency,

it is necessary to revise the schedule, so that the conflict is removed. While a central-

ized solver could resolve the conflict by removing C from the schedule, the agent that

owns activity B does not have the ability to unschedule C, since it is being executed

by another agent.

Our work develops a framework for managing inconsistencies in a distributed

set of STNs that represent the local views of different agents, while respecting the

limitations that agents cannot make changes to the schedules of other agents. Our

approach combines conflict-explanation strategies to analyze the conflict and a set

of repair strategies to resolve the inconsistency. The analysis of the inconsistency

produces a categorization of the temporal constraints involved. This categorization
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is then used to match the inconsistency to a given repair strategy. Applying the re-

pair strategy restores local consistency to the STN, ensuring that all scheduled local

activities satisfy the known constraints that apply to them. The resolution strategies

progress from local repair actions, where revising the local schedule of the agent suf-

fices to resolve the conflict, to more complex schedule-repair actions when constraints

involving remote activities cannot be accommodated, and assumptions must be made

about the continuing validity of previously reported remote information.

We test a team of agents using this “repair” framework against a “conservative”

team using a preventative strategy similar to those used in STN controllability ap-

proaches [180, 114]. Specifically, the “conservative” agents use an uncertainty model

to schedule activities according to their maximum durations. Our results show that

the “repairing” agents significantly outperform the “conservative” team on problems

with tight deadlines, while having equivalent performance on problems with loose

deadlines (i.e. when there is enough time to execute activities to their maximum

durations). These results indicate the value of our “repair” framework, showing that

it provides a clear advantage to an agent team executing a schedule in a dynamic

environment.

1.4.2 Just-in-Time Backfilling

While Section 1.4.1 discussed how to recover from inconsistencies caused by execu-

tion dynamics once they have occurred (an inevitability in dynamic, uncertain en-

vironments), this section focuses on attempting to either prevent inconsistencies, or

dampen their deleterious effects, by taking pro-active steps before the inconsistency

happens. By performing this analysis ahead of time, advantageous scheduling oppor-

tunities can be identified that might otherwise be lost if the agent waited until the

deleterious event actually occurred.

This work relies on the presence of a stochastic model of environmental uncertainty

for the durations of the plan activities. This model enables agents to identify weak

areas in the schedule, and attempt to fortify them, making pro-active decisions that

increase the robustness of the generated schedule.

Multi-agent domains add complexity to this process. In situations where agents

lack full visibility of the problem and authority to modify problem structures assigned

to other agents, unanticipated events that invalidate the agents’ schedules may require
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Figure 1.2: Using a hypothetical inconsistency to discover a potential impending failure

inter-agent negotiation and a coordinated response.

We define an approach that reasons about schedule robustness continuously through-

out schedule execution. This continuous analysis enables us to discover potential fail-

ure points as execution proceeds in a Just-in-Time (JIT) fashion. The key intuition

behind this JIT approach is that the weak areas of the schedule change as the schedule

executes: Activities that previously seemed safe may become risky, and vice-versa. By

continuously analyzing the schedule for potential weaknesses, past outcomes can be

exploited to narrow the search for weaknesses. While previous techniques have used

similar continuous approaches to increase the schedule robustness during schedule

execution in centralized domains [161, 66, 67], distributed applications have received

little attention.

We define an approach that uses the durational uncertainty model to uncover

potential points of failure by introducing “unexpected” durations 2 for “close-to-

execution” activities 3. Each unexpected duration is entered into the STN in a

“what-if” mode to learn what would happen if the unexpected duration were to oc-

cur. An inconsistency denotes a potential impending failure. An analysis of this

hypothetical inconsistency reveals what activities in the schedule would be affected if

the inconsistency were to occur. Using this information, the agent can calculate how

the performance of the schedule would be degraded.

2An unexpected duration is a duration that is different from the expected value, based on the
durational uncertainty model.

3A close-to-execution activity is a scheduled activity whose time for execution is approaching.
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Figure 1.2 shows a simple scenario where an agent discovers a potential impending

failure by introducing an unexpected duration for activity M1. The top of the figure

shows the expected agent’s schedule. The schedule contains activities M1 and M2,

with expected durations of 10 and 8 minutes respectively. However, the durational

uncertainty model specifies that M1 might last 12 minutes with some non-zero prob-

ability. The bottom of the figure shows that if M1 overruns to 12 minutes, M2 will

fail to meet its deadline. This potential failure is discovered by entering a duration

of 12 for M1 into the STN, causing a hypothetical inconsistency.

When an impending failure is likely (which can be determined by a calculation

based on the probability of the “unexpected” duration happening), and its conse-

quences are deleterious to the schedule (based on the analysis of the hypothetical

inconsistency), it may be worth taking some pro-active steps to prevent the failure

from occurring, or to at least diminish its effects. In our domain of interest, we assume

that the initial multi-agent plan given to the agents includes interchangeable, non-

mutually-exclusive redundant activities. In such domains, a schedule can sometimes

be made stronger by inserting redundant actions. We call this process backfilling.

We have designed two strategies to insert redundant activities in the schedule: a

passive strategy, and an aggressive strategy. The passive strategy relies on agents

informing each other about potential weaknesses in their schedules. When an agent

B is informed by agent A that one of A’s activities may fail, B will try to insert a

redundant activity to the failing activity if its schedule is not negatively affected. The

aggressive strategy works similarly, but with the difference that A is allowed to coerce

B to insert a redundancy, even if B’s schedule is negatively affected, provided their

collective schedules benefit.

We have tested our strategies by comparing a “reactive” agent team that uses

only the recovery framework described in section 1.4.1 to overcome inconsistencies

when they occur, and a “pro-active” agent team that additionally tries to protect

itself against these inconsistencies using the strategies just described. Our results

show that the “pro-active” agent team significantly outperforms the “reactive” agent

team across a wide range of problems with different levels of difficulty, including a set

of problems used during the evaluation phase of the DARPA Coordinators project.
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1.4.3 Conflict-driven Coordination to Update Inter-Agent Com-

mitments

Our work continues to focus attention on how an STN framework can provide signifi-

cant advantages during the scheduling search by illustrating the unique opportunities

for inter-agent coordination that STNs bring to multi-agent scheduling applications.

In particular, we develop a conflict-driven form of agent coordination that locates

potential coordination opportunities by using conflict-explanation techniques to an-

alyze scheduling-phase inconsistencies. This conflict-driven coordination technique

provides agents with an ability to coordinate the “moving” of currently scheduled

activities in cases where it might improve their joint schedule.

We have developed two alternative conflict-driven strategies: the recursive strategy

and the full-chain strategy. Scheduling-phase inconsistencies occur when the scheduler

attempts to schedule an activity, but fails because it conflicts with currently scheduled

activities. This failure is flagged by an inconsistency in the STN. By analyzing this

inconsistency, the scheduler can detect if the conflict involves remote activities that,

if moved (or removed), would enable the rejected activity to be scheduled.

Consider the situation in Figure 1.3. Agent 2 attempts to schedule activity M2,

but fails, because the precedence constraint between M1 and M2 cannot be met. The

reason is that Agent 1 has scheduled M1 to finish too late to enable M2. Examination

of the conflict reveals that if Agent 1 were to slide M1 earlier, Agent 2 could success-

fully schedule M2. Agent 2 can use this information to initiate a query to accomplish

this change.

The recursive and full-chain strategies differ in how they organize the coordination
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process, presenting a trade-off between the amount of information needed to coordi-

nate and the time spent coordinating the schedule change. The recursive strategy

requires less information to coordinate: an agent knows about all the activities that

are directly linked to its “local” activities (e.g. Agent 2 knows about M1 because it’s

directly linked to its “local” activity M2). For the example in Figure 1.3, Agent 2’s

failed attempt to schedule M2 prompts it to send a request to Agent 1 to move M1.

Since M1 cannot move unless M0 also moves back, Agent 1 then sends a recursive

request to Agent 0 to move M0. The full-chain strategy, on the other hand, requires

more information, but it is faster. This strategy assumes that each agent knows about

every activity in a chain of which a local activity is part (e.g. Agent 2 knows about

both M0 and M1 because its local activity M2 is part of the M0-M1-M2 chain). For

the example in Figure 1.3, Agent 2 sends a request to both agents, Agent 0 and Agent

1, to move their activities M0 and M1 back, so that M2 has room to be installed.

Our results confirm that agent teams using either coordination strategy outper-

form a baseline agent team that continues to enforce all commitments between agents

that have previously been made. The comparison between the two strategies confirms

the trade-off between them, with the recursive strategy transmitting less information,

while taking longer to coordinate than the full-chain strategy.

1.5 Thesis Outline

This rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

Background Chapter 2 provides a survey of topics relevant to the work in this

thesis. First, it presents Simple Temporal Networks (STNs) and describes how tem-

poral inconsistencies can be detected when they occur. Then, it presents the problem

domain, the C TAEMS planning language used to describe the multi-agent plans, and

the Coordinators problem. Finally, it shows how a C TAEMS plan can be encoded

into an STN, and how the STN flags an inconsistency.

Related Work Chapter 3 presents a review of related work in relevant areas: (1)

Continuous Scheduling, where a scheduler acts in a tight loop with the executor com-

ponent, (2) Multi-Agent Coordination, both implicit and explicit, and (3) Temporal

Networks, a review of STNs and related technologies.
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Experimental Methodology Chapter 4 presents a description of the experimental

setup used in this thesis, the problem generator we used to create scheduling problems,

the characteristics of the generated problems, and how we evaluated our results.

Recovering from Inconsistencies Chapter 5 presents a framework for recovering

from inconsistencies caused by execution events (e.g. the late finish of an activity).

First, the categorization of the temporal constraints involved in the inconsistency

is described, followed by how to select a conflict resolution action based on this

categorization. Finally, the experimental results obtained using this framework are

presented.

Just-in-Time Backfilling Chapter 6 presents our strategies for leveraging a model

of durational uncertainty to “pro-actively” increase the robustness of the schedule. We

explain how we select the “horizon” activities that we examine for potential failure,

and introduce their unexpected durations (based on the uncertainty model) into the

STN to locate what durations would introduce an inconsistency, were they to occur.

This analysis is used to decide whether to augment the schedule with redundant

activities. Finally, we present the experimental results obtained using this pro-active

techniques.

Conflict-Driven Coordination Chapter 7 presents our strategies for using in-

consistencies encountered while attempting to schedule a new activity to guide a

coordination process. First, the chapter presents the set of techniques built into the

cMatrix agent to form inter-agent commitments. Then, we explain the two techniques

we have developed to update these commitments. The experimental results show a

comparison of these two techniques.

Conclusions and Future Work We present the conclusions and derived obser-

vations from this thesis in Chapter 8. Then we describe several possibilities for en-

hancing the power of the techniques presented in this thesis. Finally, we conclude the

thesis with a discussion of some open issues regarding yet to be addressed problems.
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Chapter 2

Background

The scheduling problem studied in this research is distributed and continuous: Agents

coordinate the activities they schedule, and the scheduler and executor components

of each agent need to work in a tightly integrated loop. Our technical approach

to this problem is centered on Simple Temporal Network (STN) technology. In this

chapter, we start with an overview of STNs and how they can be applied to scheduling

domains. We then present the problem domain that we have addressed and provide

details of the cMatrix agent, our scheduling agent implementation.

2.1 Simple Temporal Networks

Most flexible-times scheduling approaches use the simple temporal problem constraint

network representation (or more simply Simple Temporal Network (STN)) [33], as

STNs provide powerful semantics for encoding and maintaining networks of temporal

constraints. An STN consists of a graph G =< N, E > and the algorithms that act

upon it. Each node in the set of nodes, N , represents a time point. Each edge in the

set of edges, E, represents a distance constraint between two time points in N . A

distance constraint between time points Xi ∈ N and Xj ∈ N is of the form:

(Xj − Xi) ≤ d (2.1)

where d is a number in (−∞,∞) that represents the maximum distance between the

two time points. A special time point, called time-zero (which denotes the beginning

of time), grounds the network and has a fixed value of 0.

17
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Figure 2.1: A temporal constraint in an STN

Typically, plans and schedules use the activity as a basic abstraction. An activity

represents an action that must be performed, and it is defined by two time events:

its start and finish. Each of these two events can be represented in an STN by a time

point in its graph. A wide variety of temporal constraints acting on activities (such as

release dates, deadlines, durations, precedence constraints, etc.) can be represented

as edges between the time points in the graph. A temporal constraint that specifies

the minimum and maximum time that can elapse between two time points can be

expressed as:

(Xj − Xi) ∈ [l, u] (2.2)

where l and u are the lower and upper bounds on the time elapsed between the

time points. Constraints of the form in Equation 2.2 are represented using two edges

in the distance graph, corresponding the lower and upper bounds of the constraint

respectively. Figure 2.1 shows the graph for the constraint (Xj − Xi) ∈ [l, u]. The

lower bound, l, is represented by a directed edge from Xj to Xi with weight −l, while

the upper bound, u, is represented by a directed edge from Xi to Xj with weight u.

Unary constraints that act on a single time point (e.g. a deadline constraint acting

on the finish time point of an activity) can be cast into the form in Equation 2.2 by

using the time-zero point. For example, the constraint Xk ≥ C is equivalent to the

temporal constraint (Xk− time-zero) ∈ [C,∞).

The STN computes the temporal bounds of all the time points in N (i.e. the ear-

liest and latest times they can execute) by propagating the effects of all the distance

constraints in E through the application of a shortest path algorithm. Some STN

implementations have used an All-Pairs Shortest Path (APSP) algorithm, such as the

Floyd-Warshall procedure [47, 186], which produces the “distances” (i.e. the feasible

time intervals) between every pair of time points in the STN. These approaches use

an auxiliary data structure called the distance matrix to maintain the time intervals

between the time points [33, 75]. However, computing and maintaining all the dis-
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tances between the time points is unnecessary in most scheduling applications, where

only the temporal bounds of the plan activities are needed. These temporal bounds

can be calculated by finding the distances between the special time point time-zero

and the rest of the time points in the STN. These distances can be found using a

Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) algorithm, such as the Bellman-Ford [5, 82], with

time-zero as the source time point. The use of an SSSP algorithm reduces the compu-

tational (O(N3) vs. O(N2)) and space (O(N2) vs. O(N)) requirements of the STN

over APSP approaches. While incremental APSP approaches can reduce the compu-

tational complexity of adding temporal constraints to an existing STN to O(N2), the

removal of temporal constraints, as well as the insertion of additional time points into

the STN remains computationally expensive [77]. Given our emphasis In this thesis

work on continuous, closed-loop scheduling processes, our STN implements an incre-

mental version of the Bellman-Ford algorithm that supports the efficient addition and

removal of temporal constraints and time points into an STN by maintaining state

information about each time point [22].

Applying the Bellman-Ford algorithm on the STN graph produces the distances

from the time-zero point to every other time point. These distances represent the latest

temporal bounds of the time points (i.e. the latest feasible time the time points can be

executed). A second application of the Bellman-Ford algorithm to a slightly modified

graph (with the direction of the arcs reversed, and the edges’ weights negated) pro-

duces the distances from every time point in the graph to the time-zero point. These

distances represent the earliest temporal bounds of the time points (i.e. the earliest

feasible time the time points that can be executed). The two temporal bounds com-

pose the feasible time window of the time points: The window of time over which the

time point must be executed to respect its constraints. The temporal bounds of the

activities are simply the temporal bounds of the their start and finish time points.

These four bounds are given special names: The temporal bounds on the start point

of an activity are called its earliest start time (EST) and latest start time (LST). The

temporal bounds on the finish point are called its earliest finish time (EFT) and latest

finish time (LFT).

The addition of a temporal constraint or a change to an existing constraint can

give rise to an inconsistency or conflict. The STN detects these conflicts by checking

for negative cycles in the graph G.

Theorem 2.1. An STN is inconsistent when its distance graph contains one or more

negative cycles [33, 75].
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A negative cycle is a loop in the STN’s distance graph where the sum of the edges’

weights is negative. When inconsistencies exist, the Bellman-Ford algorithm fails,

and the temporal bounds of the activities in the STN cannot be computed (since no

feasible solution that respects all constraints can be found). The temporal bounds

can only be computed once the conflicts are removed from the STN, restoring it to a

consistent state.

To use temporal networks in a continuous scheduling domain, it is important

to model the passage of time. A recent technique, called the Augmented Simple

Temporal Network (ASTN) [76], adds a now time point to an STN that keeps track

of the current time. In an ASTN, scheduled, but not yet executed, activities link

their start and finish time points to this now point through precedence constraints.

These links denote that these unexecuted time points must occur after the now point;

in other words, they represent future events. When the time for execution arrives,

these precedence links are removed, denoting that these points are now in the past. In

addition, new links are created between these executed time points and the time-zero

point. These constraints represent the actual time the activity started and finished.

2.2 The Problem Domain

We now define the class of multi-agent scheduling problems studied in this thesis work.

As outlined in Section 1.1, we assume that plans are generated prior to execution, and

that each agent is initialized with a partial view of the multi-agent plan before the start

of execution. We further assume that the plans are generally oversubscribed (i.e. there

are more activities than can be feasibly done). The agents are tasked with producing a

schedule or maintaining an initially provided schedule, and managing these schedules

throughout their execution so that the overall quality of all successfully executed

activities is maximized (where quality is simply a reward metric). The agents are

cooperative: They have no selfish interests, working only for the good of the team.

The DARPA Coordinators program presents a concrete domain that implements

this multi-agent scheduling problem formulation. The Coordinators problem is in-

herently distributed: Agents have limited visibility of the team problem, and they

lack the authority to modify problem structures assigned to other agents. Agents

are unit-capacity: They can only perform one activity at a time. Agents are tasked

with producing and maintaining coordinated schedules, and maximizing the quality
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of the combined solution. The agents construct schedules assuming that activities will

accrue their expected quality and execute for their expected duration (based on the

uncertainty model). As the schedule executes, the agents monitor the execution of

their activities for events that invalidate these assumptions. These events necessitate

dynamic rescheduling. The rescheduling process may involve re-coordination between

various agents due to the interactions between activities in the plan. The continuous

loop between the scheduling of activities and their execution requires tight integration

between the scheduler of the agent and the activity executor component.

2.2.1 C TAEMS Modeling Language

Coordinators plans are defined using the C TAEMS modeling language [8], a di-

alect of TAEMS (Task Analysis, Environment Modeling and Simulation) [35, 71].

C TAEMS is a planner-independent representation that expands on the Hierarchical

Task Network (HTN) formulation [45], and provides rich semantics to express com-

plex multi-agent plans. Distributed scheduling approaches for finding the optimal

solution to a C TAEMS plan are known to be NEXP-complete [6, 176], making the

use of heuristic approaches a necessity.

C TAEMS plans are characterized by the following features:

• They present a fully-expanded HTN-like tree structure, where higher-level activ-

ities called tasks represent abstract activities that can be decomposed into more

detailed activities, and leaf activities called methods are directly executable by

the agents. The root of the activity hierarchy is called the taskgroup.

• Each task accrues quality from its children according to a Quality Accumulation

Function (QAF). The QAF specifies how the quality accrued by the children is

combined to obtain the task’s quality. This quality is simply a reward value.

• The QAFs also define the structure of the activity hierarchy. QAFs determine

whether a task is an AND-type activity that requires that all child activities

must be accomplished, or an OR-type activity where only one child activity

needs to be executed.

• Each method is assigned an owner agent. A method can only be executed by

its owner.
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• The only resource requirement of a method is its owner agent’s time.

• Each method defines a set of one or more outcomes, which model the environ-

mental uncertainty during schedule execution along the quality and duration

axes. Each outcome specifies a discrete probability distribution for the possible

quality values that the method can accrue during execution and its possible

durations.

• Methods can be aborted while they are executing, but not resumed once aborted.

An aborted method accrues no quality.

• The specification of plan activities can include execution time windows that

specify a release date (i.e. the earliest possible start time of the activity), and

a deadline (i.e. the latest possible finish time of the activity). Release and

deadline constraints on a task also constrain the execution time window of all

lower-level activities under the task.

• Complex interrelationships between activities can be defined to require tight co-

ordination between the agents to attain quality. These relations include joint ac-

tivities requiring synchronization and temporal sequencing between pairs of ac-

tivities. These sequencing relations are called Non-Local Effects (NLEs). Both

hard and soft NLEs can be defined. Hard NLEs specify constraints that must

be enforced, while soft NLEs define preferences.

• The goal of the agent team is to maximize the quality of the taskgroup.

C TAEMS defines six types of QAFs: SUM, MAX, MIN, SUMAND, SYNCSUM

and EXACTLY ONE. The first three are self-explanatory. Tasks with these QAFs ac-

cumulate quality from their children by summing their qualities, taking the maximum

quality of any child, or the minimum quality of any child, respectively. SUMAND

tasks are similar to SUM tasks except that all their children must execute with pos-

itive quality before the task accumulates their quality. SYNCSUM tasks represent

synchronization points; these tasks accumulate quality by summing the qualities of

all the children that start at the same time. These tasks are designed to model the

element of surprise: child activities that start late lose this element and accrue no

quality for their parent task. EXACTLY ONE tasks represent exclusive OR tasks: If

only one child accrues positive quality, the task accrues that quality. Otherwise, the

task accrues no quality.
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C TAEMS provides four types of NLEs: enables, facilitates, disables and hinders.

All these NLEs represent temporal relations between activities that govern how the

target activity accumulates quality. Enables and facilitates NLEs are similar to causal

relations. Enables NLEs specify a hard constraint: The source activity must obtain

positive quality before the target activity starts, or the target activity cannot accrue

any quality. Facilitates NLEs specify a soft constraint: If the source activity accrues

quality before the target activity starts, then the target activity will accrue higher

quality and/or have shorter duration. Disables and hinders NLEs represent a temporal

relation between a source and target activities, where the target must start executing

before the source accumulates quality. Disables NLEs specify a hard constraint: If

the relation is not respected, then the target activity will not accrue any quality.

Hinders NLEs specify a soft constraint: If the target starts executing after the source

has accrued quality, then the target will obtain lower quality and/or have a longer

duration.

While these NLEs are in many ways similar to standard temporal relations used

in other scheduling domains, they differ in that they are triggered by the source

activity attaining positive quality. This property has interesting consequences when

the source of the NLE is a task. SUM tasks, for example, accrue positive quality as

their child activities finish. An enables NLE with a SUM task as the source activity

will be triggered as soon as the source task attains positive quality (i.e. as soon as

any child activity finishes).

2.2.2 The Coordinators Problem

Coordinators problems are executed in a real-time simulated environment called the

Multi-Agent System Simulator (MASS) [68]. A team of Coordinators agents receives

a complete multi-agent plan using the C TAEMS language described in section 2.2.1.

However, each agent is initialized with only a subjective view of the problem, which

is a subset of the complete, or objective, view. This subjective view includes all the

methods the agent owns, and the chain of parent tasks linking those methods to the

taskgroup. Further, the view includes any activity (task or method) that is connected

via an NLE to a method the agent owns. We note that these NLEs may be linked

not to the agent’s method itself, but rather to one of its ancestor tasks that link the

method to the taskgroup.

An example of a simple C TAEMS task network for two agents (Agent 1 and
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Agent 2) is shown in Figure 2.2. The shaded areas encompassing a subset of the

activities in the plan denote the subjective views of the agents. The scenario shows

a problem where the two agents must cooperate to attain positive quality for the

taskgroup.

The taskgroup, TT1, is a MIN task. Thus, it will accrue positive quality when

both T1 and T2 accrue positive quality. However, T1 enables T2, meaning that T2

and its children must wait for T1 to accrue positive quality before starting. T1, as a

MAX task, will attain quality if either of its children methods M1a or M1b attains

quality. Since both these methods are assigned to Agent 1, Agent 1 can choose which

one to perform. Typically, an agent would attempt the higher quality method, and

if unable to perform it, the agent would fall back to a lower quality method. When

either of these two methods completes with positive quality, T2 is enabled. Agent 2

owns both methods M2a and M2b under T2. Since T2 is a MAX task, Agent 2 will

make a decision between them based on its availability.

2.3 The cMatrix Agent

The cMatrix agent 1 has been developed to explore the use of flexible-times, STN-

based scheduling techniques in the distributed scheduling scenario of the Coordinators

program described in section 2.2. This agent serves as the test-bed for the ideas de-

veloped in this thesis. The cMatrix agent is initialized with a subjective view of the

team plan in C TAEMS form, and an initial schedule of methods to execute. This

initial schedule is computed prior to execution using a centralized solver that creates

schedules using expected values for method durations and qualities. The agent main-

tains this schedule during execution, monitoring for events that necessitate changes,

and coordinating with other agents to reschedule when they occur. The cMatrix

agent has a scheduler-centric design: The scheduler is the central component of the

agent, not only producing the agent’s schedule, but also maintaining the belief state

of the agent, and locating opportunities for coordination with other team members

[157, 158]. This section will briefly describe how cMatrix agents interact with the

1The cMatrix agent was developed by a team of researchers from SRI International and Carnegie
Mellon University, in collaboration with individuals at Cornell University, Harvard University, the
University of Maryland (College Park) and Vassar College. In Year 1, the Carnegie Mellon team
was responsible for developing the core STN-based scheduler. The overall agent was re-engineered
by Carnegie Mellon for Year 2.
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2.3.1 Interaction with the Environment

cMatrix agents interact with the MASS real-time simulator. All agent communication

is channeled through the MASS, including agent-to-agent messaging. While channel-

ing all agent communication through a single point would be unrealistic in a fielded

application, this mechanism facilitates the gathering of communication statistics in

the simulated environment. During the simulated execution of a plan, the MASS is

in charge of keeping agents updated about the current time (measured in discrete

intervals called ticks), inserting uncertainty into activity execution, and notifying the

agents about changes to the plan. In turn, the agents make requests to the MASS for

methods to start execution when their time arrives, request methods to be aborted

when no longer useful, and send messages to other agents for the MASS to relay.

Figure 2.3 shows the structure of the cMatrix multi-agent system.

Coordinators scheduling problems have been designed to incorporate environmen-

tal uncertainty. The MASS introduces both modeled and unmodeled uncertainty. The

MASS injects modeled uncertainty during schedule execution by selecting values for

the quality and duration of methods sent by the agents for execution that deviate

from the expected values of these quantities (based on the uncertainty model in the

C TAEMS plan). Unmodeled uncertainty also occurs, with random method failures

(where a method completes but doesn’t accrue any quality), and delays in the actual

start time of methods after they are sent for execution. These failures and delays are

outside of the uncertainty model in the C TAEMS plan.

The MASS can also change the original plan of the agents, forcing the agents

to reschedule. The current implementation of the MASS can introduce two types

of model changes: introduction of additional activities, and changes to the existing

activities. Changes to existing activities include modifications to their release times

or deadlines, and the quality/duration probability distributions of methods.

2.3.2 The cMatrix Agent Architecture

An architectural depiction of a cMatrix agent is illustrated in Fig 2.4 2. Each agent

is composed of five subsystems:

• The Current State Database: The state database consists of the activity model

2For simplicity, the agent-to-agent communication is shown as a direct process.
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Figure 2.4: Coordinators Agent Architecture

and its encoding in the agent’s STN as time points and constraints. The state

of activities and scheduler-imposed constraints (such as sequencing of sched-

uled methods) introduces further constraints between the activities. Passage

of time during schedule execution is modeled using a slightly modified version

of the ASTN algorithm described in Section 2.1. The underlying STN uses an

incremental Bellman-Ford algorithm [22] that updates the temporal bounds of

activities as constraints are added, deleted or modified. The state database is

shown in a central position as it is used by all other subsystems.

• The Executor: The executor is responsible for sending methods to the MASS

to begin their execution. The executor may fail a scheduled method if its latest

possible start time has been reached and all the activities that enable the method

have still not completed executing. The executor may also abort an executing

method if its deadline is reached and the method has not completed.

• The Distributed State Mechanism (DSM): The DSM monitors local activities

and sends updated information about them to other agents in the system when

they incur changes in their quality, duration, time bounds or status. The DSM

sends the updated activity information to all agents whose subjective view of the
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problem includes the activity. The DSM provides a form of implicit coordination

between the agents, pushing the information needed about activities so that

agents can make more informed local decisions.

• The Scheduler: The scheduler manages the agent’s state, updating it in response

to outside messages (from the MASS or other agents) or as a result of the

scheduling process. Other components in the agent react to the actions of the

scheduler. For example, the DSM sends updates about the local activities to

other agents when these activities experience changes, and the negotiator sends

requests to the scheduler to generate coordination options that can be pursued

with other agents to try to improve the collective schedule.

• The Negotiator: The negotiator is in charge of coordination sessions with other

agents to find opportunities to improve the collective schedule of the team.

The negotiator looks for coordination opportunities when certain events occur

during the execution of the schedule. The agent initiating a coordination session

queries other agents for information or scheduling options and decides whether

the agents involved in the negotiation should make a coordinated change to

their schedules based on the information it receives.

The Scheduler

The cMatrix agent’s scheduler uses a greedy quality-maximizing heuristic to deter-

mine an agenda of high-quality methods, and attempts to install this agenda 3. The

scheduler consists of two components: a quality propagator and a method installer,

which cooperate in a tightly integrated loop to manage the schedule of the agent

so that all problem constraints are respected. The quality propagator processes the

C TAEMS activity hierarchy received from the MASS and produces an agenda of

contributor methods for the installer to schedule. The contributors are the methods

that, if scheduled, would lead to the highest local quality for the agent. They are

generated without regard to resource or temporal constraints. In essence, the quality

propagator solves a relaxed infinite-resource capacity problem, leaving the task of

imposing the unit capacity and temporal constraints to the method installer. The

installer iterates through the contributors attempting to schedule them. Although

the main task of the procedure is to install each method given to it, the scheduling

3The installation of a method involves the insertion of the method on the agent’s timeline
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process it spawns can be more extensive. Many methods have enablers, and if these

are not scheduled, the method installer will try to schedule these enabler activities

before attempting to install the method. When the installation of a method fails, the

quality propagator is invoked again to produce a new agenda of contributor methods

that does not include the failed method. This new agenda of contributors may no

longer include some previously installed methods. When this occurs, these methods

are removed from the agent’s schedule, and the installer is invoked on the new agenda.

The quality propagator assumes that activities will accrue their expected quality,

and ignores their durations while forming the contributors list. The method installer,

on the other hand, can be operated in two modes: expected and conservative. In

expected mode, the installer assumes that methods will last their expected durations,

while in conservative mode, it assumes maximum durations. The default installer

mode is expected, which can result in inconsistencies when methods take longer than

their expected durations during execution. The conservative mode prevents inconsis-

tencies from arising during execution, but can lead to lower quality.

The Negotiator

The negotiator is in charge of coordination sessions to improve the multi-agent sched-

ule by increasing its overall quality. The negotiator identifies a set of non-local options

that pinpoint a set of modifications that other agents can perform to their schedules

that would lead to an increase in the local schedule’s quality. These options are used

by the initiating agent (i.e. the agent that starts the coordination session) to for-

mulate queries to other team members. These remote agents respond to the queries

by assessing how the schedule changes they make to fulfill the requests in the query

would impact their local schedules. If the combined quality change (of the initiating

and queried agents) produces a net gain, the initiating agent commits all agents in

the coordination session to perform the joint action.

The initiating agent generates non-local options through optimistic synchroniza-

tion. Using optimistic synchronization, the scheduler is directed to search for op-

portunities to increase the quality of the schedule by making optimistic assumptions

about remote enabler activities. In brief, the scheduler enters a what-if mode where

it optimistically assumes that a remote enabler to a local contributor method can be

scheduled to precede it. If the remote enabler is unscheduled, the scheduler assumes

it is scheduled. If it is scheduled, but too late to precede the local contributor, the
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Figure 2.5: Non-local option generation with optimistic synchronization

scheduler assumes it can be rescheduled earlier. The scheduler then constructs a hy-

pothetical schedule under this condition and calculates the local quality that could be

attained. If the local quality increases, a non-local option is created. This non-local

option specifies the remote enablers that were assumed scheduled.

Consider for example, the structure in Figure 2.5. Let’s assume that Agent 1

has scheduled M1a, but M1b is unscheduled, contributing 10 to the quality of the

taskgroup. Since M1b is not scheduled, Agent 2’s method M2 is not enabled, and

it cannot contribute to quality. Using optimistic synchronization, Agent 2 will opti-

mistically assume that M1b is scheduled and generate a non-local option. Under this

option, Agent 2 contributes 12 to the quality of the taskgroup. This option is sent to

Agent 1, and Agent 1 assesses the impact of scheduling M1b on its schedule. Let’s as-

sume that Agent 1 responds positively to Agent 2 with a new schedule that discards

M1a in favor of M1b. The contribution of Agent 1 to the quality of the taskgroup

drops to 6. However, the net gain of the negotiation session is 12 − 4 = 8, and the

agents will commit to this option.
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Figure 2.6: An example C TAEMS problem for a hostage rescue mission.

2.4 Representing C TAEMS Plans using an STN

To solve the Coordinators problem using STNs, the temporal components of a C TAEMS

plan need to be represented in the STN’s graph, where activities are mapped to time

points and temporal constraints to edges. In the next sections, we introduce a simple

C TAEMS plan and show how we can encode the different temporal components of

the plan in an STN.

2.4.1 Our Motivating Example as a C TAEMS Plan

We now revisit a simplified version of the hostage rescue scenario described in section

1.2 and sketch it as a C TAEMS plan: Two teams, Charlie and Bravo, need to

simultaneously attack at locations Alpha and Gamma. Each team will eliminate the

terrorists it encounters at the site (estimated time 10 minutes) and rescue the hostages

held there (estimated time 15 minutes) 4. The mission must be finished in 30 minutes.

The C TAEMS plan shown in Figure 2.6 encodes the requirements of the mission.

Mission, the taskgroup activity, has a release time of 0 and a deadline of 30, specifying

4The remainder of the chapter assumes that the installer is operating in the default expected-
duration mode. All activity durations are inserted into the STN, assuming they will last their
expected duration.
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the 30-minute time window for completing the rescue operation. Mission has a SYNC-

SUM QAF, indicating that the child activities (Alpha Attack and Gamma Attack)

must start simultaneously. These children, Alpha Attack and Gamma Attack, are

tasks aggregating the activities necessary for attacking locations Alpha and Gamma

respectively. They have SUM QAFs, indicating that the qualities of any success-

fully executed child activities are added up. The children under these tasks are the

executable methods. Task Alpha Attack has two children methods, ET Alpha and

RH Alpha. ET Alpha represents the executable goal of eliminating the terrorists at

location Alpha. The method’s “owner” is Charlie. It has an expected quality of 15

and an expected duration of 10 minutes. RH Alpha represents the goal of rescuing

the hostages at location Alpha. The method is again owned by Charlie, and it has

an expected quality of 30 and an expected duration of 15 minutes. An enables NLE

links ET Alpha and RH Alpha, indicating that eliminating the terrorists must be ac-

complished before the hostages can be rescued. The methods under Gamma Attack

mirror those under Alpha Attack except that they are owned by Bravo.

2.4.2 Transforming the C TAEMS Plan into an STN

The C TAEMS plan shown in Figure 2.6, although small, presents five types of tempo-

ral constraints acting on the activities: Duration constraints, time window constraints,

structural constraints, precedence constraints (the enables NLEs), and synchroniza-

tion constraints. We will first examine each of these constraints and show how they

can be represented within an STN framework5, and then proceed to show how to tie

these constraints together so that the C TAEMS plan is fully represented in an STN.

Duration Constraints

Duration constraints represent the time that must elapse between the start and finish

of an activity. The duration d of an activity X (represented in an STN by start time

point XS and finish time point XF ) can be expressed by the constraint (XF −XS) ∈

[d, d] 6. The top of Figure 2.7 shows activity X with its duration d, and the bottom

5The representations are not unique. There is typically more than one way of representing
temporal constraints in an STN.

6Note that this equation assigns a fixed duration to activity X (i.e. the minimum and maxi-
mum durations are both d). An alternative approach, similar to that used in STN controllability
approaches (see Section 3.2.2) would be to assign only a minimum duration to X , with an uncon-
strained maximum duration. While this approach maintains greater flexibility, it does not interact
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Figure 2.7: The STN for activity X and its duration constraint.

shows the STN encoding.

Time Window Constraints

Time window constraints represent the period of time over which an activity can

execute. A release constraint establishes the earliest time an activity can start execu-

tion; a deadline constraint establishes the latest time an activity can finish execution.

The release time r and deadline d of an activity X (represented by start time point

XS and finish time point XF ) can be expressed by the constraints (XS− time-zero)

∈ [r,∞] and (XF− time-zero) ∈ [−∞, d] respectively. Figure 2.8 shows activity X

with its release and deadline constraints at the top, and their STN encoding at the

bottom. Note that the ∞ edges can be omitted, since they do not constrain the

distance between the time points.

Structural Constraints

Structural constraints represent containment in an activity hierarchy. Parent activi-

ties contain their children, implying that the execution of a child activity must occur

within the time window of its parent. For a parent activity P with child activity C,

two structural constraints link their start time points (PS and CS) and their finish

time points (PF and CF ). These constraints can be expressed as (CS − PS) ∈ [0,∞]

well with some NLE constraints in C TAEMS plans (i.e. disables and hinders).
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Figure 2.9: The STN for activities P and C and the structural constraints between
them.

and (PF − CF ) ∈ [0,∞]. Figure 2.9 shows activities P and C at the top, and their

STN encoding at the bottom.
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Figure 2.10: The STN for activities S and T and the precedence constraint between
them.

Precedence Constraints

Precedence constraints represent the sequencing of activities. The source activity

must finish before the target activity starts. For source activity S and target activity

T , a precedence constraint links the finish time point of S (SF ) and the start time

point of T (TS). The constraint can be expressed as (TS − SF ) ∈ [0,∞]. Figure 2.10

shows activities S and T at the top, and their STN encoding at the bottom. Again,

the ∞ edge can be omitted, since it does not constrain the distance between the time

points.

Synchronization Constraints

A synchronization constraint represents the simultaneous execution of two time points,

which are said to be “rigidly connected” [173]. In our example, the start of two activi-

ties must be synchronized. For two activities X and Y that must start simultaneously,

a synchronization constraint links the start point of X (XS) to the start point of Y

(YS). The constraint can be expressed as (YS − XS) ∈ [0, 0]. Figure 2.11 shows

activities X and Y at the top, and their STN encoding at the bottom.

Tying it All Together

Now that we have all the pieces in place, we can put them together to form the distance

graph of the STN for our sample C TAEMS plan. We follow the same convention as
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Figure 2.11: The STN for activities X and Y with synchronized starts.

in previous sections, denoting the start and finish time points of an activity X by XS

and XF , respectively. Figure 2.12 shows the temporal information in the C TAEMS

plan encoded in an STN.

2.5 Resolving STN Inconsistencies

Changes to the schedule that cannot be absorbed by the flexibility of the activi-

ties’ temporal bounds introduce inconsistencies into the STN. STN inconsistencies

can arise from execution dynamics that violate schedule-time assumptions or from

scheduling actions that are infeasible. The former denote events that have occurred

and need to be assimilated. In such cases, the inconsistency must to be resolved to

assimilate the event. The latter, on the other hand, occur as the agent attempts

to improve its schedule. Although these inconsistencies can be resolved by simply

retracting the scheduling action that caused them, an analysis of the inconsistency

can point to potential areas of schedule improvement.
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Figure 2.12: The STN for the example C TAEMS plan.

In this section, we illustrate how we can use STN conflict-explanation techniques

to analyze an inconsistency and resolve it. We present an example that uses an

execution-time inconsistency, based on a possible execution trace for team Charlie’s

cMatrix agent during the execution of the C TAEMS plan in Section 1.2. The exe-

cution trace introduces an unexpected late finish for one of the scheduled activities,

resulting in an STN conflict.

2.5.1 An Execution Trace of Team Charlie’s Schedule

At the start of the plan execution, both teams (Charlie and Bravo) are provided

with their subjective views of the plan, and an initial schedule to execute. The

subjective view of team Charlie is shown in Figure 2.13. It contains the methods that

Charlie is charged with executing, along with their ancestor tasks. Charlie’s initial

schedule and initial STN at the start of execution (minute 0) are shown in Figure 2.14
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Figure 2.13: The subjective view of Team Charlie

7. Note that the synchronized counterpart to Charlie’s ET Alpha method, Bravo’s

ET Gamma, is not part of Charlie’s subjective view. This makes the imposition of

the synchronization constraint between these two methods (as advocated in section

2.4.2) infeasible. The cMatrix agent overcomes this difficulty by fixing the start time

of the synchronized method to the time obtained from the initial schedule (time 0 in

this case). The constraint fixing the start time is expressed by ET AlphaS− time-zero

∈ [0, 0] (where ET AlphaS is the start time point of ET Alpha). Method RH Alpha,

in contrast, retains a flexible start time (with EST=10 and LST=15 minutes).

Team Charlie starts executing its schedule at time 0 minutes. The terrorists at

location Alpha are engaged and a battle commences (method ET Alpha). Unexpect-

edly, the enemy’s resistance is much stiffer than anticipated. Despite Team Charlie’s

best efforts, after 16 minutes, the enemy still has not been subdued. At this point,

there is insufficient time to rescue the hostages: There are only 14 minutes remaining

of the initial 30 minute time window for the mission, and the hostage rescue activity

(method RH Alpha) is expected to last 15 minutes. The conflicting constraints place

the STN in an inconsistent state. The inconsistency disables the STN, and resolu-

tion actions need to be taken to obtain an updated set of time bounds for the plan

activities.

7The cMatrix agent uses an ASTN representation that includes a now time point to manage
passage of time. The now point is ignored in the example for simplicity’s sake.
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Figure 2.14: The initial schedule and STN of Team Charlie

2.5.2 Conflict Explanation in STNs

As explained in section 2.1. STNs are a graphical encoding of a Temporal Con-

straint Satisfaction Problem (TCSP). STNs use shortest path graph algorithms to

solve the TCSP. Unfortunately, when these algorithms (like the Bellman-Ford) de-

tect the presence of an inconsistency, they fail without providing any help to resolve

the inconsistency. Recent research has developed strategies to exploit the negative

cycles that appear in the STN’s graph when an inconsistency occurs to provide an

explanation of the conflict. The explanation of an inconsistency is found by iden-

tifying the edges and nodes involved in the negative cycle, and then mapping these

edges and nodes to specific temporal constraints and activities using the higher-level

domain model of the problem [156, 15, 21]. Once the conflict explanation has been
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obtained, it is possible to design conflict resolution strategies that restore the STN to

consistency.

Explaining the Conflict in Team Charlie’s Schedule

Figure 2.15 shows Charlie’s schedule at minute 16, and the edges in the STN’s graph

involved in the negative cycle. Following these edges in clockwise direction starting

from the time-zero point, we can see that the sum of the edges’ weights is

30 − 15 − 16 = −1

The absolute value of this sum (1) is the magnitude of the conflict.

Mapping these edges to the temporal constraints they represent, we obtain the

conflict set: the set of constraints involved in the STN conflict. These constraints are:

1. (ET AlphaS− time-zero ) ∈ [0, 0]: The constraint fixing the start of ET Alpha

at 0.

2. (ET AlphaF − ET AlphaS) ∈ [16, 16]: The constraint specifying the duration

of ET Alpha as 16 (updated from the original 10 after the unexpected delay).

3. (RH AlphaS − ET AlphaF ) ∈ [0,∞]: The enables constraint specifying that

ET Alpha must precede RH Alpha.

4. (RH AlphaF −RH AlphaS) ∈ [15, 15]: The constraint specifying the expected

duration of RH Alpha as 15.

5. (Alpha AttackF − RH AlphaF ) ∈ [0,∞]: The structural constraint linking the

finish point of RH Alpha to the finish point of its parent task Alpha Attack.

6. (MissionF − Alpha AttackF ) ∈ [0,∞]: The structural constraint linking the

finish point of Alpha Attack to the finish point of its parent task Mission.

7. (MissionF− time-zero ) ∈ [−∞, 30]: The constraint specifying the deadline of

the Mission as 30.

The retrieval of the conflict set enables us to explain the cause of the underlying

STN conflict by examining the constraints involved: The failure to subdue the ter-

rorists by time 16 causes an update to the duration constraint of the corresponding
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Figure 2.15: Team Charlie’s Schedule with a Negative Cycle

method, ET Alpha. The updated duration of 16 pushes (through the enables con-

straint) the start of the hostage rescue activity, RH Alpha, to 16. Given that the

expected duration for this method is 15, RH Alpha can not expect to finish before

time 31. However, through the structural links tying the finish point of RH Alpha

to its parent, Alpha Attack, and Alpha Attack to its parent Mission, the method

RH Alpha inherits the deadline for the mission at time 30. The delay in completing

ET Alpha in time means this deadline can no longer be met. Having explained the

conflict, we can now turn to determining how to resolve it, thus re-enabling the STN

of Team Charlie.
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Resolving the Conflict in Team Charlie’s Schedule

Resolving an STN conflict involves the removal or modification of constraints in the

conflict set. While the inconsistency could be trivially resolved by removing con-

straints from the conflict set until the STN is conflict-free, this approach is imprac-

tical. Removing problem constraints (such as release or deadline constraints), or

constraints representing past events (such as the duration of an executed activity)

would lead to a meaningless schedule that cannot be executed. Instead, the expla-

nation of the conflict can be used to reason about which constraints to select for

removal or modification. In our example, Team Charlie is still battling the insurgents

at time 16, and can’t expect to finish the mission by the specified deadline. Out

of the constraints in the conflict set, the constraints representing the start time of

ET Alpha and its current duration (constraints 1 and 2) cannot be modified as they

represent past events. Reasoning over the remaining five constraints gives us three

possible options for resolving the conflict:

1. Unscheduling RH Alpha: Given that the hostages can no longer be rescued in

time, the mission can be aborted. Unscheduling an activity can be accomplished

by removing the constraints that sequence it to other methods on the timeline.

In our case, the enables NLE is the constraint that sequences the two methods

(ET Alpha and RH Alpha) on the timeline. Removing this constraint resolves

the inconsistency. To see the effect of this operation, we can observe the updated

STN edges in Figure 2.16. Removing the enables constraint breaks the chain of

edges that formed the negative cycle, and the conflict disappears.

2. Reducing the expected duration of RH Alpha: Team Charlie can opt to assume

that after the terrorists are eliminated, it can achieve the hostage rescue ac-

tivity faster than planned. Decreasing the duration of RH Alpha by 1 minute

(the magnitude of the conflict) removes the conflict from the STN. Observing

the updated STN edges in Figure 2.17, we see that decreasing the duration of

RH Alpha causes the negative cycle edge representing this duration constraint

to change from -15 to -14. The sum of the edges in the cycle is now 0, no longer

negative.

3. Increasing the deadline of Mission: Alternatively, team Charlie can opt to take

longer to complete the mission. Increasing the deadline of Mission by 1 minute

removes the STN conflict. We can see the effect on the STN edges in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.16: Team Charlie’s STN after Aborting the Mission

Increasing the deadline of Mission causes the negative cycle edge representing

the deadline constraint to change from 30 to 31. The sum of the cycle edges

becomes 0.

cMatrix agents generally do not assume that the duration of a method (as specified

by the plan) can be reduced 8, and deadlines in the Coordinators problems are hard

(i.e. they cannot be modified). Consequently, options 2 and 3 are eliminated and

the method RH Alpha would be unscheduled. The following chapters will describe

how we use similar conflict explanation techniques to (1) create a general framework

that resolves execution-time conflicts in a distributed environment, and (2) analyze

scheduling-time inconsistencies to find opportunities for improvement of the multi-

agent schedule.

8One situation in which this can occur is if facilitates constraints are involved.
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Chapter 3

Related Work

This chapter surveys previous research in areas related to the topics of this thesis. The

first section of the chapter presents a set of related topics that provide a framework

within which this thesis work fits in. The second part of the chapter examines previous

research that has similarities to the specific contributions made by this thesis.

3.1 Thesis Context

In this section, we present topics that frame the context within which this thesis work

fits in. We start by presenting the family of temporal networks, of which STNs are

part. We then survey the field of continuous scheduling, which studies the integration

of scheduling and schedule execution in a tight-loop. Third, we present the TAEMS

language, on which C TAEMS is based on, and how it has been applied to scheduling

domains. Fourth, we survey conflict explanation strategies, a set of techniques to

analyze inconsistencies in temporal network scheduling applications. Finally, we pro-

vide a brief outline of multi-agent coordination, touching on two broad coordination

categories: implicit and explicit coordination.

3.1.1 Family of Temporal Networks

STNs are a special case of Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Networks (TCSNs). As

explained in Section 2.1, the domains of STN temporal constraints are single contin-

45
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uous intervals of the form:

(Xj − Xi) ∈ [l, u] (3.1)

In contrast, general TCSNs allow temporal constraints to have domains with dis-

junctive intervals. Temporal constraints between time points in TCSNs are of the

form:

(Xj − Xi) ∈ ∨k[lk, uk] (3.2)

The disjunctive intervals of TCSNs present a mechanism for representing choices of

when to execute an activity. For example, for an activity A, we could specify that

it should start between times t1 and t2, or between times t3 and t4. The increased

flexibility comes at a price: While the temporal bounds of time points in STNs can

be obtained in polynomial time, this is not the case for TCSNs [33]. Disjunctive

Temporal Networks (DTNs) generalize TCSNs further, allowing the use of general

disjunctive temporal constraints [166]. These constraints are of the form:

∨n((Xj − Xi) ∈ ∨k[lk, uk]) (3.3)

The disjunctive constraints in DTNs can be used to represent choices of action. A

disjunctive constraint can specify that either activity A should start between times

t1 and t2, or activity B should start between times t3 and t4.

Numerous derivative works have expanded the core temporal constraint propaga-

tion functionality of temporal networks. The full family family of temporal networks

we describe in this section is summarized in Table 3.1. Controllability criteria for

temporal networks were developed to reason about uncertainty in activity durations.

The basic recognition is that during the execution of a schedule, there is no firm

control over how long activities will take, leading to uncertainty in their finish times.

Time points in the temporal network are separated into controllable points (the start

times of the activities), and uncontrollable points (the finish times of the activities).

Schedulers that use controllability aim to create schedules that will remain feasible

Uncertainty Preferences Conditionals Current Time
STN [33] STNU [180] STNP [86] CSTN [174] ASTN [76]

TCSN [33] TCSNU [179] TCSNP [129] CTCSN [174] –
DTN [166] DTNU [179] DTNP [129] CDTN [174] –

Table 3.1: Family of Temporal Networks
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despite these duration uncertainties. Initially, controllability was developed within

the context of STNs, producing the Simple Temporal Networks with Uncertainty

(STNUs) [180]. Later, the same techniques were adapted to TCSNs and DTNs, pro-

ducing the Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Networks with Uncertainty (TCSNUs)

and Disjunctive Temporal Networks with Uncertainty (DTNUs) [179]. Section 3.2.2

expands the discussion on controllability criteria, and explains how these criteria can

be used to increase schedule robustness within the context of STNs.

Recent work has considered preference optimization as an extension to the tempo-

ral network’s bounds propagation. In essence, these techniques transform the original

constraint satisfaction problem of determining feasible bounds for time points into

the constraint optimization problem of computing the optimal time within the fea-

sible bounds for the time points. As with STNUs, these techniques were originally

developed within the context of STNs, producing the Simple Temporal Networks

with Preferences (STNPs) [86]. Later, these algorithms were extended to TCSNs

and DTNs, producing the Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Networks with Pref-

erences (TCSNPs) and Disjunctive Temporal Networks with Preferences (DTNPs)

[129]. There have been additional efforts to combine STNUs and STNPs, producing

the Simple Temporal Networks with Preferences and Uncertainty (STNPUs) [178],

and to provide probability distributions for the duration uncertainty, producing the

Simple Temporal Networks with Preferences and Probabilities (STNPPs) [115].

A framework to explicitly specify conditionals has also been developed within the

temporal network family [174]. The technique is equally applicable to STNs, TC-

SNs and DTNs, producing the Conditional Simple Temporal Networks (CSTNs), the

Conditional Temporal Constraint Satisfaction Networks (CTCSNs) and the Condi-

tional Disjunctive Temporal Networks (CDTNs). The conditional statements allow

the definition of logical propositions that are attached to constraints. Depending on

the value of the proposition, different branches of the network are activated. The

binary domain of the propositions restricts the usefulness of this technique to define

conditional branches, as a maximum of two can be obtained per proposition. While

a greater number of branches can be achieved through proposition combinations, the

resulting increase in the number of necessary propositions increases the complexity

of the algorithm.

As mentioned in section 2.1, a recent technique adds a now time point to an

STN to keeps track of the current time, producing the Augmented Simple Temporal

Network (ASTN) [76]. The ASTN representation is useful in continuous scheduling
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domains, where awareness of the passage of time is important.

3.1.2 Continuous Scheduling

Classical scheduling research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Operations Research

(OR) has treated scheduling as a static process that produces a solution to be executed

at a later time. AI research has traditionally viewed scheduling as a special case of

planning where the activities to be performed are known and all that is left is to order

them [150], while OR research has largely focused on optimization processes to order

a set of activities so that an objective function (e.g. the makespan of the schedule

or the weighted tardiness of the activities [132, 18]) is maximized. However, viewing

scheduling as a static, puzzle-like ordering task is an unfortunate over-simplification

of the scheduling process. Under most practical conditions, scheduling must be a

continuous process that is tied to the execution of the scheduled activities, and must

react to changes in the environment by revising the existing schedule.

Many state-of-the-art scheduling systems follow the continuous scheduling paradigm,

and have been applied to a wide variety of domains using different architectures and

approaches. Although fixed-times schedules, which assign exact start and finish times

to scheduled activities, are in general more brittle to execution-time deviations, they

simplify some conflict analysis procedures since exact times for activity execution are

available, and they have found application in some continuous scheduling systems.

In manufacturing, the OPIS scheduler provides reactive mechanisms for maintaining

production schedules in the presence of environmental dynamics [162]. Constraint

analysis is used to prioritize and resolve problems as they arise, incrementally repair-

ing existing solutions rather than formulating new schedules from scratch. In robotic

search and rescue teams, the COCoA framework provides a Mixed Integer Linear

Programming (MILP) approach to continuously allocate and schedule activities to a

team of robots searching for victims in hazardous environments [89, 88]. In space ex-

ploration, the CLARAty framework incorporating the CASPER continuous planner

has been used in the Deep Space Four probe. CASPER uses a hierarchy of planning

layers, each responsible for a level of plan detail, going from long term coarse planning

to short term detailed planning [24]. Subsequent works have used CASPER to create

a continuous coordination framework for self-interested agents [26], and to implement

a procedure for live-task modification, where a centralized continuous planner mon-

itors the execution state of activities and adds resources to them if they are falling
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behind schedule [146, 147].

Other researchers have leveraged flexible-times scheduling, which sequences sched-

uled activities but does not assign them exact start and finish times, to design con-

tinuous scheduling systems. A recently deployed high-speed manufacturing system

uses constraint-based scheduling and state-space planning. The planner uses a vari-

ant of STRIPS extended with action durations and resources to solve a job-shop

scheduling problem where several jobs arrive every second [140]. In an aerial re-

connaissance domain, a recent extension to the Kirk Planner [87] has introduced a

flexible-times planner that uses incremental repair to resolve execution time conflicts.

The framework has been tested in a scenario involving aerial vehicles coordinating

to take synchronized images [72]. The LAAS architecture, coupled with the IXTET-

EXEC planner/scheduler, has been used to govern robotics systems. IXTET-EXEC

maintains a temporally flexible plan for a robot, using this flexibility to accommo-

date failures during execution [93]. When the nominal plan becomes invalid, a plan

repair procedure attempts to use the flexibility in the plan to incrementally refor-

mulate the plan. This procedure may insert activities to produce needed resources,

or insert sequencing links between activities in the plan. If the plan repair fails, full

re-planning is attempted. Several flexible-times continuous scheduling systems have

been developed by NASA to govern exploratory vehicles. The Remote Agent program

has designed a continuous planner/scheduler for the Deep Space One NASA probe.

The probe uses temporally flexible plans to coordinate the activities of its different

components, and obtain scientific data without human supervision, operating over

extended periods of time. Given the need for long-term autonomy, the program em-

phasizes schedule robustness [118]. More recently, the approaches used in the Remote

Agent program were unified under the IDEA framework and the EUROPA continuous

planner [116]. The IDEA framework has been used to control the Gromit exploration

rover [46]. However, unlike the class of systems studied in this thesis, these continuous

schedulers use centralized solvers to obtain solutions for their problems.

3.1.3 TAEMS Schedulers

TAEMS (Task Analysis, Environment Modeling and Simulation) [35, 71] was devel-

oped as a representation for Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP) [34], an

extension of Partial Global Planning (PGP) [43]. PGP assumes that tasks are in-

herently decomposed, and that agents might not be aware of what tasks others are
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planning to perform, or how these tasks relate to each other. Agents attempt to gain

knowledge of the goals of the team, and construct a partial plan that can be integrated

into the global plan to fulfill the team mission. PGP was developed in the context of

a Distributed Vehicle Monitoring (DVM) application. GPGP generalized the coordi-

nation techniques of PGP, making them domain-independent. TAEMS was designed

to serve as the modeling language underlying GPGP. TAEMS extends the HTN for-

mulation [45] by providing semantics to describe complex interrelationships between

activities, environmental uncertainty, models of activity utility and cost and resource

consumption. C TAEMS, the language of the Coordinators problems, inherits the ba-

sic TAEMS infrastructure and philosophy, while redefining some TAEMS constructs,

adding new ones, and removing others that are not pertinent to the Coordinators

domain.

The TAEMS framework has been used to develop various scheduling techniques,

including continuous scheduling systems. TAEMS scheduling techniques have focused

on satisficing, rather than optimal, solutions, given the high complexity of the TAEMS

scheduling problem. Design-to-Time (DTT) was the first scheduler designed to use

TAEMS [56]. The focus of DTT is anytime scheduling. Consider SUM tasks: As the

children of the task accrue quality, the quality attained by the parent task increases.

This property mirrors the anytime scheduling notion where performing an activity for

longer durations leads to higher utility. Unlike other anytime scheduling frameworks

[37, 98, 142, 185], where the utility of activities increases in a continuous fashion,

the utility jumps of TAEMS tasks are discrete. Shifting the focus from anytime

reasoning, the Design-to-Criteria (DTC) scheduler concentrated on issues such as

balancing the quality of the taskgroup against the likelihood that the provided solution

will succeed [183, 182]. DTC provides knobs for users of the scheduler to specify

the criteria the scheduling process should emphasize. Knobs for emphasizing higher

quality, lower duration, increased robustness, etc. are provided. Versions of DTT

and DTC have been used in TAEMS-based applications for information gathering

[96], hospital patient scheduling [36], intelligent home environments [69], distributed

sensor allocation [70] and others.

The Coordinators program has produced several techniques that address the dis-

tributed scheduling and schedule management problem from different perspectives.

Extending DTC, a Multi-Agent Design-to-Criteria (MADTC) scheduler was devel-

oped [149], but suffered from scalability problems due to the soft real-time nature

of the DTC scheduler. A second system uses a multi-agent MDP (Markov Decision
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Process) approach that unrolls the C TAEMS structure into policies [119]. Given the

size of the state space, it is infeasible to perform a complete exploration. The search

is heuristically guided to unroll promising sections of the state space and construct

a policy. The use of heuristics, while necessary, prevents the discovery of the opti-

mal policy, the major incentive behind the use of MDPs. If the agents fall off policy

during execution, a greedy scheduling approach is used. A third approach focuses

on robustness, centering on the goal of avoiding mission failure [170]. The agent’s

scheduler is divided into a deliberative component and an opportunistic component.

The opportunistic component is a reactive layer that responds to updates by making

local modifications to the schedule. When changes cannot be managed locally, the de-

liberative component coordinates with other agents to find a new schedule. Schedules

are chosen based not only on the quality they can accrue, but on their likelihood of

success. Schedules whose success probability falls below an acceptable threshold are

discarded. Coordination of agents’ schedules is done through partial centralization.

In some cases, a single agent may schedule for the whole team. Another recently de-

veloped system, the Criticality-Sensitive Coordination scheduler [101], makes use of a

set of domain-specific metrics to guide the scheduling process. Metrics were designed

to (1) calculate the likelihood that an activity can increase (or decrease) the quality of

the taskgroup, (2) obtain the probability that an activity will attain positive quality,

(3) determine a “target” quality that a scheduled activity is expected to achieve, and

others. By propagating these metrics to the different team agents, the agents are able

to form a cohesive picture of the state of the schedule. A set of managers add or

remove activities from the schedule based on these metrics.

3.1.4 Explanation-based Constraint Programming

Classical constraint solvers do not provide any guidance to the user (whether human

or automated system) when a solution is not found to a system of constraints. This

omission is all the more regrettable given the fact that the constraint solvers have the

knowledge of why a solution was not found, even though this knowledge is usually not

explicitly kept. Explanation-based constraint programming introduces techniques that

provide the user with the reasons that the solver was unable to obtain a solution to a

constraint system [163, 85, 84, 32]. Two types of explanations have been presented:

contradiction explanations, and eliminating explanations [145, 85, 84]. Contradiction

explanations highlight a subset of constraints in the system that are in conflict with
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one another. Eliminating explanations justify the removal of a value from the domain

of a variable in the system. These latter type of explanations have been used in several

constraint solvers. These solvers add justifications whenever a value is eliminated from

a variable’s domain, effectively producing a trace of the solver’s reasoning [7, 139, 85].

Explanation-based constraint programming strategies have been applied to tem-

poral network technology. Research in STN conflict explanation has focused on pro-

viding contradiction explanations. Contradictions, or inconsistencies, arising from a

conflict between constraints, manifest as negative cycles in the STN’s graph. Prior

research has developed strategies to exploit the negative cycles in the STN’s graph

to provide an explanation of the conflict. As explained in section 2.5.2, the expla-

nation of an inconsistency can be found by identifying the edges and nodes involved

in the negative cycle, and then mapping these edges and nodes to specific temporal

constraints and activities using the higher-level domain model of the problem. In the

Comirem scheduler [156], a filtering step categorizes the constraints in the conflict

and eliminates constraints that cannot be relaxed. The remaining constraints form

the explanation set. This reduced set of constraints is used to formulate conflict res-

olution alternatives that are presented to a human user to choose from. A related

technique used a “compression” routine to collect all activities in conflict and collapse

them into higher-level goals [15]. A human planner is presented with these conflicting

higher-level goal activities, and ways to resolve the conflict. A current project, the

RoboCARE robotic assistant [21], uses an STN scheduler and conflict explanation to

provide verbal cues to elderly or disabled humans to remind them of the tasks they

need to perform.

3.1.5 Multi-agent Coordination

Cooperating agents need to to coordinate their behavior. Theories of teamwork, or

how teams of agents work together to achieve their goals have been studied and formal-

ized. Three requirements for teamwork have been identified: Mutual responsiveness,

mutual commitment to the joint activity and mutual support [13]. A number of mod-

els for achieving teamwork have been proposed. These teamwork theories include

SharedPlans [62], joint intention [27] and joint responsibility [80] More recently, a

robust teamwork approach that scales to large agent teams has been presented [144].

A number of frameworks to facilitate agent teamwork have been developed based

on these theories. The RETSINA framework [168] uses reasoning mechanisms based
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on SharedPlans to help agents identify relevant pieces of information to be communi-

cated, track interdependencies, detect conflicts and violations, formulate solutions to

resolve conflicts and monitor team performance. TEAMCORE uses joint intentions

to enable agents to reason about goal commitment and abandonment, information

sharing and selective communication [171].

To enable communication between the agents in the team, the agents need mech-

anisms to transmit or request information. In general, we distinguish two types of

mechanisms used for agent coordination: implicit and explicit. Implicit coordina-

tion occurs when agents are endowed with a set of simple rules, and complex group

behavior emerges from their interactions. Explicit coordination on the other hand is

purposeful. Agents intentionally start coordination sessions with other team members

to find cooperation opportunities.

Implicit Coordination

Agents using implicit coordination are typically simple entities following a set of

straight-forward and usually hard-coded rules of behavior. The agents self-organize,

synchronizing their activities based on these rules of behavior that let them antic-

ipate the actions of others and act accordingly [143]. This approach is also often

called emergent behavior, as global coordinated behavior emerges from local interac-

tions among the agents. The advantages of implicit coordination are its simplicity

and inherent robustness: no complex coordination mechanisms are needed, and the

behavior of the system is robust, as the agents make purely local decisions. Despite

the simplicity of the approach, systems using emergent coordination have been used

in a variety of multi-agent and multi-robot systems [3, 172, 167, 40, 124], and have

demonstrated remarkable feats of coordinated behavior, such as the carrying of a box

between multiple robots [17].

Not all domains, however, can rely solely on implicit coordination. In many do-

mains, it is difficult or impossible to design the local behavior of agents in such a way

that the desired global behavior is attained. Consequently, a more focused approach

to explicit negotiation is required, although some form of implicit coordination is not

precluded.
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Explicit Coordination

In explicit coordination schemes, agents intentionally negotiate to achieve a common

goal. Negotiation approaches between agents have been used in different applications

to provide solutions to planning, allocation or scheduling problems. A popular ap-

proach uses market-based frameworks. These techniques are based on the contract-net

protocol [152]. Agents submit bids based on the utility they gain, or cost they incur,

for performing an action. The agent submitting the winning bid receives the contract

to perform the action it placed a bid on for the team. Market-based frameworks pro-

vide an efficient way of coordinating teams of agents and have been used in a variety

of systems [38, 196, 60, 57, 91, 78]. Many other explicit coordination approaches have

also been used, such as organizational mechanisms (i.e. blackboards) [94], poten-

tial fields for obstacle avoidance[175], levels of “impatience and acquiescence” [126],

persuasion [148], etc. The Generalized Partial Global Planning (GPGP) protocol,

designed in conjunction with the TAEMS planning language, is one explicit coordi-

nation approach for multi-agent scheduling that provides mechanisms for explicitly

coordinating the actions of agents [95].

3.2 Previous Research Related to Thesis Contri-

butions

In this section, we focus on previous research that is closely related to the contribu-

tions made by this thesis. First, we present strategies that have been developed to

manage temporal uncertainty. We describe both reactive approaches to recover from

unexpected events during schedule execution, and pro-active techniques to prevent

failures before they occur. Then, we present approaches that have been used to drive

a search procedure based on conflicts in constraint-based systems.

3.2.1 Recovering from Temporal Inconsistencies

This section provides an overview of reactive techniques to overcome inconsistencies

encountered during schedule execution due to environmental uncertainty. We first

present Truth Maintenance Systems, which study the management of inconsistent

beliefs in agent systems, and how agents can react to these inconsistencies and rec-
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oncile them. Then, we describe how inter-agent negotiation has been used to resolve

inconsistencies in scheduling applications using distributed STNs.

Truth Maintenance Systems

The management of the beliefs of an agent entity has been formally studied in truth

maintenance systems (TMSs). TMSs propose that there should exist a module in

the agent architecture that reasons about the consistency of the beliefs held by the

agent [107]. Three different types of TMSs have been proposed: Justification-based

TMSs (JTMSs), Assumption-based TMSs (ATMSs) and Logic-based TMSs (LTMSs).

JTMSs use labels that are attached to beliefs and denote their state. A belief that

is consistent is labeled as IN. A belief that is found inconsistent is labeled as OUT.

OUT beliefs can be removed. ATMSs introduce the concept of contexts. Beliefs can

be valid in one context, but not in others. LTMSs can use logic clauses to justify a

belief [164].

It has been shown that all CSP problems can be translated into the logic proposi-

tions used by TMSs, enabling the use of TMS approaches in agents using constraint

representations [29]. Given that temporal networks are a special form of CSPs, we

can use the concepts developed in TMS research to maintain the beliefs encoded in

the temporal network. TMSs have been previously used in multi-agent applications

by expanding the set of labels associated with beliefs to INTERNAL, EXTERNAL

and OUT. INTERNAL beliefs are those that are believed because they are locally

justifiable. EXTERNAL beliefs are those that an agent believes because it was told

their validity by another team member. Finally, OUT beliefs have the same semantics

as for single-agent TMSs [73].

In an STN-based scheduling agent (such as the cMatrix agent described in section

2.3), the temporal beliefs of the agents are represented by temporal constraints in

the STN. Temporal beliefs regarding local activities can be considered INTERNAL,

beliefs regarding remote activities EXTERNAL, and inconsistent beliefs are OUT

and retracted from the STN. Nonetheless, deciding which belief should be labeled

as OUT can be difficult. A negative cycle in the STN indicates the presence of

a set of conflicting temporal constraints. While the STN can be brought back to

consistency by simply removing constraints from the conflicting set, discarding beliefs

at random is not a practical solution. Discarding an INTERNAL belief as OUT

corresponds to making a change to a local activity. EXTERNAL beliefs, though,
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require extra reasoning. When two EXTERNAL beliefs are in conflict with each other,

what status should they be assigned? One suggestion in the TMS literature is that

agents can agree to disagree, and have inconsistencies across multi-agent beliefs [73].

Using this approach is reasonable in domains where the shared beliefs do not have a

clear “owner”. However, in domains where the authority to modify beliefs is assigned

to specific agents, it seems unreasonable to allow the local agent to disagree with the

information given to it by the “owner” of the EXTERNAL belief. While Bayesian

Belief Networks [128] and adding possibilistic models to TMSs [42] can take into

account uncertainty in beliefs, they require the availability probability distributions

or possibility measures that describe the uncertainty in specific beliefs.

Using Coordination to Resolve Inconsistencies in Distributed STNs

Previous distributed scheduling applications that employ temporal network technol-

ogy have developed coordination-based approaches to recover from the temporal in-

consistencies that arise during schedule execution. One approach is to view the dis-

tributed temporal network as a single global network, where constraint propagation is

performed in exactly the same manner as with a centralized temporal network, with

the difference that when a constraint links two agents together, bounds are trans-

mitted back and forth [19, 20, 187] between the agents. While simple, this approach

only considers the transmission of local decisions to other agents. Coordinated ac-

tions where joint decisions have to be made involves centralization of the problem in

a single agent.

A second, more sophisticated approach, relies on inter-agent negotiation to resolve

temporal conflicts that link the activities of different agents. The Multi-Agent Plan-

ning System (MAPS) uses STNs to represent the schedules of a team of cooperating

agents [63]. This system overcomes the difficulties of information inconsistencies by

introducing coordinating agents that control the use of shared resources and pre-

vent conflicts between the agents using them. The Multi-agent Planning Language

(MAPL) framework instead assumes that inconsistencies in the states of different

agents will be resolved through coordination sessions [14]. While logical, this ap-

proach leaves the STN in an inconsistent state while waiting for the resolving infor-

mation, rendering it useless for the interval. Further, in a scenario with imperfect

communication, an agent may never receive information that resolves the conflict,

leaving the STN in an inconsistent state permanently.
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3.2.2 Preventing Temporal Inconsistencies

Increasing the robustness of schedules to execution uncertainty has been an area of

research since early scheduling applications. PERT, a technique that can be traced

back to the 1950’s, extended the Critical Path Model (CPM) approach to incorporate

durational uncertainty reasoning, and it’s still in use today [92]. A recent overview of

how schedulers manage environmental change divided the approaches into three cate-

gories: Schedulers that use uncertainty models to reason about and prevent potential

failure points, schedulers that attempt to maximize stability and flexibility of solu-

tions given the direct correlation of these metrics to robustness, and self-scheduling

systems that schedule activities on the fly as necessary to keep pace with execution

[153].

In this section, we survey pro-active strategies that attempt to prevent temporal

inconsistencies before they arise, frequently using a model of durational uncertainty

for the plan activities. First, we briefly summarize Markov Decision Processes, a

decision-theoretic framework that subsumes most pro-active uncertainty techniques.

Then, we present contingency scheduling, a group of techniques that reason about

potential schedule failures and take action to prevent them. Next, we outline temporal

network technologies to prevent temporal inconsistencies during execution. Finally,

we present stability and flexibility metrics to increase schedule robustness to failure,

and self-scheduling systems, a popular strategy in multi-agent domains that schedules

activities on an as-needed basis.

Markov Decision Processes

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) and related techniques offer a sound decision-

theoretic framework that directly or indirectly encompass many other uncertainty

management techniques [10]. MDP-based techniques formulate policies. These poli-

cies specify what action the agent should take in response to any occurrence (coded

as the agent finding itself in a state). These actions are chosen to maximize the

agent’s reward (or utility). These policies are optimal in the expected-value sense,

accruing the maximum reward possible for the agent [135]. While, depending on the

events that actually occur as the policies are executed, other actions than those pre-

scribed by the policy may lead to better results, in the average case, following the

policy will produce the highest reward for a utility-maximizing agent. MDP policies
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are determined using powerful polynomial complexity algorithms. The most popular

are value iteration and policy iteration. Unfortunately, this polynomial complexity

is achieved in the number of states. Since the number of states in scheduling appli-

cations grows exponentially with the number of features, MDP techniques become

problematic in large scheduling problems. Multi-agent problems typically introduce

further complications, such as partial observability of the scenario and the need to

distribute the reasoning among the agents. These additional characteristics further

increase the complexity of using MDP-based approaches. In fact, no polynomial al-

gorithms exist to solve Partially Observable MDPs (POMDPs) and Decentralized

MDPs (DEC-MDPs) [61, 6]. To manage the MDP’s complexity, some approaches use

heuristics to channel the policy search to the most promising regions of the search

space. These techniques give up optimality for the sake of computational tractability

[44, 23, 121]. One such approach has been utilized for the Coordinators program

[119]. It heuristically explores a promising section of the policy space, falling back to

a greedy scheduling technique if the agents fall off policy.

Contingency Scheduling

Contingency scheduling 1 uses a given uncertainty model to locate weak points in

a schedule and fortify it. Most techniques that reason over uncertainty models can

be subsumed within the MDP framework (discussed in the previous section), and in

general, it is possible to translate contingency scheduling approaches into MDP ter-

minology. While some contingency scheduling approaches use MDP-based techniques

directly as their underlying reasoning engine [30, 9], standard MDP techniques do

not scale well to large-scale problems in scheduling domains, and finding the optimal

policy becomes intractable.

Contingency scheduling approaches can be divided into two families:

1. Conformant: These techniques create “fail-safe” schedules that are robust to

any uncertainty anticipated in the model. They assume no observability during

execution, so the schedule must be able to take into account every eventuality.

STN controllability techniques (described in the next section) can be defined as

conformant, since they are designed to prevent any failures during execution.

Other examples of conformant systems are Probaprob [123] and Conformant

1Usually, these approaches are considered part of contingency planning. We will however, use
the contingency scheduling moniker to differentiate those relevant to the scheduling field.
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Graphplan [151]. Conformant techniques are not well-suited to oversubscribed

scheduling domains, where failure to schedule and execute some of the plan

activities is acceptable, and the typical goal is to maximize a utility metric. In

these domains, the use of strategies that design “fail-safe” schedules can result

in significant missed opportunities for better performance.

2. Conditional: These techniques are heuristic, focusing on creating alternative

schedules (sometimes called contingencies) to the most likely failure points.

Some example conditional systems are Just-In-Case Scheduling [41, 31], the

Mahinur system [122], the Phocus-HC planner [48], Tempastic [193, 192], ∆Dur

[105, 106], and Prottle [97].

JIC Scheduling creates, prior to execution, a robust set of schedules by incorpo-

rating contingencies that can be used in case of failure [41]. The JIC procedure

starts by using a utility-maximizing heuristic to produce an initial schedule.

This heuristic selects the activities to schedule, and orders them so that all

hard constraints are satisfied and as many preferences as possible respected.

Once the initial schedule is produced, the JIC scheduler uses a two-step process

to create a set of contingency schedules: First, the initial schedule is analyzed

for potential failures during execution. The scheduled activities that are likely

to fail are identified, based on an uncertainty model. Then, for each of these

potential failure points, an alternative, or contingent, schedule that can be used

if the failure occurs during execution is generated. This two-step process is

repeated for all generated schedules (both the initial schedule and the contin-

gencies) until schedule execution starts. A derivative JIC Scheduling approach

focuses on determining the best places in the schedule to create contingency

branches [31]. Similarly, the Mahinur system uses a value-based approach that

iteratively identifies activities that contribute the most to the “value” of the

plan, and designs contingencies that can be used in case they fail [122]. The

Phocus-HC planner creates optimistic schedules that assume activities finish

quickly, and creates contingency branches for “unsafe” points of the schedule

[48]. Tempastic uses a Generalized Semi Markov Decision Process (GSMDP) to

generate an initial plan, and iteratively improves the plan by reasoning about

failure paths, with the objective of reducing the probability of failure [193, 192].

The ∆Dur planning algorithms present a Concurrent Markov Decision Process

(CoMDP) to reason about concurrent activities with uncertain durations with

the goal of minimizing the makespan of the generated schedules [105, 106]. Prot-
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tle uses a heuristic approach to search a probabilistic AND/OR tree and create

plans for concurrent activities with uncertain durations [97].

Contingency scheduling techniques have also been examined within the context

of the TAEMS framework and the DTC scheduler [138], using strategies similar to

the value-based approach of the Mahinur system. These techniques leverage the

DTC scheduler and statistical measures of schedule robustness to focus the creation

of contingent schedules on activities whose failure would have the most detrimental

effect. Full reliability is not guaranteed, instead, this technique attempts to attain

an acceptable level of robustness. Our approach bears similarities to this work, but

it performs its robustness analysis continuously as the schedule executes. A recent

technique, Probabilistic Plan Management (PPM) [66], creates a similar continuous

robust scheduling framework for a project scheduling problem. PPM defines an un-

certainty horizon based on the premise that pending activities close to execution have

a low probability of changing, while others further in the future have a high likeli-

hood of changing. Pending activities within this uncertainty horizon are analyzed for

their probability of successful execution. If this probability is below an acceptable

threshold, rescheduling occurs. The approach we describe to monitor the probability

of failure of “close-to-execution” activities as the schedule executes bears similarities

to the PPM approach. However, PPM has been developed for a centralized domain

where all activities have to be executed. Distributed and oversubscribed domains

present additional challenges. Actions to reinforce the schedule may require a joint

action between several agents. Choice between activities that provide different value

to the schedule requires balancing the value of the activities that are in danger of

failing against the cost of making the changes to the schedule needed to prevent the

failure. An offline version of the PPM algorithm, Probabilistic Analysis Determinis-

tic Schedules (PADS), has been implemented to increase the robustness of C TAEMS

schedules prior to the start of execution [67]. This strategy discovers the activities

in the schedule most likely to fail, and reinforces those that are most valuable by

scheduling redundancies.

Multi-processor scheduling research for real-time systems has also produced a

number of strategies to increase the fault-tolerance of a schedule, and guarantee that

failures encountered during schedule execution do not lead to system breakage. These

techniques broadly fall into two categories: (1) Techniques that increase resource re-

dundancy by keeping equivalent resources on standby, and (2) techniques that increase

time redundancy by scheduling backup activities, or increasing idle time between ac-
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tivities. In a typical application, fault-tolerance is be achieved by scheduling “repli-

cas” of the activities on the different processors to achieve redundancy in case of

failure [1, 58, 59, 64, 65, 104, 120, 136, 190].

Similar fault-tolerant techniques have been used in job shop scheduling applica-

tions: Temporal protection increases the duration of activities based on a breakdown

uncertainty model of the resources they are using [54]. The extended duration can be

used to cope with a potential breakdown. A similar approach increases the slack in

the schedule in areas that contain activities prone to failing [28]. Another proposed

strategy increases the idle time of a machine to hedge against potential failures [108].

Our approach to increasing schedule robustness shares affinities with fault-tolerant

systems. Like these techniques, we use redundant activities to increase schedule ro-

bustness. However, in our oversubscribed domain, our goal is not to design a “fail-

safe” schedule, but rather to maximize an objective utility criterion by executing the

most “valuable” activities. The focus of fault tolerance techniques on guaranteeing

robustness to all failures can lead to diminished performance in utility-maximizing

oversubscribed domains.

STN Controllability

STN controllability criteria were designed to reason about models of activity duration

uncertainty within an STN context [180, 181, 114]. Specifically, controllability works

in conjunction with the STNU representation (see section 3.1.1). Different controlla-

bility criteria have been defined: A schedule is said to be strongly controllable if it is

possible to compute an off-line solution that remains feasible regardless of uncertain

events. Dynamic controllability requires that for any given time forward, a schedule

that remains feasible in the face of any execution event can be found. Finally, weak

controllability requires that for any given time forward, a schedule can be found that

can accommodate any possible event, while maintaining feasibility. Approaches that

use weak controllability perform a search similar to MDP techniques, where the ob-

jective is to ascertain that there is an action that can be taken in response to any

event, and produce a feasible schedule. Unlike typical MDP searches, weak controlla-

bility is a satisfiability criterion. It only guarantees the existence of a solution, finding

the optimal solution is beyond its scope. Strong controllability implies dynamic con-

trollability. Dynamic controllability implies weak controllability. Mixtures of these

controllability metrics have also been designed. Waypoint controllability combines
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the properties of strong and weak controllability by guaranteeing that certain time

points (the waypoints) remain feasible regardless of events [113]. An approach com-

bining strong and dynamic controllability has also been proposed. This technique is

very similar to waypoint controllability with the exception that regular time points

(not waypoints) should be dynamically controllable, rather than weak controllable

[165]. Once a controllable schedule has been produced, it can be reformulated for

efficient dynamic execution [117, 184].

While these controllability approaches have been used with success in spacecraft

and robotics domains [118, 165], they present challenges in large scheduling domains

where the objective is to maximize an objective criterion. Strong controllability en-

forces the production of off-line guarantees for schedule feasibility under all possible

execution events. This is an onerous demand that is hard to satisfy in real-world

scenarios. Dynamic and weak controllability are less stringent than strong controlla-

bility, but their focus is also solely on schedule robustness to failure. None of these

controllability techniques attempts to balance the schedule’s robustness against maxi-

mizing other utility criteria. As such, they can lead to conservative scheduling policies

that can result in significant missed opportunities for better performance.

Temporal Decoupling

A recent approach that avoids information inconsistency in distributed STNs is Tem-

poral Decoupling (TD) [74]. The algorithm starts with an initial global plan (encoded

using a global STN) that may involve temporal constraints among activities assigned

to different agents. The TD algorithm decouples the network into independent sub-

networks, each sub-network corresponding to the activities assigned to a single agent

in the system. Each agent can then execute its activities without regard to the actions

of other agents, as their activities no longer affect each other. The TD process is, in

essence, a mechanism that makes each temporal constraint relating two activities of

two different agents redundant by superseding it with two time constraints that are

instead connected to the time-zero point. A drawback of the TD approach is that it

imposes extra constraints on the various sub-networks to make links relating the ac-

tivities of two different agents redundant. These additional constraints can cause the

agents to fail to take advantage of subsequent opportunities for better performance,

as valid solutions are eliminated. Nonetheless, the approach is promising, and it may

be possible to use it to perform partial decoupling of the agents plans based on the
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information known to them. A subsequent work has used this idea to partially decou-

ple a global plan into several group plans, where each group could contain more than

one agent. The activities in these group plans are then dispatched for execution in a

centralized fashion [165]. A second multi-agent scheduling approach that uses TD is

described in [11, 12]. Here, agents coordinate to create a schedule that is guaranteed

to avoid conflicts over a limited future horizon, and then periodically extend these

guarantees using a rolling horizon.

Schedule Stability and Flexibility

A large number of scheduling techniques have used schedule stability and flexibility

metrics in lieu of developing uncertainty models to increase the robustness of the

schedules. The connection between stability and robustness during dynamic sched-

ule execution is intuitive. First, maintaining schedule stability implies restricting

the amount of change to the schedule that execution-time events cause. Incremental

scheduling techniques have been designed to implement this idea. Rather than refor-

mulating a new schedule from scratch in response to a change, incremental scheduling

approaches attempt to locate the section of the current schedule that was affected

by the unforeseen event, and repair it, leaving the rest of the schedule intact. In-

crementality (and by extension stability) provides three benefits to scheduling agents

operating in dynamic environments: First, the restriction of the scope of the change

reduces the complexity of the necessary rescheduling computation, increasing the

responsiveness of the system. This feature is specially important when full schedul-

ing is an expensive process (as it often is), or computational resources are scarce.

Second, by limiting the amount of change, the amount of re-coordination and re-

negotiation is also restrained, cutting down on communication needs. Third, and

most importantly, many scheduling domains lend themselves well to incremental ap-

proaches. As the scheduled activities are executed, commitments are made that

are not easy to break, and there is an inherent cost in disrupting the scheduled

sequence of events. Several continuous scheduling systems use incremental tech-

niques to maintain schedule stability, and thus increase the robustness of solutions

[162, 195, 154, 160, 53, 109, 141, 142, 137, 4, 197].

Similarly, a range of scheduling techniques have used schedule flexibility as a mea-

sure of schedule robustness. The key insight behind these approaches is that the

larger the flexibility of the scheduled activities (the amount of time activities can
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slide earlier or later while still meeting their constraints, or slack), the more robust

the schedule is to failure. The slack can absorb many small execution-time devia-

tions, and the sequence of scheduled activities does not require change. The ability

to absorb changes without rescheduling naturally leads to an increase in schedule

robustness. The larger the amount of slack of an activity, the larger the deviations it

can absorb, and the more robust the schedule. Exploiting this notion of schedule flex-

ibility naturally evolves into the development of flexible-times scheduling techniques.

Flexible-times schedulers eschew committing to a fixed start and finish for sched-

uled activities. Instead, these approaches only commit to the sequence of actions.

Rather than a fixed date to start and finish, scheduled activities are given feasible

windows of time when they can start and finish, while respecting the constraints of

the problem. Several approaches have been proposed to use slack based techniques to

enhance the robustness of schedules [161, 155, 133, 134, 28]. Alternative approaches

have also sought to increase schedule robustness by measuring the amount of connec-

tivity between activities, that is, the number activities that are related by constraints

[133, 2].

STN technologies provide a strong framework for developing both incremental and

flexible-times scheduling techniques. The capability of STN constraint propagation

to localize constraint violations and pinpoint the constraints in conflict provide strong

support for incremental algorithms. With a few exceptions [159, 53, 158], very little

work has been done in the development of incremental STN-based schedulers. STN-

based schedulers are also inherently flexible-times, as the STN maintains the temporal

bounds of activities, rather than fixing scheduled times for them.

Our work bears similarities to a slack-based technique [161] that was developed

in the context of job-shop scheduling. In this approach, two components, a scheduler

and a dispatcher, share the scheduling responsibility. The scheduler is in charge

of long-term scheduling, while the dispatcher is capable of reacting to changes and

making some modifications to activities close to execution. The dispatcher is in charge

of three activities: The executing activity, the on-deck activity (scheduled to execute

immediately after), and the in-the-hole activity (scheduled after the on-deck activity).

Depending on execution events, the dispatcher can make modifications to these three

activities to increase the schedule’s flexibility (consequently making it more robust).

We extend this idea and define an on-deck set: a subset of pending activities that

immediately follow the executing activity. The executing activity, together with the

on-deck set of activities form the set of horizon activities. Our robust scheduling
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strategies analyze these horizon activities for potential failures and attempt to prevent

them.

Self-Scheduling Systems

Self-scheduling systems fall in the tradition of reactive systems in AI. The premise

under reactive systems is that the behavior of intelligent entities (such as agent pro-

grams) is intrinsically tied to the environment they operate in, and they arise or

emerge in response to situations [188]. Self-scheduling systems are particularly well

suited to scheduling applications where the activities to accomplish appear sponta-

neously, or models of the uncertainty in the environment are lacking. Scheduling is

typically not performed in advance (although some pre-computation of forward sched-

ules is not ruled out). Instead, decisions are made as needed for continued execution.

These systems have found application in various domains [16, 100, 112, 25, 127], and a

large number have used market-based approaches [125, 39, 57, 79, 60, 196]. However,

in collaborative domains where activities are known a priori and uncertainty mod-

els are present, scheduling of activities can be crucial component in maximizing the

performance of the agent team, and these dispatching techniques have less applica-

bility. Nonetheless, self-scheduling systems are attractive because of their simplicity

and inherent robustness. However, they cannot make any guarantees as to global

performance [153].

3.2.3 Conflict-Driven Scheduling Search

Scheduling systems must be capable of generating solutions while meeting a broad

set of temporal and resource constraints [153]. Managing these potentially conflict-

ing demands require the ability the scheduler to resolve inconsistencies to produce

a solution. In other words, inconsistencies during the scheduling process narrow the

scheduling search, helping to converge to a solution. Focusing a search procedure

by exploiting inconsistencies in the current solution is a traditional area of AI re-

search. These approaches have used various names for these inconsistencies, such

as nogoods, elimination sets, exclusion relations or conflicts. The key commonality

behind these techniques is that information provided by the inconsistencies is used

to refine a solution until it reaches consistency or the search procedure fails [189]. In

the next sections, we examine distributed constraint-based approaches that resolve
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conflicts through agent negotiation, and conflict-driven temporal network schedulers

that analyze conflicts to drive the scheduling process.

Distributed Constraint-Based Systems

Constraint-based systems offer a versatile framework for solving a large number of

AI problems [90]. Recently, several approaches have been developed to enable agents

to solve constraint problems in a distributed manner. Constraint conflicts (such as

conflicting temporal constraints in scheduling systems) are solved using agent nego-

tiation. The two main categories of constraint problems are Constraint Satisfaction

Problems (CSPs) and Constraint Optimization Problems (COPs). CSPs attempt to

attain a solution to the problem that satisfies all the constraints. COPs generalize

the CSP framework by adding a global objective function to optimize. Generally

a COP solver does not attempt to satisfy all constraints, but rather the set of con-

straints that leads to the highest utility as specified by the optimization function. The

Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP) solves a CSP in a distributed

manners. State of the art DCSP algorithms enable a team of agents to coordinate

solutions asynchronously and concurrently [191]. Similarly, the Distributed Con-

straint Optimization Problem (DCOP) has received recent attention. Two DCOP

approaches that find the “optimal” solution are ADOPT [111], and OptAPO [103].

ADOPT offers a fully decentralized strategy, while OptAPO uses cooperative media-

tion approach where a set of agents are designated as “mediators” and solve a subset

of the problem for a number of agents. While ADOPT is better suited for domains

where privacy of information is a concern, OptAPO can potentially produce faster

solutions in domains where some sharing of information is permissible. Two recent

“optimal” constraint solvers, DPOP [130] and PC-DPOP [131], present an analogous

compromise: DPOP uses a fully decentralized algorithm, while PC-DPOP partially

centralizes the information to produce a solution. Given the complexity of scheduling

domains, optimal solutions are not always feasible. Both optimal and heuristic dis-

tributed constraint-based techniques have been developed and used with success in

a variety of scheduling domains, such as the job-shop scheduling problem [169, 99],

meeting scheduling [55, 110, 50, 102], sensor net scheduling [102, 194] and others

[49, 83, 51, 158].
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Conflict-Driven Temporal Network Schedulers

Recent research in temporal network-based scheduling has produced a number of

scheduling systems that focus the search process by analyzing the negative cycles

produced by the temporal network when a conflict arises. The Comirem system

[160], a recent version of the MAPGEN planner [15] and the RoboCARE robotic

assistant [21] use conflict explanation techniques to provide a human user with options

to resolve scheduling problems based on negative cycle information. The Comirem

scheduler operates in a military aircraft application, MAPGEN in a space robotics

domain, and the RoboCARE project provides a robotic assistant for disabled people.

While these three systems work in a mixed-initiative environment where a human is

ultimately responsible for resolving the conflicts, a recent implementation of the Kirk

Planner [87] introduces an application with automatic conflict resolution. This work

develops the Temporal Plan Network (TPN), a DTN augmented with the Incremental

Temporal Consistency (ITC) algorithm. The TPN and the planner work in a tight

loop to find a feasible plan: The planner generates a (possibly infeasible) plan which

is given to the TPN as input. The TPN translates the plan into temporal constraints

that are encoded into the network. If the plan is infeasible (several conflicts may

exist), the ITC algorithm is used to locate the conflicts. These conflicts are sent back

to the planner which analyzes and resolves them before generating a new plan. The

process iterates until plan feasibility is attained [72].
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Chapter 4

Experimental Methodology

This chapter starts with a description of the real-time simulated execution environ-

ment that was used to run the multi-agent schedules for all the experiments to be

described later this thesis. Then, we outline the format of the C TAEMS plans that

we used to test the advantages of the contributions presented in this thesis. Finally,

the chapter finishes with an explanation of the format of the experimental results we

obtained when comparing the different strategies tested by our experiments.

4.1 The Simulator

All of the experiments for this thesis were run on a cluster of 10 server machines 1.

The servers have dual-processor Xeons running at 3.06GHz, and 2Gb of RAM. They

run Fedora Core Linux, with a 2.6.13 64-bit kernel.

The agents operate within a simulated environment built in-house that provides

identical functionality to the MASS simulator used by the Coordinators program. All

of our software (the simulator and agent) is written in Lisp, and compiled using Allegro

Common Lisp (ACL) v8.1. We preferred building an in-house simulator for running

problems in the 10-machine cluster for scalability reasons: The MASS requires a

lot of processing power and memory, needing one computer per agent for optimal

performance. The primary reason for these large system requirements is the use of

Java and a separate Java Virtual Machine (JVM) per agent. Bypassing the Java layer

enables our software to comfortably run many agents per computer.

1Not every server was used for some of the experimental runs.
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The simulator has two functions: (1) It keeps track of the passage of time, trans-

mitting the current time to the agents in discrete intervals, called ticks. For our

experiments, the size of a tick was set to 1 second. (2) The simulator also keeps track

of the trace of execution:

• It sums up the accumulated quality for the executing scenario.

• It validates all methods’ start and finish times. Agents inform the simulator

when they start a method, and the simulator responds with an acknowledgment

message. The simulator determines methods’ finish times: It selects the actual

quality accrued by each method, and its actual duration from the probability

distributions (these values can be also selected beforehand and passed on to the

simulator).

4.2 Format of C TAEMS Evaluation Scenarios

The C TAEMS plans we used to test the contributions made by this thesis were ei-

ther (1) custom generated or (2) provided by the Coordinators program. The custom

generated scenarios were created with a scenario generator built in-house that pro-

vided us with increased control over the C TAEMS plan structures than the scenario

generator used by the Coordinators program. Generated scenarios were customized

to test each of the three contributions presented by this thesis work. We also tested

our techniques on C TAEMS plans provided by the Coordinators program to validate

the advantages of our techniques on an independently generated set of problems.

4.2.1 Structure of Generated Scenarios

All generated scenarios have a simple five-level activity hierarchy (loosely based on

the activity hierarchies used by the Coordinators program).

1. First Level: The “scenario” (the taskgroup) is a single task with a SUM QAF.

2. Second Level: The “problems” have a SUM or SUMAND QAF and each has

two or more children activities.
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3. Third Level: The “windows” define a release and deadline for their descendant

activities. They have a SUM QAF. Windows may be chained through enables

or facilitates NLEs.

4. Fourth Level: The “cnodes” are tasks with a MAX or a SYNCSUM QAF. Like

“windows”, the cnodes may be chained through enables or facilitates NLEs.

The children activities of cnodes are the methods. Each cnode can have up to

three children methods: (1) A “primary” method that has the highest expected

quality and longest expected duration, (2) a “fall-back” method (owned by

the same agent that owns the primary method) with lower expected quality,

but shorter expected duration, and (3) a “redundancy” method (owned by a

different agent).

5. Fifth Level: This is the last level of activities, and consists of executable meth-

ods. Each method has three-point triangular quality and duration distributions.

The three points consist of an expected value for the quality/duration, a second

value that is lower, and a third value that is higher.

The generated scenarios varied in two key parameters:

1. Deadline Tightness: For a “window”, w, the deadline tightness parameter, dt,

is defined as the ratio between the size of its time window, time window(w),

divided by its duration, duration(w).

time window(w) = deadline(w) − release(w) (4.1)

dt =
time window(w)

duration(w)
(4.2)

where release(w) is the release time of w, and deadline(w) is the deadline of w.

duration(w) is computed by analyzing the structure of the descendant activities

of the “window” w. When the children cnodes are linked into “chains”, the

duration(w) corresponds to finding the maximum duration chain.

The set of chains, chi, under w is defined as the powerset of all possible chain

combinations. Single cnodes that are not part of a chain can be considered as

a chain of 1. Then, duration(w) for a window w with a set of K chains under

it is given by:

duration(w) = maxK
i duration(chi) (4.3)
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The duration of a chain, ch, is found by adding the durations of the linked

cnodes, and the “delays” of the NLEs linking them. A chain ch linking N

cnodes, ci, has a duration defined by:

duration(ch) =

N∑

i=1

duration(ci) +

N−1∑

i=1

delay(nle(ci, ci+1)) (4.4)

where nle(ci, ci+1) is the NLE linking source cnode ci and target cnode ci+1.

The “delay” of an NLE defines the number of ticks that must elapse between

the source activity attaining quality, and the start of the target activity. For

example, for a delay of 1, if the source cnode ci attains positive quality at tick

5, target cnode ci+1 can start executing at tick 6. All NLEs in the generated

C TAEMS scenarios had a delay of 1. The duration of a cnode, c, is defined as

the expected duration of its primary method child.

Our generated scenarios used three levels of deadline tightness: 1.0, 1.2 and 1.4.

Deadline tightness increases as these values decrease: A deadline tightness of

1.0 implies that the time window is the same size as the duration of the window.

A deadline tightness of 1.2 indicates that the time window is 20% larger in size,

while a deadline tightness of 1.4 indicates a time window 40% larger.

2. Uncertainty: The duration distribution of methods in the generated problems

contained three possible durations each: A minimum duration, the expected

duration, and a maximum duration. The distribution has a triangular shape,

with both the minimum and maximum duration values holding identical prob-

abilities. The uncertainty metric represents the probability that the maximum

(or minimum) duration of a method (as opposed to its expected duration) will

occur. In our scenarios, we used four levels of uncertainty: 0.05, 0.125, 0.25 and

0.333.

4.2.2 Coordinators Year 2 Evaluation Scenarios

Two of the contributions presented by this thesis were tested on a subset of the

C TAEMS scenarios used during the Year 2 evaluation of the Coordinators program.

This set of problems consisted of 56 C TAEMS scenarios: 32 scenarios involving 25

agents, and 24 involving 50 agents. The structure of these scenarios is significantly

more complex than that of the generated problems described in the previous section,
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leading to a much greater number of inconsistencies during execution. The scenarios

contain three forms of execution-time dynamics:

1. Uncertainty in the quality/duration obtained: Similarly to the generated sce-

narios, methods can accrue more/less quality than expected or take more/less

time than expected.

2. New sets of activities added to the plan during execution: Agents can receive

new activity hierarchies from the simulator while executing the original schedule.

These new activities present the agents with the challenge of re-coordinating

their schedules in the middle of execution to incorporate new activities into

their schedules.

3. Modifications to existing activities: The simulator can inform the agents about

changes to the initial assumptions on activities in the middle of execution. Two

types of modifications were used: Changes to the release/deadline of an activity,

and changes to the quality/duration distributions of methods.

The deadline tightness on these scenarios ranges from 1.2 to 1.3, and they include

NLEs of every type (both hard and soft) linking activities at every level of the hier-

archy.

4.3 Format of Experimental Results

Given that we are comparing heuristic techniques on scenarios for which it is not

possible to obtain optimal scores, experimental results presented in this thesis are

computed by comparing the values obtained by the different strategies against each

other. For each scenario in a given set of problems, the result obtained by a strategy

s was computed as the ratio, N r
s , where

0 ≤ N r
s ≤ 1

The ratio N r
s is obtained using the equation

N r
s = Ns/Nmax (4.5)
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where Ns is the “raw” value achieved by strategy s on the scenario, and Nmax is the

maximum “raw” value achieved by any of the strategies under comparison on the

same scenario. We report the results obtained by a strategy s on a set of scenarios

as the average N r
s on all the scenarios in the set.

The quality of the executed schedules is a common comparison metric in the

experimental evaluation of all the strategies developed in this thesis. The quality

comparison between the different strategies was obtained using quality ratios of the

form shown in equation 4.5. The “raw” quality Qs obtained by strategy s on a scenario

is divided by Qmax, the maximum quality obtained by any of the tested strategies.

Their ratio, Qr
s, the quality ratio for strategy s, is given by the equation.

Qr
s = Qs/Qmax (4.6)

Other comparison metrics used in this thesis test delays in information transmission,

number of bytes transmitted during inter-agent coordination, and time elapsed during

coordination sessions. All these comparison metrics also follow the format of equation

4.5.

Further details of the experimental analyses conducted in this thesis work are

presented later in the relevant chapters of this document.



Chapter 5

Recovering from Inconsistencies

Managing agent beliefs in uncertain execution environments is an active area of re-

search. Dynamics during execution that change the initial assumptions made by the

agents can introduce inconsistencies between agent beliefs: (e.g. an agents receives a

message with new or updated information that conflicts with a previously held belief.)

When an agent is faced with two (or more) inconsistent pieces information, it has to

make a decision to reconcile this conflict in a way that minimizes the deleterious ef-

fects of the inconsistency on its own work. In multi-agent scheduling domains, agents

typically face inconsistencies between temporal beliefs, (e.g. the start/finish times

of two inter-dependent activities are inconsistent with one another). The root cause

of these dynamics is uncertainty about activity durations. This uncertainty results

in some activities finishing later than expected, deviating from scheduling-time as-

sumptions. When activities are inter-dependent, these deviations can have cascading

repercussions on the rest of the agents’ schedules. While STN-based scheduling agents

produce flexible-times schedules capable of absorbing many unforeseen changes, flex-

ibility is ultimately a function of the problem constraints and scheduled load of the

agent, and some deviations can introduce an inconsistency that cannot be absorbed

by the STN.

Approaches that deal with execution uncertainty are of two basic types: pro-active

and reactive. Pro-active approaches make use of models of uncertainty to reason about

possible future failure events and decide what action to take before these events oc-

cur. Reactive approaches, on the other hand, rely on recovery mechanisms to find a

new solution after a failure event occurs. Pro-active and reactive approaches are not

mutually exclusively. They can work in tandem to provide a combined framework
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for uncertainty management. This chapter presents a reactive approach to recover-

ing from inconsistencies within a STN-based multi-agent application; the following

chapter will complement these techniques with pro-active strategies that minimize

the number of inconsistencies that arise. The reactive techniques we have developed

enable STN-based scheduling agents to reconcile conflicts between beliefs during ex-

ecution. Such techniques have an added importance for applications that use STNs:

An STN with an inconsistency is broken. STNs are a graph-based temporal CSP

solver, and inconsistent temporal beliefs translate into inconsistent constraints in the

STN. Like other constraint solvers, an STN with inconsistent constraints provides

no solution. The inconsistency must be resolved for continued STN operation. In

scheduling applications that rely on STNs to manage temporal information, an in-

consistent STN prevents the scheduler from querying the STN for information about

the temporal bounds of activities, paralyzing its ability to operate.

Our work expands on previous research in conflict explanations within the context

of STN scheduling [156, 15, 21]. We analyze the negative cycle present in the STN

graph when an inconsistency occurs to find the cause of the inconsistency, and decide

on an action to resolve it. While previous research has focused on centralized domains,

we address the additional complexities in resolving STN inconsistencies in distributed

applications: A centralized solver has full knowledge about all activities in the plan,

along with the ability to make scheduling decisions on any of these activities when

a temporal conflict arises. Scheduling agents, on the other hand, may not have full

knowledge of the plan, and they may lack the ability to make scheduling decisions for

activities that other agents are executing. Previous work in STN-based scheduling

agents has mostly concentrated on pro-active techniques that design conservative

schedules capable of accommodating any execution-time deviations. The absence of

reactive mechanisms to recover from inconsistencies during execution restricts the

applicability of these approaches: An uncertainty model must exist, and it must be

highly accurate if inconsistencies are to be avoided during execution. Further, the

necessity of accounting for worse-case scenarios can lead to lost opportunities for

better performance.

This chapter describes recovery techniques that enable agents to restore consis-

tency to their STN when a conflict arises. We take into consideration the limited

freedom of action of scheduling agents, and define two types of explanation-based

conflict resolution techniques that an agent can use to restore its STN to consis-

tency when a conflict arises: local and non-local. Local actions are akin to those
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used by a centralized solver, involving scheduling decisions on local activities (those

being executed by the agent). Non-local actions, on the other hand, involve mak-

ing assumptions about remote activities (those being executed by other agents) to

restore STN consistency, while waiting for updated information on these activities.

The conflict resolution techniques we present concentrate on restoring a consistent

STN state to enable the agent’s scheduler to move forward. Further improvements

to the schedule can be made subsequently once consistency has been achieved. We

validate our conflict resolution techniques by comparing a team of agents that uses

these resolution strategies against a second team of agents using a conservative ap-

proach that creates fail-safe schedules (using an uncertainty model). Our results show

that an agent team using the explanation-based revision strategies we have developed

can significantly outperform conservative approaches in domains where scheduling

conservatively leads to lost opportunities for higher performance.

A second set of experiments tests the performance of a team of agents using a

delayed conflict resolution approach. Agents using this delayed approach discriminate

between conflicts caused by execution events (i.e. the start or finish of an activity),

and non-execution events (related to pending activities). Rather than resolving non-

execution related conflicts as soon as they arise, a small wait period is introduced to

see if the conflict disappears on its own as new information arrives. Our results show

that the introduction of this delay can significantly reduce the number of conflict

resolution actions taken by the agents, thus avoiding unnecessary changes to the

agents’ schedules.

5.1 Restoring STN Consistency

Our approach to conflict resolution builds upon previous research in STN temporal

conflict explanations [156, 15, 21]. As described in section 2.5.2, these techniques map

the edges and nodes involved in an STN conflict (i.e. those involved in the negative

cycle) to specific constraints and activities in the domain model. Once the constraints

and activities in the conflict have been identified, the types of the constraints in

the conflict (i.e. release/deadline constraints, duration constraints, etc.) are used

to explain the situation that causes the conflict. While research in STN conflict

explanations techniques has focused on centralized domains, multi-agent applications

introduce additional complexities. Agents may not possess a full picture of the team
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plan, preventing the conflict analysis from providing a complete explanation of the

root of a conflict. Further, agents cannot take scheduling decisions for activities being

executed by other agents: Agents can only make scheduling decisions involving the

activities that they “own”.

We have developed a three-step approach to resolving conflicts as they arise during

schedule execution:

1. Explain the Conflict: In this first step, we use conflict explanation techniques

to analyze the negative cycle in the STN and understand why the conflict arose.

We categorize the constraints in the cycle to determine which can be modified.

2. Remove the Conflict: In this second step, we decide on an action to remove

the negative cycle from the STN, and restore consistency. We have designed

two types of conflict resolution actions: Local actions, involving scheduling ac-

tions on activities the agent “owns”, and non-local actions, which involve mak-

ing assumptions about about the continuing validity of information previously

reported about remote activities by other agents. The goal of these conflict

resolution actions is simply to restore STN consistency. Taking these actions

typically involves a loss of schedule quality.

3. Reschedule: In this final step, the scheduler (see section 2.3.2) is invoked to

attempt to recover (at least partially) the lost quality.

The initial two steps form the core of our conflict recovery approach. These

steps restore consistency to the agent’s STN, while ensuring that the scheduled local

activities satisfy all known constraints that apply to them. Once STN consistency

has been achieved, the third step is applied to improve the agent’s schedule. The

remainder of the section focuses on the first two steps. We start by providing a

motivating example that extends the scenario outlined in Section 1.2. We will use

this revised scenario to portray the types of conflicts that occur in agents’ STNs

during schedule execution. We then provide an overview of how the we categorize the

constraints in a negative cycle, and decide on a conflict resolution action to restore

consistency based on the type of conflict.
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5.1.1 Motivating Scenario

In the original scenario described in section 1.2, teams Charlie and Bravo were tasked

with rescuing hostages held in locations Alpha and Gamma. The teams had to syn-

chronize the time of their attack, and then each team had to eliminate the terrorists

at their assigned site, and finish by rescuing the hostages held there.

We now focus on the part of the mission that team Charlie has to accomplish and

provide further details on the activities to be performed: Team Charlie is composed

of three units, a command center Delta, an infantry squad Echo and an air-support

unit Lima. Lima starts the mission by commencing the attack on Alpha, softening

the enemy resistance for the ground team. When the enemy fire has been mostly

subdued, Echo can move in to finish the remaining resistance. After eliminating the

remaining terrorist threat, Echo finishes the mission by rescuing the hostages held.

Team Charlie’s C TAEMS Plan

The more detailed plan for team Charlie can be codified into a refined C TAEMS plan.

Team Charlie’s updated plan, consisting of activities to be executed by Echo and

Lima is shown in Figure 5.1. The higher-level tasks are managed by the commanding

unit Delta. The key difference with the coarser plan shown in Figure 2.13 is that

the method ET Alpha (where team Charlie eliminates the terrorist threat) is now

a higher-level task with a SUMAND QAF (indicating that all children have to be

attained for the tasks to be successful). ET Alpha divides into two children activities:

1. S Alpha, a method assigned to Lima, represents the initial aerial softening of

the enemy resistance.

2. FT Alpha, a task with a SYNCSUM QAF, stands for the finishing up of the

remaining resistance. FT Alpha is itself composed of two children methods: (1)

G Alpha, assigned to Echo, represents the mopping up of the remaining threat

by the ground team. (2) A Alpha, assigned to Lima, describes the continuing

aerial support provided to the ground team after Echo moves in.

An Unforeseen Delay During Execution

The STNs and schedules for Echo and Lima are shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3. Black

solid arrows denote the problem constraints, such as the hierarchical structure of the
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Figure 5.1: A more detailed C TAEMS problem for Team Charlie.

activities, the release and deadline on the mission, and the enables constraints seri-

alizing the execution of the linked activities. Purple dashed lines show the remote

constraints. These constraints enforce information about “remote” activities as re-

lated by their owner. This information consists of the duration of the remote activity,

and its feasible time window (its EST/LFT). Green dotted lines show the scheduler

constraints. These are sequencing constraints between scheduled local methods that

the scheduler posts to order the activities on the agent’s timeline.

The schedules of Echo and Lima are interrelated by the enables constraint linking

S Alpha and FT Alpha. Even in this small problem, unexpected delays can introduce

problems that the agents cannot easily resolve. Let’s take Lima’s part of the mission,

for example: Lima encountered much stiffer resistance than anticipated. The terror-

ists at Alpha were equipped with shoulder-based anti-aircraft missiles. One of Lima’s

Apache helicopters was shot down, and the remaining helicopters were forced to with-
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Figure 5.2: The STN and Schedule for Echo.

draw from close-range. While fighting the insurgents, their short-range weapons (such

as their heavy machine-gun) became useless, forcing them to rely on their heavier and

longer-range weaponry. Rather than subduing the resistance in 5 minutes as antic-

ipated, Lima was only able to eliminate the enemy 11 minutes into the start of the

mission. Given the unforeseen delay, Echo’s activities have been pushed back to the

point that the 30 minute deadline can no longer be met.

Lima’s failure to complete its method S Alpha on time introduces a temporal

inconsistency in both agents’ schedules. The negative cycle in Echo’s STN is shown

in Figure 5.4. The corresponding negative cycle in Lima’s STN is shown in Figure

5.5. The inconsistency in Echo’s STN involves its pending methods G Alpha and

RH Alpha. Echo can restore consistency to its STN (and its schedule) by taking a

“local” action, such as aborting the rest of the mission (given that it can no longer
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Figure 5.3: The STN and Schedule for Lima.

be finished in time).

The negative cycle in Lima’s STN, on the other hand, does not involve any of

Lima’s pending methods, but rather Echo’s method G Alpha. Unlike Echo, Lima

cannot take a “local” action by make scheduling decisions on this method. Instead,

it has to wait to hear from Echo about what it decides to do. While it waits for

this updated information, Lima’s STN is inconsistent, and cannot be queried for

information on activity bounds until its consistency is restored. If any scheduling

decisions need to be made during this period, the STN has to be “repaired”. Conflict

resolution actions that do not depend on Lima’s ability to make “local” scheduling

decisions are necessary in this eventuality 1.

1While the example is contrived (Lima has no pressing scheduling decision to make, and could
just wait to hear from Echo without taking any action to resolve the STN conflict), the purpose is to
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Figure 5.4: The Negative Cycle in Echo’s STN.

5.1.2 Categorizing Constraints in the Conflict Set

When an STN conflict arises, the first step we take to explain the conflict is the

mapping of the set of edges in the negative cycle to the corresponding set of domain

level constraints. We refer to this set of domain level constraints as the Conflict Set.

The constraints in any given Conflict Set can be partitioned into three non-overlapping

subsets:

• Retractable: These constraints represent local scheduling decisions tied to events

in the future (i.e. sequencing constraints that order the pending methods on the

agent’s timeline). The scheduler is free to retract or modify these constraints

illustrate a situation where the local agent (in this case Lima) cannot take a local action to resolve
its STN conflict.
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Figure 5.5: The Negative Cycle in Lima’s STN.

as necessary to resolve a conflict. Retracting sequencing constraints results in

the unscheduling of methods from the agent’s schedule.

• Suspendable: These constraints include the problem constraints (i.e. release

and deadline constraints, or structural links establishing the hierarchy of activi-

ties) tied to future events, and constraints enforcing reported information about

pending remote activities. These constraints cannot be arbitrarily retracted,

but their enforcement can be suspended when no retractable constraint can be

removed or modified.

• Immutable: These constraints represent past events. The agent needs to resolve

the conflict leaving these constraints untouched.
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The three sets of conflict constraints for the negative cycles in Echo and Lima’s

STNs are shown in figure 5.6 and 5.7 respectively. The STN edges not involved in

the negative cycle are grayed out in the background. Solid orange lines represent the

edges that correspond to immutable constraints. In this example, these constraints

represent the information reported by Lima on the executed method S Alpha. The

edges correspond to the constraints enforcing the EST of S Alpha and the duration

of S Alpha. Dashed blue lines represent the edges that correspond to suspendable

constraints. These constraints include the problem constraints on pending activities

(e.g. the durations of the pending methods), the hierarchical constraints linking

them to higher-level activities, the NLEs between them, and the deadline constraint

they inherit from the taskgroup. Finally, dotted green lines represent the edges that

correspond to retractable constraints. These constraints are the sequencing constraints
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Figure 5.7: Categorizing the Constraints in the Conflict in Lima’s STN.

linking the pending methods in the schedule.

The two sets of modifiable constraints (retractable and suspendable) encompass

all constraints tied to future events. We call the constraints in these two sets the

Modifiable Conflict Set. Any temporal inconsistency arising during execution involves

at least one constraint in the Modifiable Conflict Set. Our conflict resolution actions

remove inconsistencies that arise during execution by retracting or suspending some

of the constraints in this set.

5.1.3 Conflict Resolution Actions

Our approach to conflict resolution defines a set of actions that can be used to restore

STN consistency. The agent chooses one of these actions by examining the constraints
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in the Modifiable Conflict Set to decide which action is most appropriate. Our conflict

resolution actions are of two types: Local and non-local. The local actions involve steps

an agent can take that entail changes to its “own” scheduled activities (over which

the agent has full decision-making control). These types of actions are akin to those

undertaken by a scheduler in a centralized domain, where the scheduler can make

self-contained decisions regarding modifications to the schedule to resolve a temporal

conflict. The “local” moniker, however, does not imply that these actions taken have

no effect on other agents’ schedules (e.g. the unscheduling of a local activity that is

a prerequisite for another agent’s activity will force this other agent to unschedule its

dependent activity in turn). If an agent takes a “local” action that affects another

agent’s schedule, this second agent will in turn need to take appropriate action to

modify its schedule as necessary, once it is informed of the change.

Taking non-local actions, ultimately involves making assumptions about “remote”

activities. A non-local action suspends a “remote” constraint to restore consistency

(e.g. an NLE involving a remote activity, or the constraint enforcing the duration

of a remote activity). The suspended constraint is reinstated (possibly in a modified

form) after receiving updated information from the pertinent remote agents.

For our problems of interest, we have identified four conflict resolutions actions

that an agent can use when an inconsistency arises. Two of them are local actions:

unscheduling of local activities and retracting a deadline constraint. The other two

are non-local: suspending an NLE and suspending the reported duration of a remote

activity. While some simple conflicts allow for only one possible resolution action,

more complex conflicts can be resolved in different ways. In these situations, the

selection of a conflict resolution action involves the use of a matching strategy that

gives preference to one resolution action over another, based on the constraints in

the conflict. This matching strategy is inherently application-dependent, as different

domains present varying characteristics that make some actions more (or less) desir-

able than others. The cMatrix agent uses a simple case-based matching strategy that

orders the four conflict resolution actions from most to least desirable, and selects the

most desirable conflict resolution action that applies to the conflict.

The four conflict resolution actions used by the cMatrix agent are listed below in

the order of preference in which they are used:

1. Unscheduling of local activities (Local)

2. Suspending an NLE (Non-local)
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3. Suspending the reported duration of a remote activity when enough local infor-

mation exists to overwrite it (Non-local)

4. Retracting a deadline constraint (Local)

The characteristics of the Coordinators domain are the main determinant factor be-

hind this preference order. The first action, unscheduling of a local activity, is the

preferred conflict resolution action, when applicable. This action does not involve

consultations with any other agent, or making any assumptions. The fourth and last

action, retracting of a deadline constraint, although local, is the least desirable, be-

cause deadlines in the Coordinators domain are “hard”. An activity that violates its

deadline does not accrue quality. Therefore, this is an extreme action that is only

used when there is no other alternative to resolving the inconsistency. The second and

third actions are both non-local, implying that assumptions about “remote” activities

are needed. Suspending an NLE is given higher preference because, while it affects a

“remote” activity (i.e. a temporal constraint that affects this activity is removed), it

does not directly alter information received from the “owner” of the activity (i.e. its

duration). The next sections describe each of these four conflict resolution actions in

greater detail.

Unscheduling of local activities

Certain conflicts can be resolved by the simple unscheduling of one or more methods

from the agent’s timeline. These conflicts are characterized by the presence of one or

more duration constraints of local pending activities in the Modifiable Conflict Set,

and are of two types: (1) Conflicts involving an NLE that targets a local pending

method, and (2) conflicts where a local pending method is in conflict with its release

or deadline. The first type of conflict indicates that the NLE targeting the local

method can no longer be enforced. Removing this method from the schedule resolves

the conflict 2. The second type of conflict indicates that a local pending method is not

able to meet its release and/or deadline constraints. Typically this happens when the

feasible time window of the method is compressed during schedule execution (e.g. a

deadline is made tighter). The conflict can be removed by unscheduling the activity.

2Of course, the scheduler may later attempt to reschedule the method so that the NLE is re-
spected; again our concern here is restoring a consistent state so that the agent’s scheduler can move
forward.
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Figure 5.8: Action 1: Unscheduling Local Activities

The inconsistency in Echo’s schedule (shown in Figure 5.6) is an example of the

first type of conflict. After receiving notification from Lima that the completion

of method S Alpha has been delayed, Echo realizes that the enables NLE between

S Alpha and FT Alpha can no longer be respected. Echo can resolve this conflict by

aborting its part of the mission (unscheduling G Alpha and RH Alpha). The resulting

conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 5.8 3.

3Besides retracting the sequencing constraints that serialize the methods on the timeline, the
unscheduling process also deactivates any NLE that targets the newly unscheduled methods to
avoid spurious negative cycles involving these constraints.
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Figure 5.9: Action 2: Suspending an NLE - The Conflict-Free STN

Suspending an NLE

These types of conflicts are characterized by the presence of an NLE targeting a

remote activity in the Modifiable Conflict Set. The local agent is unable to unschedule

this activity to resolve the conflict, so it chooses the next best option: It suspends

the enforcement of the NLE by temporarily retracting it from the STN, keeping it

aside for future reinsertion when updated information on the remote target activity

is received that resolves the conflict (e.g. when the agent hears that the start time of

the remote target activity has been moved forward in time).

The inconsistency in Lima’s schedule (shown in Figure 5.7) is an example of such

a situation. After notifying Echo that it has been unable to complete S Alpha in time,

Lima (like Echo) realizes that the enables constraint between S Alpha and FT Alpha
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can no longer be respected. However, Lima is unable to unschedule Echo’s method

G Alpha, and has to wait for Echo’s updated information. In the meantime, to restore

consistency to its STN, and allow its scheduler to move forward, Lima suspends the

enables NLE between S Alpha and FT Alpha. This temporary retraction restores STN

consistency. The STN with the suspended NLE constraint is shown in Figure 5.9.

The suspended NLE can be reinserted once Lima receives the updated information

on Echo’s activities.

Suspending an NLE can have extended repercussions on the feasibility of the

local schedule. If the remote target activity of the NLE is a task, then all descendant

activities “inherit” this NLE, and its suspension affects their bounds. To ensure that

local descendant activities continue to respect the suspended NLE, new helper NLEs

are created between the source activity and all local methods that are descendants

of the remote target task. Any local methods that are inconsistent with enforcing
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the NLE are unscheduled. In our example, when Lima suspends the NLE between

S Alpha and FT Alpha, its pending method A Alpha (which inherits the NLE from its

parent FT Alpha is no longer bound by this interrelationship. To avoid a potentially

invalid schedule, Lima instantiates a helper enables NLE directly between the delayed

method S Alpha and A Alpha. The helper enables ensures that Lima’s scheduler

continues to be aware of the relationship between these two methods 4, and can be

removed when updated information allows the original NLE to be reactivated. The

modified C TAEMS problem with the original NLE between S Alpha and FT Alpha

suspended, and the helper NLE between S Alpha and A Alpha in its place is shown

in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.9 shows the inserted helper in the STN.

Suspending the reported duration of a remote activity when enough local

information exists to overwrite it

When no suspendable NLE is found in the Modifiable Conflict Set, yet the Modifiable

Conflict Set includes the duration of a remote activity, it can be inferred that the

reported duration for this remote activity is in conflict with the time window of an

ancestor task. Since the activity is remote, the agent cannot unschedule it to restore

feasibility. However, since the duration of the activity is infeasible, the agent can

deduce that its reported duration is no longer valid. The agent thus suspends the

duration of the activity by reducing it to fit within the time window of its ancestor

task, while waiting for updated information from its owner.

We illustrate this conflict resolution action by further developing our hostage

rescue scenario: Assume the commanding unit Delta has assessed the new situation

(after Lima’s unexpected delay), and has reached the conclusion that the level of

damage inflicted by Lima on the insurgents at Alpha (due to the longer time of

bombardment and higher use of heavier weapons) is higher than initially planned at

the end of S Alpha, and the ground team Echo is likely to encounter less resistance

when it goes in. To achieve the mission within the 30 minutes time window, Delta

updates the original plan, and informs Echo that its method G Alpha is likely to last 3

minutes (instead of the original 5). The parent task FT Alpha is given a hard deadline

at minute 15 (to leave enough time to accomplish the rescuing step RH Alpha). Echo

incorporates these new instructions, revising its STN by posting the new and updated

4In our example, the schedule feasibility is not endangered, given the existing sequencing con-
straint linking the two methods. However, this situation is not generally the case.
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Figure 5.11: Echo’s STN after Receiving Updated Constraints

temporal constraints. The revised STN is shown in Figure 5.11 with the new deadline

and the updated duration constraint for G Alpha in blue. However, the updated

instructions produce a temporal inconsistency in Echo’s STN. This new inconsistency

is caused by Echo’s outdated information about Lima’s method A Alpha (its duration

as reported by Lima is 5 minutes). The categorized constraints in the STN’s negative

cycle are shown in Figure 5.12. At this point, Echo can conclude that Lima’s reported

duration for A Alpha is no longer valid. It is a safe assumption that Lima has also

received updated instructions from Delta, and will provide updated information for

A Alpha shortly. Echo then suspends A Alpha’s invalid duration, restoring consistency

to its STN. The conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.12: The Negative Cycle in Echo’s STN after Receiving Updated Constraints

Retracting a deadline constraint

If this case is reached, the Modifiable Conflict Set contains neither an NLE nor a

remote activity duration to suspend. The conflict involves an executed activity that

has violated its deadline constraint (or that of an ancestor task) 5. Since the activity

has been executed, its duration is immutable and the activity cannot be unscheduled

any longer (first strategy above). The agent’s only choice to restore consistency in

the STN is to retract the deadline constraint. We note that if the violated deadline is

“inherited” from an ancestor task, it is sufficient to break the structural constraints

linking the method to its parent task. Decoupling the late method from its parent

5The case where the executed activity has violated its release constraint can be trivially avoided
prior to execution by not starting a method before its release. The cMatrix agent adopts this
strategy, and we do not look further into this possibility.
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Figure 5.13: Action 3: Suspending a Remote Activity’s Duration

minimizes the impact of the constraint suspension. Retracting the deadline constraint

itself would instead affect all activities in the hierarchy below the deadline-holding

ancestor task.

An example of this situation occurs as Echo moves in to engage the insurgents at

Alpha. Despite the heavy aerial bombardment they had received from Lima (which

had led the commanding unit Delta to believe that resistance would be minimal), Echo

encounters fierce resistance from remaining terrorist elements hiding in the wreckage.

What was believed to be a simple mop-up operation scheduled to last 3 minutes turns

out into a more protracted battle lasting 8 minutes. The delay in completing G Alpha

violates the deadline imposed on the parent task FT Alpha to finish at minute 15.

Instead, the operation is only completed at minute 20. The violated deadline trans-

lates into an inconsistency in the STN. The categorized constraints in the negative
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Figure 5.14: The Negative Cycle in Echo’s STN After Finishing G Alpha late

cycle are shown in Figure 5.14. The Modifiable Conflict Set consists of only two con-

straints: The deadline constraint on FT Alpha, and the structural constraint linking

the finish points of FT Alpha and G Alpha. Through this hierarchical constraint,

G Alpha “inherits” FT Alpha’s deadline. To restore the STN to consistency, Echo

has to stop the enforcement of this deadline on the late method G Alpha. While Echo

could accomplish this by removing FT Alpha’s deadline constraint from the STN,

this action does not only affect G Alpha, but also Lima’s method A Alpha (which

also inherits the deadline constraint from FT Alpha). Instead, Echo can achieve the

same effect by simply removing the aforementioned structural constraint, an action

that does not affect A Alpha. The resulting STN with this conflict removed is shown

in Figure 5.15.

After an agent applies the selected conflict resolution strategy to a temporal con-
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Figure 5.15: Action 4: Retracting a Deadline Constraint

flict, this conflict is resolved. In some cases, however, the resolution of a given conflict

will unmask further temporal inconsistencies. An example of this situation occurs in

the previous situation involving G Alpha’s deadline. Retracting the deadline con-

straint from the STN does not restore it to a consistent state. Instead, once this

conflict is removed, a second conflict is exposed: The delay in completing G Alpha on

time pushes the next method on the timeline, RH Alpha, and it can no longer meet

its deadline. This second STN conflict is shown in Figure 5.16. Echo needs to address

this second conflict to restore the STN to a consistent state. In such situations, the

agent repeatedly applies the conflict resolution strategies described above until the

STN is conflict-free.
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Figure 5.16: The Negative Cycle in Echo’s STN After Retracting G Alpha’s Deadline

5.1.4 Modulating Reactivity to Inconsistencies

Some inconsistencies that arise during the execution of the agents’ schedules occur

due to the asynchronicity of message communication. A case in point is illustrated by

one of our example in the previous section: When Echo receives updated instructions

from the commanding unit Delta updating the duration of G Alpha and imposing a

deadline on FT Alpha, a negative cycle appears in Echo’s STN. This inconsistency is

caused by outdated information on Lima’s method A Alpha, and only occurs because

the message from Lima containing updated information for this method has not yet

reached Echo.

These spurious inconsistencies resolve themselves upon the arrival of the neces-

sary inter-related update. In this sense, conflict resolution actions that repair these
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inconsistencies are unneeded. If an action is taken to resolve the conflict before the

arrival of the connected information, this action will be undone once this information

arrives. These “do-undo” steps simply waste resources by making unneeded changes

to the agents’ schedules (with potential further repercussions if these actions affect

other agents). To distinguish whether a conflict is potentially spurious, we categorize

STN conflicts into two types, depending on the event that causes the conflict:

1. Execution-related conflicts: These conflicts are caused by actual execution events

(i.e. the start or finish of a method). The local agent receives an update from

the simulator (directly, or indirectly when another agent relays the information)

that informs it of the start or finish of a method. When it attempts to incorpo-

rate this information, an STN conflict arises. These conflicts are always “real”,

in the sense that they are caused by an event that has already taken place.

2. Non execution-related conflicts: These conflicts are caused by scheduling events

(i.e. remote agents changing their schedules). The local agent receives new

information from another agent with updated temporal bounds for a remote

pending activity. However, these updated bounds are inconsistent with other

temporal constraints in the local agent’s STN. Sometimes, these conflicts are

“fictitious”: their appearance is simply caused by the asynchronicity of message

arrival. The updated information causes a temporal conflict because the agent

has not yet received a second (connected) piece of information (which is on its

way). When the linked information arrives, the apparent conflict automatically

resolves itself.

A conflict resolution action is applied immediately for execution-related conflicts.

The information that caused this conflict is an actual event that has taken place, and

it needs to be incorporated into the agent’s belief state without delay. Non execution-

related conflicts, on the other hand, are caused by temporal conflicts between pending

activities. Therefore, incorporating the information that causes the conflict is not as

pressing. Further, as was explained previously, the conflict may be “fictitious”, caused

by the order of information arrival, and may resolve itself once additional information

pieces arrives. To restore the STN to consistency, we have then two choices: (1)

Apply one of the conflict resolution actions (as described in the previous section),

and incorporate the information, or (2) Retract the new information (restoring the

previous consistent STN state), wait for new information to arrive, and attempt to

reincorporate the information at a later point. In the case of spurious inconsistencies,
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the second strategy can provide a means of modulating the agent’s reactivity to

inconsistencies, preventing it from making unnecessary changes to its schedule.

We have developed a delayed conflict resolution strategy that minimizes unneces-

sary conflict resolution actions when potentially spurious conflicts arise. When the

agent receives an update to the temporal bounds of a remote pending activity A, and

these update bounds cause an inconsistency, the bounds are temporarily set aside

(restoring the previous ones). The agent attempts to incorporate A’s new bounds

over a delay period. This delay period can be specified in two ways:

1. Maximum number of updates: This delay is measured in the number of new

updates that the agent receives since A’s new bounds arrive. For example, if

the delay is 2, the agent will attempt to incorporate A’s new bounds over the

next 2 updates.

2. Maximum elapsed time: This delay is measured in the time that elapses since

the agent receives A’s new bounds. For example, if the delay is 2, the agent will

attempt to incorporate A’s new bounds over the next 2 time units.

If the delay period expires, and the new bounds have not been incorporated (i.e.

an STN conflict occurred whenever the agent attempted to update A’s bounds), the

inconsistency is assumed to be “real”. The agent then incorporates A’s new bounds

by applying a conflict resolution action on the ensuing inconsistency.

To illustrate a situation when delayed conflict resolution can be used, we can

reuse the situation depicted in Figure 5.11. Briefly recapping the situation, Lima has

finished S Alpha late, and Delta has updated Echo’s model by changing the duration

of G Alpha to 3, and imposing a deadline on FT Alpha at time 15. This new deadline

conflicts with Lima’s reported duration of 5 for method A Alpha. The new deadline

for FT Alpha was incorporated into the agent’s belief state by applying a conflict

resolution action that suspended the duration constraint of A Alpha to restore the

STN to a consistent state. The resulting conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 5.13.

Instead of incorporating FT Alpha’s new deadline by suspending A Alpha’s du-

ration, an alternative course of action would be to delay incorporating the deadline

into the agent’s belief state while we wait and see if some new information causes the

conflict to disappear on its own. If Lima sends updated information for its method

A Alpha during the delay period, the deadline can then be incorporated without

causing an STN conflict.
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Figure 5.17: Delaying Incorporation of FT Alpha’s Deadline

We develop this alternative scenario to illustrate a successful application of delayed

conflict resolution: After assessing the situation caused by Lima’s unexpected delay

in completing S Alpha, Delta relays to Lima a revised expected duration for A Alpha

of 3 minutes (from 5 minutes). In the meantime, Echo has received FT Alpha’s new

deadline from Delta, and it conflicts with the outdated information about A Alpha’s

duration. Echo momentarily delays incorporating the deadline, while it awaits more

information. The resulting (conflict-free) STN with FT Alpha’s new deadline is shown

in Figure 5.17. While Echo was dealing with this conflict, Lima has sent a message to

Echo with the new duration for A Alpha. The sequence of actions Echo takes upon

receipt of this message depends on the time of its arrival. There are two possibilities:

1. The message reaches Echo before the delay period for incorporating FT Alpha’s

new deadline is over. Echo updates the duration of A Alpha to 3 minutes. Then
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Figure 5.18: After Receiving A Alpha’s Updated Duration

it attempts again to update FT Alpha’s deadline. The new attempt succeeds

without producing a conflict.

2. The message reaches Echo after the delay period for incorporating FT Alpha’s

new deadline is over. Once the delay period has ended, Echo incorporates

FT Alpha’s new deadline. It resolves the ensuing conflict by suspending A Alpha’s

duration constraint. When the message arrives, Echo updates the duration con-

straint to 3 minutes, and attempts to reinsert it into the STN. The attempt

succeeds.

For both cases, the final resulting STN is shown in Figure 5.18 6.

6In the example situation, the introduction of the delay does not lead to significant savings in
computational expense. Other situations, however, specially those involving unscheduling actions,
are more disruptive, and can produce significant savings.
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5.2 Experimental Design and Results

To test the validity of our approaches, we conducted experiments that compared the

performance of two agent teams: (1) A team of “risk-taking” agents using our conflict

resolution actions to resolve inconsistencies when unexpected events occur, and (2)

a “risk-averse” team of agents using a conservative scheduling strategy that prevents

conflicts from arising during execution. A second set of experiments validated the

reduction in scheduling time encountered by agents using delayed conflict resolution.

Some initial results for the strategies developed in this chapter were presented in [52].

5.2.1 Testing Conflict Resolution Actions

To compare the team of “risk-taking” against the team of “risk-averse” agents, we

designed several sets of randomly generated C TAEMS scenarios. The scenarios were

constructed to highlight the lost opportunities incurred by risk-averse agents. Their

design emphasized two features: (1) Scheduling conservatively misses opportunities

for higher performance, and (2) Agents cannot easily recover from conservative deci-

sions, regaining lost opportunities.

An example 10-agent C TAEMS scenario generated for these experiments is shown

in Figure 5.19. The activity hierarchy is arranged left-to-right, rather than top-

to-bottom for easier viewing. Scheduled activities are shown in blue, unscheduled

activities in red. Higher-level tasks have a rounded-edge rectangular shape, methods

a straight-edge rectangular shape. The text inside tasks shows: (1) The name of the

task, (2) its QAF (such as SUM or SUMAND), (3) the task’s release and deadline if

any, and (4) the scheduled quality of the task (by applying the QAF on its children

activities). The text inside methods shows: (1) The name of the method, and (2) the

quality/duration it will obtain if executed (pre-selected before execution and given to

the simulator).

We generated 10-agent, 25-agent, and 50-agent scenarios (scenario generation is

described in section 4.2.1). The 10-agent scenarios have 2 “problem” tasks. The 25-

agent scenarios have 5 “problem” tasks. The 50-agent scenarios have 10 “problem”

tasks. Problem tasks have a SUMAND QAF, and have two window children each.

Each window has either two cnode children with a MAX QAF linked by an enables

NLE, or a single cnode child with a SYNCSUM QAF. Each cnode has three children

methods: The “primary” method, a “fall-back”, and a “redundancy”. Under a MAX
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Figure 5.19: Example C TAEMS Scenario for Testing Conflict Resolution Actions

task, both fall-back and redundancy methods have half the expected quality and

duration as the primary method. Under a SYNCSUM task, the fall-back method has

half the expected quality and duration of the primary method, while the redundancy

method has the same expected quality and duration as the primary method. The

primary methods were given an expected quality of 15, and an expected duration of

20 time units. The three points in a method quality/duration distribution consisted

of an expected value, a second value 25% lower, and a third value 25% higher.

For each scenario, we compared the performance of two strategies for managing

execution-time inconsistencies, one “risk-averse” and the other “risk-taking”:

1. Conservative (MD): This strategy uses a “risk-averse” scheduling approach. A

centralized solver generates an initial schedule that assumes methods will ex-
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ecute their maximum duration. The agents’ schedulers use the same assump-

tion when rescheduling during execution. This conservative strategy is akin to

the preventative approaches used in previous STN-based multi-agent applica-

tions that construct fail-safe schedules to avoid inconsistencies during execution

[180, 74].

2. Conflict Resolution (CR): This strategy uses a more “risk-taking” scheduling

approach. A centralized solver generates an initial schedule that assumes meth-

ods will execute their expected duration. The agents’ schedules also schedule

using expected durations. When inconsistencies arise, the agent uses a conflict

resolution action (described in section 5.1.3) to restore its STN to consistency.

For these experiments, the agents used no delay (conflicts were resolved right

away).

We created a total of 9 sets of 150 scenarios (each containing 50 10-agent scenarios,

50 25-agent scenarios, and 50 50-agent scenarios). The nine sets differed in two key

parameters: deadline tightness and uncertainty. Deadline tightness defines the ratio

between the size of the time window of a “window” task, and its duration. Uncertainty

indicates the probability that the maximum duration of a method will occur. Both

parameters are described in greater detail in section 4.2.1. We hypothesized that

increasingly “tighter” windows enhance the advantage of “risk-taking” strategies, as

conservative techniques lose opportunities to schedule methods that do not fit to their

maximum duration, and that the advantage of “risk-taking” strategies would increase

as the probability that the maximum duration of methods will occur decreases.

Table 5.1 displays the results of applying the two inconsistency management

strategies, MD and CR, on the generated scenarios. The results validate our ini-

tial hypotheses. We run both strategies on each of the 9 sets of scenarios, and divided

the results for each set into three parts, based on the number of agents in the prob-

lem. For each scenario, we computed the ratio Qr
s using Equation 4.6, where Qr

s is

the quality ratio achieved by strategy s (either MD or CR), The results in the table

show deadline tightness varying in the horizontal direction, and uncertainty chang-

ing in the vertical dimension. For each one of the 9 combined settings of deadline

tightness and uncertainty, the average ratios Qr
s were computed on the 10, 25, and

50 agent scenarios. These values are shown side-by-side, with the p-value (obtained

using the Student’s t-test) comparing the results for both strategies below them. The

size of the scenario proved important: 10-agent scenarios were too small to derive any
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tighter ⇐⇒ looser
Deadline Tightness

Ag
1.0 1.2 1.4

MD CR MD CR MD CR

U
n
c
e
rt

a
in

ty

0.125

10
0.7663 0.8537 0.8329 0.8926 0.9245 0.9689

p = 0.1205 p = 0.1718 p = 0.1377

25
0.7168 0.9979 0.8079 0.9955 0.9454 0.9847

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0018

50
0.6310 1.0 0.7454 1.0 0.9709 0.9966

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.25

10
0.8004 0.8245 0.8724 0.8721 0.9028 0.9346

p = 0.6833 p = 0.9945 p = 0.4004

25
0.7857 0.9848 0.8478 0.9759 0.9521 0.9749

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0487

50
0.6939 1.0 0.7816 0.9997 0.9806 0.9891

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.1214

0.333

10
0.8135 0.8098 0.9292 0.8000 0.9046 0.9400

p = 0.9512 p = 0.0092 p = 0.3602

25
0.8455 0.9650 0.8776 0.9542 0.9666 0.9601

p = 0 p = 0.0011 p = 0.6398

50
0.7536 0.9980 0.8704 0.9941 0.9848 0.9865

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.7063

Table 5.1: Quality Ratios Obtained by Inconsistency Management Strategies

significant conclusions, but the larger 25-agent and 50-agent scenarios show signifi-

cant differences (p < 0.05) between the two strategies. The larger 50-agent scenarios

show the greatest differences. As we anticipated, scenarios where the deadlines are

tightest (1.0) and uncertainty is lowest (0.125) produce the largest discrepancies in

performance between the two strategies. For the 50-agent problem set, the “risk-

taking” agents using strategy CR outperform the “risk-averse” agents using strategy

MD in every scenario: The average Qr
s for CR is 1.0, while the average Qr

s for MD

is 0.631. The p-value between the two sets is 0. At the other extreme, when the

deadline is the loosest (1.4) and uncertainty is highest (0.333), both strategies per-

form equally well: The average Qr
s for CR is 0.9865, and the average Qr

s for MD is

virtually the same at 0.9848. Intuitively, loose deadlines provide the agents enough

time to schedule methods to their maximum duration, decreasing the performance

loss incurred by conservative strategies. Higher uncertainty increases the likelihood

that the method will in fact execute its maximum (rather than expected) duration.
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This implies a higher likelihood that “risk-taking” techniques will run into trouble.

Nonetheless, even in these scenarios, “risk-taking” agents can perform as well as con-

servative agents when equipped with techniques that enable them to recover from

inconsistencies that they may encounter.

5.2.2 Testing Delayed Conflict Resolution

We tested our delayed conflict resolution approach by comparing the performance of

two teams of agents, one that aggressively resolves conflicts when they arise, and a

second that waits for a delay period before resolving the conflict:

1. Aggressive Repair (AR): The agents “repair” an STN as soon as a conflict arises

by applying a conflict resolution action to resolve the inconsistency.

2. Delayed Repair (DR): The agents delay “repairing” possibly a fictitious conflict

in the STN, and wait for the next update to see if it contains information that

resolves the conflict. If the next update received by the agent contains no new

information that removes the conflict, a conflict resolution action is applied to

resolve the inconsistency 7.

The strategies were tested on a set of C TAEMS scenarios used during the Year

2 evaluation of the Coordinators program. These scenarios are described in detail in

Section 4.2.2. Table 5.2 shows the results obtained by both strategies, AR and DR,

on the selected scenarios. The first two columns display the average quality ratios,

Qr
s, for both strategies. Results for the 25 and 50 agent sets are shown separately.

7Since the simulator sends an update to all agents every tick (updating the current time), this
simulator update creates an upper bound (of 1 tick) on the delay before a conflict resolution is
applied.

(higher is better) (lower is better)
Agents AR (quality) DR (quality) AR (repairs) DR (repairs)

25
0.9092 0.9281 0.9121 0.7960

p = 0.6290 p = 0.0114

50
0.8993 0.9610 0.9540 0.8112

p = 0.0809 p = 0.0038

Table 5.2: Quality Ratio for Inconsistency Management Approaches
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Below the Qr
s values, the p-value comparing the results for both strategies is shown.

The results show that both strategies performed equally well, quality-wise. The small

difference between the values is not significant. The last two columns show the average

number of conflict resolution actions (“repairs”) normalized as a ratio, Rr
s, given by

the equation:

Rr
s = Rs/Rmax (5.1)

where Rs is the number of conflict resolution actions taken on a given scenario by

strategy s (either AR or DR), and Rmax is the maximum number of conflict resolution

actions taken by either of the two strategies. The delayed conflict resolution strategy

DR shows a marked drop in the number of conflict resolution actions taken by the

agents. This decrease in the number of conflict resolution actions taken was achieved

without sacrificing quality. The results validate our initial hypothesis that introducing

a small delay that prevents over-reactivity to fictitious conflicts can lead to a decrease

in unnecessary changes to the agents’ schedules, enabling agents to make better use

of their resources.

5.3 Summary

STNs present a powerful framework for reasoning about temporal constraints, and

have found increasing acceptance in scheduling domains. However, their use in multi-

agent domains is complicated by the need to manage inconsistency in individual agent

models. Previous work in inconsistency management for distributed STNs has mainly

focused on pro-active techniques that aim to create schedules that avoid any incon-

sistencies during execution. Unfortunately, designing “fail-safe” schedules frequently

leads to conservative choices that miss opportunities for higher performance.

In this chapter, we present a reactive framework that enables scheduling agents

to make riskier, but potentially advantageous decisions, and recover from any incon-

sistencies that may arise. We use STN conflict-explanation techniques to interpret

STN conflicts (manifesting as negative cycles in the STN graph), and categorize the

constraints in the conflict into three sets: Immutable, suspendable and retractable.

Immutable constraints represent past events and cannot be changed. Suspendable

constraints stand for problem constraints and constraints enforcing information con-

veyed by other agents. Retractable constraints represent sequencing constraints that

are imposed by the agent’s scheduler. Conflicts must be resolved by modifying sus-
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pendable and retractable constraints. These constraints form the Modifiable Conflict

Set.

We have designed four conflict resolution actions that an agent can use to restore

its STN to consistency. The best-suited action is selected by examining the con-

straints in the Modifiable Conflict Set. Two of these actions involve local scheduling

actions, akin to techniques used in centralized domains. The other two actions work

on conflicts that involve remote activities that the agent cannot arbitrarily modify.

Our strategy starts by attempting to unschedule local activities to resolve the con-

flict. However, if no change to the local schedule can resolve the conflict, the agent

attempts to suspend a constraint in the suspendable set, either an NLE involving a

remote activity, or the duration constraint of a remote activity. The constraint re-

mains suspended pending arrival of new information that resolves the conflict. When

a constraint is suspended, the agent will ensure that its local activities respect all

constraints acting on them, so that its schedule remains feasible. Finally, when no

constraint can be suspended to restore consistency, a method has finished past its

deadline. The violated deadline constraint is retracted from the STN.

We tested our conflict resolution framework on a set of scenarios generated to

compare the performance of “risk-taking” agents (scheduling to expected duration,

and recovering from inconsistencies using our conflict resolution actions) against that

of “risk-averse” agents (scheduling to maximum duration). We found that as the

flexibility in the schedule decreases (time windows are tight, leading to lost oppor-

tunities for risk-averse agents), and the uncertainty decreases (the likelihood that

the maximum duration will occur is low), the performance gains obtained by the

risk-taking agents significantly increase. Nonetheless, at the other extreme, when

flexibility and uncertainty are high, the risk-taking agents continued to perform as

well as the conservative team.

While conflicts caused by execution events (i.e. the start and finish of methods)

need to be resolved with the information incorporated, other conflicts involving pend-

ing remote activities are caused by outdated information and may resolve themselves

once updated information arrives. We proposed and tested a delayed conflict resolu-

tion strategy that introduces a small wait period before resolving these potentially

“fictitious” conflicts. Our results show that the use of this delay leads to marked

drop in the number of conflict resolution actions taken by the agent team, without

adversely affecting the quality obtained. The delay modulates the reactivity of the

agents to potentially “fictitious” conflicts, enabling them to make better use of their
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resources.



Chapter 6

Just-In-Time Backfilling

In this chapter, we continue our study into the management of durational uncertainty

within scheduling applications that use distributed STNs. Chapter 5 discussed reac-

tive techniques that enable STN-based scheduling agents to recover from inconsistency

once it occurs (an inevitability in dynamic, uncertain environments). This chapter

presents complementary pro-active techniques that use a model of uncertainty to lo-

cate potential inconsistencies that may arise as the schedule executes, and attempt

to prevent them, or at least minimize their effect.

Previous research in pro-active techniques to manage duration uncertainty in

STN-based scheduling applications has focused on designing schedules that do not

encounter inconsistencies during execution. Besides a few exceptions [177, 67], the

typical domains of interest involve plans where every activity has to be scheduled and

executed (a common goal is to minimize the makespan of the schedule). Instead, we

deal with over-subscribed distributed scheduling problems, where agents can choose

different combinations of activities in the plan to schedule and execute. The goal is

to maximize the overall quality of their combined schedule (see section 2.2). In our

domains of interest, plans include interchangeable “alternative” activities that are

not mutually exclusive. Our schedule robustness techniques concentrate on identify-

ing valuable activities in danger of failing as the scheduled executes and scheduling

alternative activities in the plan that reduce the risk to the schedule if a valuable

activity is lost. We take a Just-in-Time (JIT) approach to increasing the robustness

of the schedule. Rather than focusing on the full set of pending activities, we define

a set of horizon activities that are close-to-executing, and identify potential devi-

ations from their expected durations by using the modeled durational uncertainty.

111
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Then, we hypothetically introduce these (unexpected) durations into the STN. Prob-

lem activities that may introduce an inconsistency if they execute longer than their

expected duration are identified when these extended durations are rejected by the

STN. An analysis of the resulting negative cycles reveals the endangered activities

(those in danger of failing), and the repercussions of the potential inconsistencies on

the agents’ schedules. The negative cycle analysis enables the agents to determine

whether the disruptions to the team schedule caused by the potential inconsistency

warrant preventative action.

We have designed passive and aggressive actions to increase the schedule robust-

ness to durational uncertainty by installing (or “backfilling”) alternative activities.

In passive actions, the “owner” agent of a valuable endangered activity informs the

agents that own alternative activities (i.e. those that can substitute for the endan-

gered activity) of the potential repercussions the failure. When these agents receive

the information, they can try to schedule an alternative activity if their current com-

mitments permit. In aggressive actions, the “owner” agent of a valuable endangered

activity can coerce the owner of an alternative activity to execute it, even if it causes

this other agent to uninstall some of its scheduled activities to “make room” for

it. Aggressive actions are taken only if the endangered activity is the next activity

scheduled to execute, and no assistance has been obtained from other agents through

passive requests.

We have tested our robustness techniques by comparing the performance of a team

of “pro-active” agents that use these strategies, against a second team of “reactive”

agents that uses the recovery techniques developed in Chapter 5 to overcome failures

once they occur. Our results show significantly increased performance for the team

of “pro-active” agents, validating the advantages of our robust scheduling strategies.

6.1 The Problem Domain

Our domain of interest involves multi-agent plans that present the agents with inter-

changeable ways of accomplishing their objectives, in the form of alternative activities.

These alternative activities provide:

1. Different ways an agent can accomplish a given objective: The agent “owns”

one or more “fall-back” activities (that are short-duration and accomplish the

objective in a quick-and-dirty way). This fall-back activities can be scheduled
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to replace (or in addition to) the “primary” activity (that is longer-duration,

more detailed-oriented and produces higher quality).

2. Different agents that can accomplish the same objective: One or more agents

own “redundancy” activities that can be scheduled to replace (or in addition

to) the “primary” activity (owned by a different agent).

Alternative activities are not mutually exclusive: An agent can choose to execute both

its primary and fall-back activities (e.g. the agent initially executes the fall-back to

get something up and running quickly, and then, time permitting, it executes the

primary activity to attain higher quality). Similarly, different agents can choose to

independently execute their alternative activities (e.g. one agent executes the high-

quality, but high-risk primary activity, while a second agent executes a redundancy

activity so the objective is met even if the primary activity is not successful).

6.1.1 Alternative Activities in C TAEMS Plans

C TAEMS plans represent alternative activities as MAX tasks (see Section 2.2.1 for a

description of C TAEMS) that expand into a set of methods. These tasks are labeled

cnodes (to distinguish them from other MAX tasks higher in the activity hierarchy).

Cnodes represent alternate, non-exclusive ways to accomplish an objective. A cnode

typically expands into a primary method, assigned to a given agent, and a set of

fall-back and redundancy methods. Fall-back methods are owned by the same agent

as the primary method and accrue less quality, but are shorter duration. Redundancy

methods are owned by different agents, and can be executed instead of, or in addition

to, the primary method to achieve a higher level of robustness.

Figure 6.1 illustrates a sample C TAEMS hierarchy, highlighting the cnodes and

their children methods. Cnode T1, for example, decomposes into a primary method

M1p owned by agent A1, a fall-back method M1ff also owned by agent A1 that is

shorter duration but accrues lower quality, and a redundancy method M1rd owned by

agent A2. To accomplish the objective of cnode T1, it is sufficient for one of these three

methods to execute successfully (accruing positive quality). To increase the likelihood

that T1 executes successfully, one option is for agents A1 and A2 to parallelly execute

their respective methods, M1p and M1rd. T1 accrues quality if either method succeeds.

A second option is for A1 to execute the lower-quality, but “safer” fall-back method
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Figure 6.1: A C TAEMS Plan with Alternative Activities

M1ff , if it deems the likelihood of failure of the primary method M1p too high. In

this case, T1’s objectives are met, but the quality accrued is lower.

Restrictions to the Structure of C TAEMS Plans

To facilitate the design of the robust scheduling techniques we develop in this chapter,

we introduce a few restrictions to the structure of the C TAEMS plans that are valid

for the application of our strategies:

• A corollary consequence of viewing cnodes as the “lowest-level” activities in

the hierarchy representing a plan objective (with their children methods only

representing alternative ways to accomplish this objective), is that there are no

NLEs at the method level. For the robust scheduling work presented in this

chapter, NLEs are restricted to link activities at the cnode level or higher.

• We restrict the types of NLEs in the plans to hard NLEs (enables and dis-

ables) and soft NLEs (facilitates and hinders) that do not modify the duration

of methods. Soft NLEs that cause a shortening (facilitates) or lengthening (hin-

ders) in the executed duration of a method (i.e. how long the method actually

lasts when executed), can result in a method’s duration falling outside of the
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duration range specified in the uncertainty model. Naturally, as the accuracy

of the durational uncertainty model decreases, so does the performance of any

technique that relies on this model to increase the robustness of the schedule.

Since this additional, hard to quantify, variable can introduce distortions in the

evaluation of our techniques, we exclude them from consideration. The tech-

niques we develop can still be used in scenarios with these excluded NLEs, but

their performance could be diminished.

6.2 Using STN Inconsistencies in JIT Backfilling

An unexpected activity duration during schedule execution can potentially introduce

an inconsistency. In STN-based schedulers, these inconsistencies manifest as negative

cycles in the STN graph (see section 2.1). Execution dynamics are a reality in a large

percentage of scheduling domains, and STN-based continuous schedulers (see section

3.1.2) need strategies to recover from these inconsistencies, and formulate a new

schedule. Chapter 5 developed strategies to recover from inconsistencies in distributed

scheduling applications. However, waiting for an inconsistency to occur, and then

reacting to it after it has happened can inflict irrecoverable losses to the schedule.

Taking pro-active action before the inconsistency occurs to either prevent it from

happening, or reducing its deleterious consequences adds robustness to the schedule,

potentially warding against catastrophic failures. Given a durational uncertainty

model for the plan activities, this model can be used to find weak points in the

schedule, and strengthen it against potential failures.

In this section, we describe Just-in-Time Backfilling (JIT-BF), a strategy to

distributedly monitor a multi-agent schedule for potential impending failures, and

strengthen the schedule against these failures by scheduling redundant activities (or

“backfilling”). An agent using JIT-BF leverages the built-in conflict analysis tools of

its STN to examine its pending scheduled activities that are close-to-execution. The

agent introduces hypothetically durations for these activities that deviate from their

expected value (based on the durational uncertainty model). Resulting inconsisten-

cies signal a potential impending failure, and their analyses detect which activities

are likely to fail, and how the failure would affect the multi-agent schedule. The agent

can use this information to coordinate with other agents the scheduling of redundant

activities that can be executed instead of, or in addition to, an activity that is likely
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to fail. JIT-BF can be divided into four steps:

1. Determining the Horizon Activities: Starting from the current executing activity

(or last executed activity if none is currently executing), an agent determines

the set of horizon activities that will be examined for potential failures. These

horizon activities consist of the union of the executing activity and the On-Deck

Set, a subset of the pending activities that are close-to-execution.

2. Discovering Schedule Weaknesses: Mining the durational uncertainty model,

an agent collects potential duration values for the horizon activities (and their

predecessors) that deviate from their expected durations. These “unexpected”

durations are introduced into the STN. A rejection by the STN of one of these

unexpected durations (denoted by a negative cycle), represents a potential fail-

ure point, indicating what would occur if the durations that were introduced

into the STN actually materialize during execution. The agent collects all the

negative cycles produced by the STNs for each of these potential failures.

3. Analyzing Hypothetical Inconsistencies to Discover their Effect on the Schedule:

The agent analyzes the collected negative cycles to discover the activities in

the schedule that are affected by the potential inconsistency. Once this set of

failing activities has been obtained, the agent calculates (1) the potential effect

to the schedule of the potential failure (the quality loss incurred by forfeiting

the failing activities), and (2) the probability that the durations rejected by

the STN will materialize during execution (from the uncertainty model). By

understanding how the schedule is affected by the potential failure, and how

likely is the failure, the agent can decide whether the repercussions of the failure

warrant the undertaking of preventative action to reinforce the schedule.

4. Backfilling to Strengthen the Schedule: When the agent determines that a poten-

tial failure should be avoided, it takes action to reinforce the schedule, possibly

in combination with other agents. Actions taken to strengthen the schedule are

intrinsically domain-dependent: In our domain of interest, schedule strengthen-

ing actions include the scheduling of redundant activities, and the swapping of

at-risk activities with safer alternatives.

JIT-BF presents a strategy that scheduling agents operating in a dynamic, un-

certain execution environment can use to safeguard their schedules against duration
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uncertainty (other forms of uncertainty, such as quality uncertainty in C TAEMS, are

outside the scope of JIT-BF). JIT-BF makes use of the key insight that that in dy-

namic, uncertain environments, it is ineffectual to attempt to increase the robustness

of the whole pending schedule. Given that the latter portions of the schedule are likely

to change as execution deviates from the expected trajectory, the schedule strength-

ening actions required for these later activities also changes as their time of execution

approaches, and it makes little sense to take these actions too far in advance. This JIT

approach to strengthening the multi-agent schedule helps to maintain tractability by

avoiding a potential exponential search. A comprehensive approach that attempts to

examine all possible duration combinations of all the pending activities in the sched-

ule can easily bog down in an exponential explosion of possible combinations, and is

not feasible in general. Take, for example, a schedule with 20 pending activities, each

with a discrete duration distribution specifying 3 possible durations 1. The number

of potential duration combinations is 320 = 3.49 × 109. Even if some tricks are used

to reduce the search space (e.g. not trying a larger duration for an activity whose

shorter durations are known to be infeasible), such an algorithm is not practical in a

continuous scheduling application.

The next sections present a motivating scenario that shows the potential benefits

of JIT-BF, and describe each of the four steps of the JIT-BF process in greater detail.

6.2.1 Motivating Scenario

The scenario developed in section 5.1.1 involved a military team working together to

rescue hostages held by terrorists in two locations, Alpha and Gamma. The example

focused on team Charlie, tasked with rescuing the hostages in Alpha. Team Charlie is

divided into two groups: Lima, in charge of aerial “softening” of the target, and Echo,

the ground team in charge of entering Alpha, eliminating the terrorists and rescuing

the hostages. During the execution of the mission, Lima ran into problems while

softening the resistance: The terrorists were in possession of surface-to-air (SAM)

missiles and were able to shoot down one of Lima’s helicopters and force the remainder

to withdraw to a safer distance. Lima was unable to finish softening the target in its

expected time, endangering the remainder of the mission.

We now make note that the reason that Lima’s lateness endangered the mission

1A continuous PDF can be discretized to any desired granularity. We assume discrete distribu-
tions for the work in this chapter.
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Figure 6.2: The Redundant C TAEMS Plan for Team Charlie.

is that there was no backup action for the case that Lima ran into difficulties. The

mission assumed that Lima would succeed in performing its activity by its prescribed

time, and made no provisions for the case it didn’t. We now consider the case where

the plan includes redundancies, or backups for potential failures points: Suppose

team Charlie includes a light artillery team, Tango, that can direct mortar fire at the

insurgents. If Lima is unable to provide the planned aerial bombardment, Tango can

step in and fire mortar rounds to suppress the insurgents’ fire. While not as accurate,

and more risky to the hostages, a mortar bombardment can effectively diminish the

insurgent threat and enable Echo to rescue the hostages.

Team Charlie’s C TAEMS Plan

An updated plan for team Charlie incorporating alternative activities is shown in

Figure 6.2. This new plan incorporates both fall-back and redundancy activities.
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S Alpha, the softening of the target that needs to occur prior to Echo’s engagement

of the terrorists is now a cnode. Its children correspond to alternative ways of accom-

plishing the “softening”. S Alpha decomposes into two children methods:

1. S Alpha P: The primary method. This is the preferred way of accomplishing

the softening of the target. It represents Lima’s aerial bombardment of Alpha

using Apache helicopters.

2. S Alpha RD: The redundancy method. It represents an alternative way of ac-

complishing the softening of the target, and involves Tango aiming mortar fire

at Alpha.

Similarly, G Alpha, Echo’s mopping up of the remaining terrorists after the softening

action is now also a cnode. G Alpha decomposes into two children methods:

1. G Alpha P: The primary method, and preferred way of mopping up the terror-

ists. It involves Echo entering Alpha with small arms to minimize the risk to

the hostages.

2. G Alpha FF: The fall-back method. It involves Echo using heavier weaponry to

enter Alpha to minimize the operation’s time, with potentially greater collateral

damage.

The STNs and schedules for Echo, Lima and Tango at the start of the mission

are shown in figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5. (Tango’s schedule is not shown since it is not

yet an active participant). As before, black solid lines denote problem constraints,

purple dashed lines represent remote constraints, and green dotted lines are scheduler

constraints. Time points corresponding to scheduled activities are shown in gray,

while time points corresponding to unscheduled activities are shown in orange.

How Alternatives Can Save the Mission

As Lima’s Apache helicopters approach Alpha, they are attacked by anti-aircraft

missiles. After 2 minutes of battle, one of Lima’s helicopters is shot down, and the

other two are forced to withdraw to a safer distance. Given the new situation, Lima

estimates that while it is likely that it can subdue the insurgents in 10 minutes (rather

than the original 5 minutes anticipated), there is a 25% probability that it may take

as long as 12 minutes.
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Figure 6.3: The STN and Schedule for Echo at the start of the mission.

At this point, we will present two alternative scenarios. The first scenario involves

Lima continuing its attempt at subduing the enemy resistance on its own. The second

scenario presents Tango jumping into the fray when it realizes that Lima may not be

able to complete its part of the mission in a timely manner:

1. Scenario 1: Lima continues aerial bombardment of Alpha, but the insurgents

are well entrenched, and better prepared than anticipated. A second helicopter

suffers damage from enemy fire 7 minutes into the mission. With one helicopter

down, and a second damaged, Lima is forced to abort, causing team Charlie

to fail its rescue operation at Alpha. Echo’s STN and the current schedule of

the team at minute 8 is shown in Figure 6.6 (the STN’s of Lima and Tango are

almost identical to Echo’s).
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Figure 6.4: The STN and Schedule for Lima at the start of the mission.

2. Scenario 2: Lima relays the new situation to Tango. When Tango receives this

updated information, it recognizes the danger to the mission. The slack in the

original plan can accommodate Lima’s extended bombardment of the insurgents

in Alpha if it takes 10 minutes. However, if Lima takes 12 minutes to soften the

resistance to an acceptable level for Echo to engage, Echo will no longer have

enough time to rescue the hostages by the prescribed deadline, risking a hostile

mob impeding its retreat. In the face of the new situation, Tango starts bom-

barding the insurgents. Lima continues the aerial bombardment of Alpha, but

7 minutes after starting engagement, a second helicopter gunship suffers dam-

age due to continued anti-aircraft fire. Lima is forced to abort and withdraw.

Nonetheless, 10 minutes after the start of the mission, Tango’s sustained mor-

tar rounds manage to subdue the insurgents, enabling Echo to proceed. Echo’s
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Figure 6.5: The STN and Schedule for Tango at the start of the mission.

STN and the current schedule of the team at minute 8 is shown in Figure 6.7.

Comparing these two scenarios illustrates the potential importance of redundant ac-

tivities. In scenario 1, the mission failed after Lima was unable to complete its part

of the mission. In scenario 2, on the other hand, Tango is able to take up the bom-

bardment of Alpha from Lima, and enable the mission to proceed.

6.2.2 Determining the Horizon Activities

An agent using JIT-BF monitors the potential failures of its horizon activities. The

horizon activities continuously change as execution progresses, and consist of the

union of two sets, (1) the Executing Set and (2) the On-Deck Set. The executing set

is composed of a single activity, the one currently executing (if any). The on-deck
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Figure 6.6: The STN and Schedule for Echo at minute 8.

set is composed of a subset of pending activities that are close to execution. This

approach extends a previous technique [161] that labels a single pending activity (the

one immediately follows the currently executing activity) as on-deck and attempts to

increase its chances of successful execution.

The agent determines which pending activities belong in the on-deck set by us-

ing two parameters: ODMaxActs and ODMaxTime. The first parameter, ODMaxActs,

limits the maximum number of activities in the on-deck set. The second parameter,

ODMaxTime, excludes from the on-deck set any pending activities whose earliest start

time (EST) is greater than now + ODMaxTime, where now is the current time. The

on-deck set (OD) is given by the intersection of the sets obtained using these two

parameters.

Figure 6.8 shows an example of the set of horizon activities (subdivided into
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Figure 6.7: The STN and Schedule for Echo at minute 8.

the executing set and the on-deck set) for a section of agent’s schedule consisting

of five methods M0, M1, M2, M3 and M4. For this example ODMaxActs = 3 and

ODMaxTime = 40 minutes. The current time is 75 minutes. Four methods, M1, M2,

M3 and M4 start within 40 minutes of the current time, falling within ODMaxTime.

However, given that ODMaxActs = 3, the on-deck methods are M1, M2 and M3. Since

M0 is executing, the horizon activities are M0, M1, M2 and M3.

Once the agent has determined the set of horizon activities, its next step is to

find the activities in the related set of each horizon activity. This set includes the

horizon activity itself and a subset of its predecessors 2. The related set of a horizon

activity corresponds to the activities whose durations are modified when calculating

the likelihood that a horizon activity will fail. All activities excluded from the related

2The predecessors are the activities that are constrained to execute before the horizon activity.
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set are assumed to last their expected durations.

The agent determines which predecessors to include in the related set of a horizon

activity by specifying a desired predecessor level parameter, RPredLev. Figure 6.9

illustrates the related set of an activity M3. On the top, with RPredLev = 1, the

related set of M3 includes M3 and its immediate “first-level” predecessors: Those

linked directly to M3 by a precedence constraint. On the bottom, with RPredLev = 2,
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the related set of M3 includes M3, its immediate “first-level” predecessors, and the

“second-level” predecessors: Those linked to the “first-level” predecessors of M3.

The related set focuses the analysis of failure of a horizon activity on a subset of

activities, consisting of the activity itself and those activities that are closely related

to it. Activities outside the related set are assumed to have little or no impact on

the activity. While this assumption does not hold in some cases, in practice, it

generally does not affect how the agents benefit from the JIT-BF strategy. Activities

outside the related set that can impact the failure potential of a horizon activity

are pending indirect predecessors that fell outside of the related set because of the

predecessor level considered. However, if a horizon activity h has unexecuted indirect

predecessors outside of the related set, this indicates that its execution is not yet

imminent. Analyzing the failure potential of h provides the agent with a rough look-

ahead that can be used to safeguard h when it looks likely to fail. This analysis will

get increasingly more accurate as h approaches execution and the predecessors of h

outside its related set execute (and they have actual deterministic durations).

6.2.3 Notation Used

To improve clarity and conciseness, the rest of this chapter will use the following

notations:

• H(a): The set of horizon activities of in the schedule of an agent “a”.

• R(x): The related set of a horizon activity “x”.

• C(x): The set of duration combinations of the activities in R(x) that lead to an

inconsistency.

• NC(x, dc): The set of negative cycles that were produced when asserting a

duration combination, dc, of the activities in R(x) into the STN 3.

• q(x): The quality of an activity “x”. Either the “expected” quality when the

activity is pending, or the “actual” quality once it completes.

• d(x): The duration of an activity “x”, as asserted into the STN.

3The STN returns only one negative cycle at a time. All negative cycles that result when asserting
the duration combination into the STN are resolved until the duration combination is successfully
inserted. These negative cycles make up the NC(x, dc) set.
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• dPDF (x): The duration distribution of an activity “x”. The duration distribu-

tion is specified in the format:

dPDF (x) = ((d1 P (d1)) (d2 P (d2)) ... (dN P (dN)))

Each pair in the distribution consists of (1) di, a possible duration of activity

“x”, and (2) P (di), the probability that di will occur.

• SSc(x): The set of scheduler-defined successors of an activity “x”. These suc-

cessors are the activities that the scheduler constrains to execute after “x”.

• PSc(x): The set of problem-defined successors of an activity “x”. These succes-

sors are the activities that the plan constrains to execute after “x”.

• Sb(x): The set of siblings of an activity “x”. These sibling activities are the

alternative methods to “x”.

• qall(x): The sum of the quality q(x) of an activity “x”, and the qualities of all

its problem-defined successors, PSc(x). This metric is defined recursively:

qall(x) = q(x) +
∑

i∈PSc(x)

qall(i) (6.1)

6.2.4 Discovering Schedule Weaknesses

Once the agent has identified the set of horizon activities (and their associated re-

lated sets), it can determine which of these activities are in danger of failing (e.g. by

missing their deadline), or can cause their successors to fail. The agent leverages its

STN in conjunction with the durational uncertainty model. Each horizon activity is

examined for potential failures by locating the duration combinations of the activities

in its related set that cause an inconsistency. The agent exploits the STN’s constraint

propagation tools in a hypothetical “what-if” search procedure: Each duration combi-

nation is inserted into the STN to find what would happen if the duration combination

materializes during schedule execution. A potential inconsistency is discovered when

infeasible duration combinations are rejected by the STN, producing a negative cycle.

To introduce the duration combinations of the related set activities into the STN,

the duration distributions of all activities in the related set must be available. While

C TAEMS provides duration distributions for all methods in the plan, the duration
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distributions of a higher level tasks need to be derived from their underlying sched-

uled methods. However, given their limited view of the plan activities (see section

2.2), agents cannot assume that they know all the methods under a task. Due to this

limitation, combining all the duration distributions of all the underlying methods

of a task into a “merged” duration distribution may not be possible. We overcome

this problem by simply assigning to a task the duration distribution of its earliest

quality method (i.e the method that provides the task with positive quality, enabling

its successors to start). This duration distribution is part of the information that is

transmitted by the agents’ Distributed State Mechanism (see section 2.3.2 for further

details on the DSM), so an agent can assume that this distribution is known if it

is aware of a task (e.g. a predecessor to one of the agent’s methods). In practice,

this approximation provides reasonable results for problems where it is uncommon

for several methods under a task to finish so closely together that their potential

finish times overlap due to the uncertainty in their durations. The plans we have

considered generally fit under this category. If more accurate task duration distribu-

tions were desired (or necessary), the DSM could be extended to propagate further

duration distributions of the scheduled methods under a task, so that computation of

a “merged” distribution is feasible. However, computing these merged distributions

can have drawbacks: Given the larger the number of points in the merged dura-

tion distributions, the number of duration combinations increases, and can result in

much higher computational overheads. A balance between the desired accuracy of

the merged distribution and computational load needs to be struck.

We will use the motivating scenario we laid out in section 6.2.1 to illustrate how

Echo introduces hypothetical negative cycles into its STN to discover potential weak-

nesses in the schedule. In our example, we assume that Echo is informed (2 minutes

into the mission) that the new expected duration of the softening activity, S Alpha,

is 10 minutes, and it may take as long as 12 minutes. To keep the example simple,

we assume that ODMaxActs = 1, constraining the on-deck set to the pending activ-

ity scheduled to execute next, G Alpha P. Since Echo is not executing any activities

at minute 2, the set of horizon activities is equal to the on-deck set. We also set

RPredLev = 1, which restricts the related set of G Alpha P, R(G Alpha P ), to include

only “first-level” predecessors, so

R(G Alpha P ) = {S Alpha, G Alpha P}

Setting the duration distribution of task S Alpha to the duration distribution of its
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Figure 6.10: The Hypothetical Negative Cycles Produced by the Related Set of
G Alpha P

earliest quality method S Alpha P, we have

dPDF (S Alpha) = dPDF (S Alpha P )

Echo’s first step is to hypothetically insert the different potential duration combi-

nations of S Alpha and G Alpha P (as specified by their duration distributions) into

the STN. For S Alpha P (and consequently S Alpha)

dPDF (S Alpha P ) = ((8 0.25)(10 0.50)(12 0.25))
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and for G Alpha P

dPDF (G Alpha P ) = ((3 0.25)(5 0.50)(7 0.25))

Given that we have 2 activities with 3 possible durations each, there are 32 = 9

possible duration combinations of d(S Alpha P ) and d(G Alpha P ). Three of these

potential combinations lead to an inconsistency:

1. When d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes.

2. When d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes.

3. When d(S Alpha P ) = 10 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes.

Figure 6.10 shows the negative cycles that result after inserting these infeasible du-

rations. The upper left corner shows (a partial view of) Echo’s STN before insert-

ing the possible duration combinations. The upper right corner shows the nega-

tive cycle when d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes. The

bottom left corner shows the negative cycle when d(S Alpha P ) = 10 minutes and

d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes, and the bottom right corner shows the negative cycle

when d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes. The edges in the

hypothetical negative cycles are shown in red.

An agent inserts a duration combination for the activities in the related set of a

horizon activity into the STN by using a three-step procedure:

1. Initialize the durations of the activities to their minimum duration value (as

specified in the duration distributions). This initialization is done to prevent

spurious inconsistencies from occurring.

To provide an example of how such spurious inconsistencies could arise, we’ll

examine what could happen if Echo does not initialize its activities to their mini-

mum duration. Suppose we want to assert the duration combination d(S Alpha P ) =

12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 3 minutes. If we try to change S Alpha P’s

duration to 12, but the duration of G Alpha P has been left at its expected

value of 5, an inconsistency will occur. This inconsistency is spurious, since

with the desired duration for G Alpha P of 3, there is not inconsistency.

2. Change the durations of the activities to their desired duration. This step

involves modifying the duration constraints (enforcing the durations of the ac-
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tivities in the STN) to reflect the desired durations. Modifying these duration

constraints may introduce inconsistency.

3. If the introduction of the desired durations into the STN succeeded without

inconsistencies, the process is finished. If, on the other hand, an inconsistency

occurred, the resulting negative cycle returned by the STN is examined and

resolved (the procedure for resolving the inconsistency is explained next). Once

the inconsistency has been resolved, the process returns to the second step, to

try again to insert the desired durations. This iteration continues until the

duration combination is inserted successfully in the STN.

The agent collects all the hypothetical negative cycles returned by the STN during

the process of inserting the desired duration combination for future analysis.

Resolving Hypothetical Inconsistencies

When the introduction of a possible duration combination of the related set activities

results in an inconsistency (flagged by a negative cycle in the STN), this hypothetical

inconsistency must be resolved before re-attempting to introduce this duration com-

bination. To overcome the hypothetical inconsistency, we take similar steps to those

we developed in Chapter 5 to resolve real inconsistencies (those that are caused by

execution events). The conflict is first explained by extracting from the negative cycle

returned by the STN the set of domain-level activities and constraints that are in the

conflict. Then, this explanation is used to resolve the conflict. Given that the goal in

resolving hypothetical conflicts is to understand what activities in the schedule would

be affected if the inconsistency were to arise during execution, rather than formulat-

ing an updated consistent schedule, the resolution techniques we use are different. In

general, we can classify hypothetical inconsistencies into two categories:

1. External: The negative cycle involves a precedence constraint (i.e. an enables

NLE, or a scheduler imposed sequencing constraint) linking a predecessor ac-

tivity within the related set to a successor activity outside of it. While the

predecessor activity will finish before its (problem-defined) deadline, a subset

of its successors are no longer feasible. We resolve these conflicts by retracting

the precedence constraint to the affected successor activity.

All three hypothetical negative cycles shown in Figure 6.10 are external, since

they involve a precedence constraint between a horizon activity (G Alpha P),
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Figure 6.11: Resolving the Hypothetical Inconsistencies

and a successor activity (RH Alpha). Figure 6.11 shows Echo’s STN after each

cycle is resolved. As before, the upper right corner shows the situation when

d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes. The bottom

left corner shows the duration combination d(S Alpha P ) = 10 minutes and

d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes, and the bottom right corner shows the duration

combination d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes, and d(G Alpha P )7 minutes. Note

that by retracting the precedence constraint between G Alpha P and RH Alpha,

there is no longer a constraint in the STN that enforces that RH Alpha must

start after G Alpha P, leading to a potentially infeasible schedule. However, our

intent in this operation is to determine the affected activities in the schedule,

not to enforce schedule feasibility.
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Figure 6.12: The Hypothetical Negative Cycles Produced by the Related Set of
R Alpha

2. Internal: The negative cycle involves the deadline constraint of an activity in

the related set. This implies that the duration we are inserting would cause

this activity (a member of the related set) to fail its deadline. We resolve these

conflicts by retracting the deadline constraint from the STN.

An example of an internal conflict can be construed by making a small modifica-

tion to the horizon activities used in the previous example: Setting the param-

eter ODMaxActs = 2, the horizon activities in Echo’s schedule change to include

RH Alpha (i.e the set of horizon activities now is {G Alpha P, R Alpha}). Us-

ing RPredLev = 1 as before, the related set of the “new” horizon method R Alpha
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Figure 6.13: Resolving the Hypothetical Inconsistencies

is given by

R(G Alpha P ) = {G Alpha P, R Alpha}

With

dPDF (R Alpha) = ((13 0.25)(15 0.50)(17 0.25))

the insertion of the different potential combinations of G Alpha P and R Alpha

produce three inconsistencies:

(a) When d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes and d(R Alpha) = 15 minutes.

(b) When d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes and d(R Alpha) = 17 minutes.
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(c) When d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes and d(R Alpha) = 17 minutes.

The hypothetical negative cycles produced by inserting these inconsistent du-

ration combinations are shown in Figure 6.12. All negative cycles involve the

deadline constraint on RH Alpha, which this time is within the related set.

These three cycles can be resolved by retracting RH Alpha’s deadline, as shown

in Figure 6.13.

6.2.5 Analyzing Hypothetical Inconsistencies to Discover Ef-

fect on Schedule

The agent determines the likelihood of failure of each horizon activity, and how the

failure would affect the schedule, by analyzing the hypothetical negative cycles asso-

ciated with these activities. A four-step process computes the likelihood of failure for

each horizon activity, and determines how their failure would affect the schedule:

1. Identifying the relevant negative cycles: Not all conflicts are relevant for the

agent’s failure analysis. For example, conflicts that involve soft NLEs do not

really lead to a failure and can be discarded.

2. Analyzing the relevant hypothetical negative cycles: An infeasible duration com-

bination can result in one or more hypothetical conflicts 4. Each negative cycle

produced by the STN when asserting a duration combination is analyzed using

conflict explanation techniques (see Section 2.5.2) to determine how the schedule

is affected by this inconsistency.

3. Aggregating the analyses of all inconsistencies related to a duration combina-

tion: A combined analysis of the effects of an infeasible duration combination

is obtained by aggregating the effects of all the negative cycles that resulted

when asserting the duration combination into the STN. In conjunction with the

analysis of the effects of the duration combination, the agent determines the

likelihood that this duration combination will occur by using the durational un-

certainty model. This likelihood is computed as the conditional probability that

4Recall that several inconsistencies may arise while inserting a single duration combination into
the STN. For example, the duration combination may be inconsistent with (1) the deadline of the
horizon activity, and with (2) a pending activity scheduled to execute later. Two distinct negative
cycles will be produced for each of these inconsistencies.
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the duration combination of the activities in the related set will occur, assuming

that the rest of the scheduled activities execute to their expected duration.

4. Computing a failure analysis for each horizon activity: The agent aggregates

the analyses of failures for all infeasible duration combinations of the related set

of a horizon activity into a combined analysis of failure.

The next sections examine each of these four steps in turn, and provide further details.

Determining Relevant Hypothetical Inconsistencies

The agent determines which of the hypothetical negative cycles encountered while

inserting the duration combinations (of the horizon activity’s related set) need to

be considered for further analysis by categorizing these hypothetical conflicts into two

sets, relevant and irrelevant, depending on the constraint that was retracted to resolve

it:

1. Relevant Conflicts: These are the conflicts that need to be analyzed further.

There are two types of relevant conflicts:

• Internal conflicts involving the deadline constraint of the horizon activity,

or one of its enablers (i.e. a predecessor as defined by an enables NLE).

A violation of one of these deadline constraints indicates that either the

horizon activity or its enabler fails to meet its deadline. In our problem

domain, deadlines are inflexible: An activity that violates its deadline ac-

crues no quality. Consequently, if either the horizon activity or one of

its enablers fails to meet its deadline, the horizon activity will not accrue

quality.

• External conflicts involving an enables NLE linking the horizon activity to a

later pending activity. These conflicts indicate that the horizon activity has

exceeded its LFT (see section 2.1 for explanation of the temporal bounds of

an activity), and is pushing on pending activities further down the schedule

causing them to fail their deadlines.

2. Irrelevant Conflicts: These are conflicts that we do not consider for further

analysis. These conflicts include:
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• Internal conflicts involving the deadline constraint of a scheduler-defined

predecessor of the horizon activity. This deadline violation causes the

scheduler-defined predecessor activity to fail. However, the horizon activity

is not affected by this failure, and can still proceed to execute and accrue

quality.

• External conflicts involving a disables NLE. Disables relations do not lend

themselves well to the robust scheduling techniques we develop in this

chapter.

An inconsistency involving a disables NLE that links a source activity A1

to a target activity A2 indicates that A1 completed earlier than expected,

disabling A2. We have a limited range of actions to forestall such failures:

Scheduling a shorter fall-back or redundancy worsens the problem, since A1

would accrue quality even earlier. We instead rely on the recovery strategies

outlined in chapter 5 to overcome inconsistencies involving disables NLEs,

focusing our robust scheduling strategies on enables NLEs, which model

the more traditional precedence relations.

Irrelevant negative cycles are discarded from further consideration. The negative

cycles deemed relevant are analyzed to discover their effect on the schedule, were the

duration combination that produced them occur. This analysis is presented in the

next section.

Analyzing a Hypothetical Negative Cycle

Each relevant negative cycle, c, is explained (see description of STN conflict explana-

tion techniques in Section 2.5.2), and its effect on the schedule determined. The agent

reduces this analysis into a measure of the impact of the conflict to the schedule:

• QLost(c): The quality that would be potentially lost if the related set’s duration

combination happens, causing the conflict, c, to occur.

The agent computes the potential quality lost if the duration combination occurs,

QLost(c), by analyzing the temporal constraints and activities involved in the hypo-

thetical conflict, mining the negative cycle for the activity that fails its deadline 5.

5Our scheduling agent implementation, the cMatrix agent (see section 2.3), may not always be
aware of the deadlines of remote activities. However, the temporal bounds are known. If the deadline
of a remote activity is unknown, we assume its LFT is its deadline.
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This failed activity, Afailed, is either the horizon activity, h, or one of its successors,

direct or indirect (e.g. the successor of h’s successor). We find Afailed by recursively

exploring the precedence chain that starts with h, and iterating through its successors

until we find the activity that fails its deadline. Once the failed activity, Afailed, has

been found, we compute the quality loss by using the equation

QLost(c) = qall(Afailed) (6.2)

which sums the quality lost by the activity itself, q(Afailed), and the quality lost by

all the activities that depended on its successful completion,
∑

i∈PSc(Afailed) q(i). This

quality loss equation provides an estimate of how conflict c would affect the schedule,

were it to occur.

We use this quality loss estimate in lieu of computing the exact quality loss to the

schedule, because computing the exact loss is not possible in the general case. An

exact measurement of the quality lost by the schedule, in the event c occurs, involves

propagating the quality losses of the individual activities (Afailed and its successors)

up the activity hierarchy to compute the effect on the taskgroup (the root activity,

see section 2.2.1). However, given the agents’ limited view of the plan activities in

our problem domain, an agent cannot, in the general case, assume that it has enough

information to compute this exact lost quality. This situation occurs because an

agent’s view may not incorporate the ancestor tasks of a remote successor activity.

In this case, the agent is unable to calculate exactly, how the loss of this successor

activity would affect the quality of the taskgroup.

Figure 6.14 shows an example of how an agent can mine the hypothetical negative

cycle returned by the STN to locate the failed activity, and the calculate the cost

to the schedule of the potential failure. The left side of the figure figure shows a

horizon activity M1, followed by two pending methods on the timeline, M2 and M3.

To simplify the example, M1 has no predecessors, so its related set is R(M1) = {M1}.

As shown, the expected duration of M1 is d(M1) = 10 and its duration distribution

is

dPDF (M1) = ((8 0.25)(10 0.5)(12 0.25))

The right side of the figure shows the hypothetical negative cycle that ensues when we

attempt to insert the potential duration, d(M1) = 12. An analysis of the inconsistency,

c, shows that when d(M1) = 12, M2 and M3 are pushed later in the timeline, and M3
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Figure 6.14: A Hypothetical Negative Cycle

fails its deadline. M3 is the failed activity, and QLost(c) = qall(M3) = q(M3).

Aggregating a Horizon Activity’s Hypothetical Inconsistencies’ Effects

After the agent has analyzed each of the “relevant” negative cycles, it aggregates these

analyses into a combined analysis of failure for each horizon activity. The analyses

aggregation process for a horizon activity, h, consists of two steps:

1. First, the agent forms aggregated analyses for each infeasible duration combina-

tion, dc, in R(h) (h’s related set) 6. This process involves combining the analyses

of all the negative cycles that occurred when attempting to assert dc into an

aggregated analysis that foretells the effect on the schedule if dc materializes

during execution.

2. Next, the agent aggregates the analyses of all the infeasible duration combina-

tions of R(h) into a combined failure analysis for the horizon activity.

Each of these two steps will be now examined in greater detail.

6Remember that the STN may produce multiple negative cycles when attempting to assert an
infeasible duration combination.
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(1) Aggregating Failure Analysis of a Duration Combination In this step,

the agent combines the analyses of all hypothetical inconsistencies that occur when

attempting to assert an infeasible duration combination, dc, of R(h). The combined

analysis is reduced into two components:

1. P (dc): The probability that the duration combination, dc, of the activities in

R(h) will materialize during execution.

2. QLost(dc): The quality that would be lost if dc occurs. This quality is obtained

by adding the quality lost by each of the inconsistencies that arise when asserting

dc

QLost(dc) =
∑

c∈NC(h,dc)

QLost(c) (6.3)

where NC(h, dc) is the set of hypothetical negative cycles that the STN produces

when inserting the duration combination dc for the activities in R(h).

We can illustrate how these two quantities are obtained using the motivating

scenario laid out in Section 6.2.4. With the horizon activity G Alpha P, the related

set is

R(G Alpha P ) = {S Alpha, G Alpha P}

Given the duration distributions of the activities in R(G Alpha P )

dPDF (S Alpha P ) = ((8 0.25)(10 0.50)(12 0.25))

dPDF (G Alpha P ) = ((3 0.25)(5 0.50)(7 0.25))

three duration combinations lead to inconsistencies: (1) When d(S Alpha P ) = 12

minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes, (2) when d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes

and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes, and (3) when d(S Alpha P ) = 10 minutes and

d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes.

Let’s examine the duration combination, dc1, where d(S Alpha P ) = 12 minutes

and d(G Alpha P ) = 5 minutes. In this case, dc1 leads to a single hypothetical

inconsistency shown to the upper right of Figure 6.10. The probability that dc1 will
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occur is

P (dc1) =P{d(S Alpha P ) = 12, d(G Alpha P ) = 5} =

P{d(S Alpha P ) = 12} × P{d(G Alpha P ) = 5} =

0.25 × 0.50 = 0.125

and the quality lost is

QLost(dc1) = q(RH Alpha) = 30

Similarly, for the other two duration combinations (a) dc2 where d(S Alpha P ) = 12

minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes, and (b) dc3 where d(S Alpha P ) = 10

minutes and d(G Alpha P ) = 7 minutes, their failure analyses are

P (dc2) = 0.0625

QLost(dc2) = q(RH Alpha) = 30

and

P (dc3) = 0.125

QLost(dc3) = q(RH Alpha) = 30

While the previous example showed infeasible duration combinations that lead to

a single hypothetical inconsistency, we now present an example of a duration combina-

tion that causes two negative cycles. Figure 6.15 expands the example in Figure 6.14.

As before, the horizon activity M1 has no predecessors, so R(M1) = {M1}. However,

besides scheduler-defined successors (M2 and M3), M1 is also has a problem-defined

successor, E1 (i.e. E1 follows M1 due to an enables NLE). Therefore, PSc(M1) =

{E1}. For R(M1), there is a single infeasible duration combination, dcM1
that occurs

when asserting M1’s extended duration, d(M1) = 12 7. This duration combination

causes two inconsistencies:

1. c1: A conflict involving the deadline of M3 (shown above the schedule).

7Although it may seem awkward to talk of a duration combination when there is only one activity
in the related set, we continue using this terminology as we have defined a duration combination as
the durations that activities in the related set take.
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Figure 6.15: Two Hypothetical Negative Cycles

2. c2: A conflict involving the deadline of E1 (shown above the first negative cycle

c1).

The STN produces two hypothetical negative cycles for each of these inconsistencies
8. The probability that dcM1

will materialize duration execution is

P (dcM1
) = P{d(M1) = 12}

and the quality lost due to dcM1
can be obtained by summing the quality lost by c1

and c2

QLost(dcM1
) = QLost(c1) + QLost(c2)

8The negative cycles are produced sequentially. The order in which the negative cycles are
produced depends on the conflict analysis algorithms implemented by the STN. In our example, we
assume that the conflict with M3 is flagged first, and once it is resolved, the conflict with E1 is
flagged. After resolving this second conflict, the assertion of M1’s extended duration, d(M1) = 12
succeeds.
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(2) Aggregating Failure Analysis of a Horizon Activity In this last step, the

agent computes a combined failure analysis for each horizon activity, h, by aggregating

the analyses of the infeasible duration combinations of the activities in R(h). This

combined failure analysis is reduced to two components:

1. PFail(h): The probability that h will encounter an inconsistency when it exe-

cutes. This probability is simply the sum of the probabilities of the duration

combinations that cause inconsistencies:

PFail(h) =
∑

dc∈C(h)

P (dc) (6.4)

where C(h) is the set of duration combinations in R(h) that cause an inconsis-

tency.

2. WQLost(h): The expected quality loss of h. This value can be obtained by

summing the expected quality loss of each duration combination in C(h):

WQLost(h) =
∑

dc∈C(h)

P (dc) × QLost(dc) (6.5)

The expected quality loss simply weighs the lost quality of an infeasible duration

combination with the probability of its occurrence.

We will illustrate how an agent computes this aggregated analysis using the mo-

tivating scenario we outlined in section 6.2.4. PFail(G Alpha P ), the probability of

failure of Echo’s horizon activity G Alpha P is obtained by summing the probabilities

of the three infeasible duration combinations of R(G Alpha P ) (shown in the previous

section). Consequently,

PFail(G Alpha P ) = 0.125 + 0.0625 + 0.125 = 0.3125

Finally, the expected quality loss for G Alpha P can be obtained by

WQLost(G Alpha P ) =

P (dc1) × QLost(dc1) + P (dc2) × QLost(dc2) + P (dc3) × QLost(dc3) =

0.125 × 30 + 0.0625 × 30 + 0.125 × 30 =9.375

completing the analysis of failure of the horizon activity.
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6.2.6 Backfilling To Strengthen the Schedule

We now turn our attention towards the pro-active steps that can be taken to reduce

or eliminate the possibility of failure, based on the failure analysis of the horizon

activities. Our initial step, before taking any pro-active actions is to determine if

any horizon methods are endangered. A method, h, is classified as endangered if

its probability of failure, PFail(h), is greater than a specified threshold probability,

FThreshold:

PFail(h) > FThreshold (6.6)

If endangered horizon methods have been detected, the agent takes pro-active

actions to prevent or diminish the effects of the potential failure. We have developed

two strategies that increase the fault-tolerance of a multi-agent by scheduling (or

“backfilling) alternative methods:

1. Passive: This technique enables the agents to backfill the schedule with “redun-

dancies” to the endangered methods. It involves two steps: First, an agent with

an endangered horizon method, h, informs other agents that “own” redundant

methods to h that it is endangered. Then, recipient agents use this information

to evaluate whether they can provide assistance to the requesting agent. A

recipient agent only schedules the “redundant” method if the decrease in flexi-

bility caused by this addition does not cause any of its own horizon methods to

become endangered.

2. Aggressive: This technique enables an agent with an endangered method, h, to

compel changes to another agent’s schedule (sometimes its own). This aggressive

strategy kicks in only when passive requests for help have failed to schedule any

redundant methods to h. The requesting agent (h’s owner) polls the owners of

alternative methods for assistance (sometimes including itself). The recipient

agents generate schedules that include the alternative method they own, even

if scheduling this alternative method leads to a quality loss to their schedules.

The requesting agent then evaluates the responses and decides whether one of

these alternative methods should be scheduled, and notifies the owner of this

method.
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Passive Robust Scheduling

The passive backfilling strategy provides a mechanism that an agent with an en-

dangered horizon method h can use to request other agents that “own” redundant

methods to h methods to schedule them. The recipient agents decide whether to

schedule the “redundant” method they “own”, based on how their horizon methods

are affected. In the rest of the section, we describe the actions of both the requesting

agent (the agent that owns the endangered method), and the recipient agents (the

agents that receive the request for help).

(1) Requesting Help for an Endangered Method An agent that owns an en-

dangered horizon method requests help from other agents that own redundant methods

by “piggy-backing” on its Distributed State Mechanism (DSM) (see Section 2.3 for a

description of the cMatrix agent’s architecture). The DSM is in charge of propagating

updated information about the agent’s activities to other team members. To provide

support for help requests on behalf of an endangered method, h, we have extended the

information managed by the DSM (the “state”) to include the probability of failure

of the activity, PFail(h), and its potential quality loss, WQLost(h).

(2) Responding to Requests for Help When an agent receives the request for

help, it attempts to schedule a redundant activity to the endangered method, h, that

could prevent the failure of the parent cnode. Our goal when scheduling redundant

activities is to prevent failure, rather than maximizing the quality accrued by the

cnode, so the shortest duration redundant method is chosen for scheduling.

Before it commits to executing a redundant method, the recipient agent needs to

determine the effects of this addition to its schedule. The key to this decision is the

effect of adding the redundant method on the recipient agent’s horizon activities. To

measure this effect, we compare the number of “safe” horizon methods before and

after adding the redundant method to the schedule. We define a method as “safe” if

it has a probability of failure lower than the failure threshold FThreshold. The set of

“safe” horizon methods is given by:

Hsafe(a) = {m ∈ H(a) | PFail(m) < FThreshold} (6.7)

where H(a) is the set of horizon activities in agent a’s schedule, and Hsafe(a) are the
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“safe” horizon activities. A “redundant” method is deemed to have a detrimental

effect on the schedule if the set Hsafe(a) contains fewer methods after adding the

redundant method to the schedule than it did before. This indicates that adding the

“redundant” method to the schedule increases the failure potential of one or more of

the horizon methods so that it is no longer “safe”. The recipient agent only keeps

redundant methods on its schedule if they do not produce detrimental effects. Oth-

erwise, the redundant methods are rejected, even if the expected quality loss of the

endangered method h is greater than the expected quality loss of the newly “unsafe”

horizon method. The rationale behind this rejection is that in the passive strat-

egy, several recipient agents potentially can asynchronously schedule their redundant

methods at the same time. If the recipient agents are allowed to endanger their lo-

cal methods to help the endangered method of the requesting agent, the additional

expected quality loss of the recipient agents could potentially exceed the expected

quality loss of the requesting agent’s endangered method. Since a recipient agent can-

not determine whether to schedule its redundant method is advantageous when its

addition causes an increase in the expected quality loss of the horizon methods, a

conservative policy is chosen, and the redundant method is rejected.

Figure 6.16 illustrates a recipient agent (B in the figure) deciding whether to add

a redundant method (MRD in the figure) to its schedule. Agent A has requested

help from agent B by informing it that its method MP has a high probability of

failure. Agent B now has to decide whether to acquiesce to this request and schedule

the redundant method MRD. The three situations that agent B can encounter when

adding MRD to its schedule are shown in the figure, and we explain the decision that

B makes in each situation:

1. Conflict with Existing Scheduled Methods: This case is shown on the top right

part of the figure. Adding MRD is inconsistent with agent B’s currently sched-

uled methods. B cannot schedule MRD without removing one or more activities

in its schedule to make space for it.

Action: B does not schedule MRD.

2. Detrimental Effect on Horizon Methods: This case is shown in the bottom left

part of the figure. Adding MRD to the schedule increases the failure potential

of the horizon method, Q, so that it is no longer “safe”.

Action: B does not schedule MRD.
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Figure 6.16: Agent “B” Considers the Passive Request from Agent “A”

3. Harmless Effect on Horizon Methods: This case is shown in the bottom right

part of the figure. Adding MRD does not cause any of the horizon methods to

cease being ”safe”.

Action: B adds MRD to its schedule.

Aggressive Robust Scheduling

Given that passive requests for help do not compel the “owners” of alternative methods

to schedule them, the request may fail if (1) the agents don’t have space on their

schedules to add the redundant method, or (2) the addition increases the expected

quality loss of their horizon methods. Our aggressive strategy enables an agent with

an endangered method to coerce the “owner” of an alternative method to schedule it.

To coordinate the scheduling of an alternative method, agents use a three-step

negotiation process:

1. The requesting agent (i.e. the “owner” of the endangered method) asks the

recipient agents (i.e. the “owners” of the alternatives) to make a “bid” to
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schedule the alternative method.

2. When the recipient agents receive the request for a “bid”, they attempt to

add the alternative method to their schedules. If they succeed, they return

to the requesting agent their “bid”. The bid specifies how the addition of the

alternative method affects their schedule.

3. After receiving all the “bids” (if any), the requesting agent selects one of this

“bids”, and issues a command to the recipient agent that made the winning

“bid” compelling the agent commit to scheduling the alternative method.

The rest of the section will describe this mechanism in greater detail.

(1) Requesting Bids to Help an Endangered Method As the schedule exe-

cutes, each agent monitors the potential failures of their horizon activities to deter-

mine whether an aggressive request for help should be initiated. An agent starts an

aggressive request for help for a method, m, if the method meets three conditions,

1. m is the first on-deck method (i.e. it is the method scheduled to execute next),

so taking immediate action is pressing.

2. m is endangered, or PFail(m) > FThreshold.

3. Passive strategies have failed to offer help to m. This condition is implied by

the first two. Since m is both the first on-deck method and endangered, passive

requests for help would have been triggered for m (as long as ODMaxActs > 1).

However, we make this condition explicit for clarity.

If a method m meets the three conditions above, the requesting agent (the “owner”

of m) initiates an aggressive request for help for the method by sending a call for

“bids” to all the owners of alternative methods to m. These recipient agents are (1)

the owners of the redundancy methods that can execute parallelly to m, and (2) the

requesting agent itself if it owns any fall-back methods that can execute instead of m.

(2) Responding to Bid Requests When a recipient agent, ag, receives a “bid”

request on behalf of an endangered method, mP , it responds by formulating a “bid”

in a three-step process:
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1. First, it determines the shortest duration alternative method to mP that it owns,

mA.

2. Second, it formulates a schedule that contains mA, if feasible. The agent un-

schedules any pending methods necessary to make space for adding mA to the

schedule.

3. Finally, if the scheduling of mA succeeded, the agent creates a “bid”, b, that

includes QLost(b), a measure of the quality the recipient’s schedule loses when

adding mA to the schedule.

The quality loss metric QLost(b), measures the quality that the recipient agent’s

schedule would lose if the requesting agent coerces the recipient agent to commit to

bid b. We compute this quality by combining two quantities:

1. TLost(b): This metric measures the quality loss to the methods on the agent’s

timeline. This loss is measured by computing the difference between the sum

of the qualities of the pending methods before and after the alternative method,

mA, is added to the schedule.

With P0(ag) the set of pending methods in the schedule of agent ag before mA

is added, and P1(ag) the set of pending methods in the schedule of agent ag

after mA is added, the quality loss incurred by adding mA, TLost(b), is given by

TLost(b) =
∑

i∈P0(ag)

qall(i) −
∑

i∈P1(ag)

qall(i) (6.8)

As with the calculations of quality loss for the hypothetical inconsistencies in

section 6.2.5, this measure provides an estimate of the quality loss based on the

quality of the methods that get added/discarded during the bid. As explained,

given the limited view of the agents, it is not generally possible to compute the

exact quality loss, making an estimate necessary.

2. HLost(b): This metric calculates the expected quality loss of the horizon methods

in the agent’s schedule. With H0(ag) the set of horizon methods in the schedule

of agent ag before mA is added, and P1(ag) the set of horizon methods after

mA is added, the expected quality loss of the horizon methods is

HLost(b) =
∑

i∈H0(ag)

WQLost(i) −
∑

i∈H1(ag)

WQLost(i) (6.9)
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Figure 6.17: Agents Consider the Aggressive Request from Agent “A”

The metric QLost(b) is defined as a linear combination of these two quantities

QLost(b) = BidT × TLost(b) + BidH × HLost(b) (6.10)

where BidT and BidH are constants.

Figure 6.17 shows an example of a situation where the requesting agent A calls

for bids that schedule alternative methods to its endangered method, MP . The three

recipient agents are:

1. A itself, since it “owns” a fall-back method MFF .

2. B, the “owner” of the redundant method MRD1.

3. C, the “owner” of the redundant method MRD2.

All three agents generate bids that include their respective alternative methods. To

simplify the example, we will assume that HLost(b) = 0 for all three bids (so QLost(b) =
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TLost(b)), and qall(m) = q(m) for all methods involved:

• Agent A makes a bid, bA, that includes MFF by forfeiting the execution of the

endangered method MP . The quality loss is the difference in quality between

the primary method MP , and its fall-back method MFF , or

QLost(bA) = q(MP ) − q(MFF ) = 20 − 10 = 10

• Agent B makes a bid, bB, that includes MRD1. Agent B does not need to forfeit

any of its currently scheduled pending methods to add MRD1 to its schedule 9.

Consequently,

QLost(bB) =
∑

i∈P0(B)

q(i) −
∑

i∈P1(B)

q(i) =

∑

i∈P0(B)

q(i) − (
∑

i∈P0(B)

q(i) + q(MRD1) ) =

− q(MRD1) = −15

• Agent C makes a bid, bC , that includes MRD2. To add MRD2 to its schedule,

agent C had to unschedule method N . Therefore,

QLost(bC) =
∑

i∈P0(C)

q(i) −
∑

i∈P1(C)

q(i) =

∑

i∈P0(C)

q(i) − (
∑

i∈P0(C)

q(i) + q(MRD2) − q(N) ) =

q(N) − q(MRD2) = 20 − 15 = 5

(3) Selecting a Winning Bid Once all the recipient agents have submitted their

“bids” to the requesting agent, the requesting agent needs to identify the winning

“bid”, bwin, to help its endangered method, mP . The winner agent (the recipient agent

submitting the winning “bid”) will be commanded to commit to the bid schedule if

the expected quality loss of the endangered method, mP , is greater than the quality

9Given that no methods had to be unscheduled, and we assume that HLost(bB) = 0, the passive

strategy would have scheduled MRD1 in this case. We use this simplified example for illustrative
purposes.
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loss of the bid

WQLost(mp) > QLost(bwin) (6.11)

A winning “bid” is selected based on the information furbished by the recipient

agents, so that the quality lost is minimized. Therefore the winning “bid”, bwin, from

a set of bids, Bids, is simply

bwin = b s.t. min
b∈Bids

QLost(b) (6.12)

Using the example in Figure 6.17, the requesting agent A, evaluates the three bids

from the recipient agent A, B, and C (bidA, bidB and bidC respectively). Out of this

three, bB has the minimum quality loss, so bwin = bB. Since

WQLost(mp) > QLost(bB)

agent A sends a command to agent B to schedule the “redundant” method MRD1.

Aborting Alternative Activities

So far, we have discussed how to add alternative methods to strengthen a multi-agent

schedule. However, we recognize that the execution of these additional activities

involves a trade-off: If several agents are concurrently executing “redundant” methods

to decrease the chances of failure, they (1) may be giving up executing other activities

in the schedule, or (2) minimally, the flexibility of their remaining pending methods

is reduced (since the additional “redundant” activity pushes the execution of other

pending methods further in the future). To minimize the effects of this trade-off, we

have provided the agents with the ability to abort methods when it no longer makes

sense to continue executing. We have defined four conditions under which methods

are aborted:

1. When a higher-quality “redundant” method has finished successfully.

2. When a lower-quality “redundant” method has finished successfully, and contin-

ued execution of an endangered alternative can have detrimental consequences

on pending activities.
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Figure 6.18: Abort Condition 1: Higher-Quality Sibling Finishes

3. When a method exceeds its LFT, and remaining pending activities should not

be jeopardized.

4. When a method exceeds its deadline.

(1) Aborting a Method when a Higher-Quality Sibling Finishes The first

abort condition occurs when two or more “redundant” methods are executing, and

one of them, m1, finishes with quality, q(m1). Continued execution of a “redundant”

method, m2, where q(m2) ≤ q(m1) makes little sense. When the owner of m2 is

notified that m1 has finished successfully, it aborts m2, freeing its timeline to execute

some other activity.

An example of this situation can be illustrated by extending the motivating sce-

nario in Figure 6.2: Lima has encountered stiff resistance, and one of its helicopters is

shot down 2 minutes into the mission. Given the new situation, Lima estimates that

its softening activity, S Alpha P, will last 10 minutes instead of the 5 minutes initially

predicted. Lima sends a passive request for help to Tango, and Tango responds by

adding S Alpha RD to its schedule, starting mortar bombardment. However, the bat-

tle progresses well, and 8 minutes into the mission, the terrorists have been subdued.

Lima informs Tango that it has finished S Alpha P successfully. Upon receipt of this

message, Tango ceases its mortar bombardment and aborts S Alpha RD. The team

schedule at minute 8, after S Alpha P finishes execution, is shown in Figure 6.18.

(2) Aborting an Endangered Method when a Lower-Quality Sibling Fin-

ishes The second abort condition occurs when two or more “redundant” methods

are executing, and one of them, m1, finishes with quality, q(m1). However, an unfin-

ished sibling, m2, where q(m2) > q(m1), is still executing, and can potentially accrue
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greater quality for the schedule. To decide whether to continue executing m2, we use

its hypothetical analysis of failure (remember that m2 is executing and is therefore a

horizon activity). Method m2 is aborted when two conditions are met:

1. The probability of failure is greater than the failure threshold, or PFail(m2) >

FThreshold.

2. The potential expected quality loss, if m2 fails, is greater than the quality

difference between m1 and m2 (i.e. the quality gain if m2 finishes):

WQLost(m2) > ( q(m2) − q(m1) )

An example of this situation can be demonstrated by expanding on our motivating

scenario: Lima has encountered stiff resistance and one of its helicopters is shot down

2 minutes into the mission. Lima estimates that its softening activity, S Alpha P,

will last 10 minutes instead of the 5 minutes initially predicted, and sends a passive

request for help to Tango. Tango adds S Alpha RD to its schedule, and starts mortar

bombardment. At minute 8, Tango communicates to Lima that it has accomplished its

goals. The accrued quality of S Alpha RD is q(S Alpha RD) = 3. While Lima could

continue bombing Alpha and subdue the enemy threat further, it has to consider

that Echo cannot proceed to enter the premises at Alpha until Lima finishes its

bombardment. With FThreshold = 0.10, the likelihood that Lima won’t be able to

accomplish its bombardment goals in time, PFail(S Alpha P ) = 0.25 is high. If Lima

delays the mission, it can cause Echo’s hostage rescue activities to fail. This potential

failure is reflected in the expected quality loss

WQLost(S Alpha P ) = 0.25 × q(RH Alpha) = 0.25 × 30 = 7.5
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which is higher than the quality gain that would be achieved by S Alpha P in case of

successful execution,

q(S Alpha P ) − q(S Alpha RD) = 5 − 3 = 2

Consequently, Lima aborts S Alpha P. The team schedule at minute 8, after S Alpha RD

finishes execution, is shown in Figure 6.19.

(3) Aborting a Method when it Exceeds its LFT The third abort condition

enables agents to reason about whether continued execution of a method, m, that has

exceeded its prescribed LFT should proceed 10. We make the decision on whether to

proceed the execution of m by comparing the losses that the schedule would incur if:

1. The method m is aborted, which leads to the loss of m. The loss to the schedule

is given by qall(m).

2. The method m proceeds, and causes successor activities to fail. The loss to the

schedule is given by WQLost(m). Since m is in execution, and in fact, it has

already exceeded its expected duration, the duration distribution, dPDF (m) is

adjusted to discard the already exceeded durations.

An example of both situations is shown in Figure 6.20. The top of the figure

shows a method M1 that has exceeded its LFT, and endangers the next method on

10The third abort condition only considers the situation where the LFT is earlier than the deadline.
The case when they are the same is considered in the fourth abort condition.
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the schedule, M2. The original duration distribution of M1 is shown as

dPDF (M1) = ((8 0.25)(10 0.50)(12 0.25))

However, given that M1 has already exceeded 10 minutes of execution, the adjusted

duration distribution is

d′

PDF = ((12 1.0))

With q(M1) = 5 and q(M2) = 10, we calculate the loss if M1 continues executing as

WQLost(M1) = P{d(M1) = 12} × q(M2) = 1.0 × 10 = 10

and the loss if M1 is aborted as

qall(M1) = q(M1) = 5

Since WQLost(M1) > qall(M1), the method M1 should be aborted.

The bottom of the figure shows the same methods, M1 and M2, but this time the

quality figures are reversed: q(M1) = 10 and q(M2) = 5. Consequently, WQLost(M1) =

5 and qall(M1) = 10, and WQLost(M1) < qall(M1), meaning that continued execution

of M1 is more valuable than the loss of M2.

(4) Aborting a Method when it Exceeds its Deadline This fourth abort

condition is a function of the hard deadlines in our problem domain. A method that

does not meet its deadline has failed, and it cannot accrue quality. Therefore, it makes

little sense to continue executing it.

An example of this situation is shown in Figure 6.21. Here method M1 has failed

its deadline, and its continued execution is not only useless, but it endangers the next
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method on the schedule, M2. Consequently, M1 is aborted.

6.3 Experimental Design and Results

We tested the validity of our robust scheduling techniques by performing experiments

that compared the performance of two agent teams: (1) A team of “reactive” agents

that rely solely on the conflict resolution techniques described in Chapter 5 to recover

from failures once they occur, and (2) a team of “pro-active” agents that besides

recovering from failure, attempt to prevent them by using the JIT Backfilling strategy

we developed in this chapter to increase the fault-tolerance of the schedule.

We used two problem sets in our experimental comparisons. The first problem

set consists of nine subsets of randomly generated C TAEMS scenarios. The scenar-

ios were constructed to highlight the lost opportunities to strengthen the schedule

incurred by purely “reactive” agents. The second problem set consisted of scenarios

provided by the Coordinators program for the Year 2 evaluation.

6.3.1 JIT Backfilling Parameters

While we experimented with different settings of the parameters used by the JIT-BF

algorithm, to maintain consistency in the experimental results, we selected a set of

parameters that were fixed for all the experimental runs reported in the following

sections. The chosen parameter set was:

• RPredLev = 1: This parameter restricts the related set of a horizon method to

itself and its immediate predecessors.

• ODMaxActs = 3: This parameter fixes an upper limit of 3 methods in the on-deck

set.

• ODMaxTime = 30: This parameter fixes the time horizon of the on-deck set to

30 ticks 11.

• FThreshold = 0.1: This parameter indicates that the JIT Backfilling strategies

kicked in when the probability of failure of a horizon method was computed to

11This value is meaningless without a reference to the duration of the methods in the scenarios.
The duration of methods in our problems ranged from 4 to 13 ticks.
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be higher than 10%.

• BidT = 1: This parameter indicates that the quality lost by the timeline meth-

ods of an agent (as it adds a redundant method to its schedule to fulfill a bid

request) was counted in full.

• BidH = 0: This parameter indicates that the expected quality loss of the horizon

methods of an agent (as it adds a redundant method to its schedule to fulfill a bid

request) was not counted. The reason is that in the problems we experimented

with, we discovered that TLost(b) dominates HLost(b), so that computing the

expected quality loss does not make a difference to the decisions taken by the

agents in all but a few scenarios.

6.3.2 Generated Scenarios

The scenarios we generated to test the validity of our JIT-BF strategy emphasized

two features: (1) Scheduling without thought of potential failures misses opportunities

from “strengthening” the schedules against these failures, and (2) Agents cannot easily

recover from a failure once it has occurred, and the schedule performance suffers.

An partial view of an example 10-agent C TAEMS scenario generated for these

experiments is shown in Figure 6.22. As in Chapter 5, the activity hierarchy is

arranged left-to-right, with scheduled activities shown in blue, and unscheduled ac-

tivities in red. Higher-level tasks have a rounded-edge rectangular shape, methods a

straight-edge rectangular shape.

We generated 10-agent, 20-agent, and 30-agent scenarios (scenario generation is

described in Section 4.2.1). The 10-agent scenarios have 2 “problem” tasks. The

20-agent scenarios have 4 “problem” tasks. The 30-agent scenarios have 6 “problem”

tasks. Problem tasks have a SUMAND QAF, and have eight window children each.

These eight “windows” are divided into pairs. The paired “windows” are linked by an

enables NLE, and are temporally overlapped (i.e. they share the same release times

and deadlines). Windows have four cnode children with a MAX QAF. The four cnodes

under a “window” are divided into pairs. The paired cnodes are linked by an enables

NLE. Each cnode expand into three children methods that represent alternative ways

of accomplishing the cnode objective: The “primary” method, a “fall-back”, and

a “redundancy”. The primary methods were given an expected quality of 15, and

an expected duration of 10 time units. The three points in a method’s quality and
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Figure 6.22: Example C TAEMS Scenario for Testing JIT Schedule Robustness
Strategies

duration distributions consisted of an expected value, a second value 30% lower, and

a third value 30% higher.

For each scenario, we compared the performance of two strategies for dealing with

durational uncertainty:

1. Reactive (NC): This strategy uses a purely “reactive” approach to dealing with

durational uncertainty. A centralized solver generates an initial schedule that
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assumes methods will execute their expected duration. When inconsistencies

arise, the agents take conflict resolution actions to repair the schedule (as de-

scribed in Chapter 5).

2. Pro-active (WC): In addition to reacting to inconsistencies, this strategy uses

a “pro-active” approach that uses the durational uncertainty model to locate

unexpected activity durations, and leverages the STN’s conflict analysis tools

to discover potential failure points (described in Section 6.2). A centralized

solver generates an initial schedule that assumes methods will execute their

expected duration. As the schedule executes, the agents locate the potential

failure points using the JIT-BF strategy, and attempt to strengthen the schedule

using alternative activities.

We created a total of 9 sets of 150 scenarios (each containing 50 10-agent scenarios,

50 20-agent scenarios, and 50 30-agent scenarios). The nine sets differed in two

key parameters: deadline tightness and uncertainty parameters. Deadline tightness

defines the ratio between the size of the time window of a “window” task, and its

duration. Uncertainty indicates the probability that the maximum duration of a

method will occur. Both parameters are described in greater detail in Section 4.2.1.

We hypothesized that there would be an increase in the advantage of agents using

“pro-active” strategies to strengthen the schedule against failures as (1) the deadlines

became tighter and (2) the uncertainty increased. The intuitive reasoning is that

tighter deadlines and increased uncertainty would make failures more likely, increasing

the value of “pro-active” steps.

Table 6.1 displays the results of applying the two strategies, NC (reactive) and

WC (pro-active), on the generated scenarios. The results validate our initial hypothe-

ses. We run both strategies on each of the 9 sets of scenarios, and divided the results

for each set into three parts, based on the number of agents in the problem. For

each scenario, we computed the ratio Qr
s using Equation 4.6, where Qr

s is the qual-

ity ratio achieved by strategy s (either NC or WC). The results in the table show

deadline tightness varying in the horizontal direction, and uncertainty changing in the

vertical dimension. For each one of the nine different settings of deadline tightness

and uncertainty, the average ratios Qr
s were computed on the 10, 20, and 30 agent

scenarios. These values are shown side-by-side, with the p-value (obtained using the

Student’s t-test) comparing the results for both strategies below them. Every set of

scenarios showed a marked advantage for the “pro-active” agents using the JIT robust
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tighter ⇐⇒ looser
Deadline Tightness

Ag
1.0 1.2 1.4

NC WC NC WC NC WC

U
n
c
e
rt

a
in

ty

0.125

10
0.7545 0.9148 0.8345 0.9523 0.8428 0.9707

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

20
0.7484 0.9898 0.8937 0.9659 0.9353 0.9685

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0132

30
0.7796 0.9894 0.9356 0.9790 0.9364 0.9792

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.25

10
0.6699 0.9091 0.8143 0.9427 0.8653 0.9472

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0017

20
0.6749 0.9942 0.8733 0.9730 0.9275 0.9633

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0153

30
0.6766 0.9914 0.8677 0.9850 0.9398 0.9660

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0762

0.333

10
0.7041 0.9344 0.7680 0.9119 0.8426 0.9383

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

20
0.6948 0.9776 0.8638 0.9660 0.9055 0.9708

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

30
0.6866 0.9790 0.8751 0.9598 0.9339 0.9611

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0.0722

Table 6.1: Quality Ratios for “Reactive” vs. “Pro-active” Schedule Robustness Ap-
proaches

scheduling techniques developed in this chapter. The deadline tightness proved to be

the most important factor. Scenarios with the tightest deadlines (1.0) showed the

largest performance differences between “pro-active” and “reactive” agents. All sets

of scenarios with deadline tightness of 1.0 or 1.2 showed significant gains (p < 0.05)

for “pro-active” agents using strategy WC. The performance differential, however,

decreased as the deadlines became looser (as expected), with both strategies showing

comparable performance when the deadlines were the loosest (1.4). Uncertainty also

played a factor in the results, although to a lesser degree than deadline tightness. We

observe that when uncertainty was highest (0.333), the agents using strategy WC

outperformed the agents using strategy NC by the largest margin. The size of the

scenario did not prove consequential, as all scenarios in the same set (i.e those with

the same deadline tightness and uncertainty values), showed similar results regardless

of the number of agents used.
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tighter ⇐⇒ looser
Deadline Tightness

Ag
1.0 1.2 1.4

WCP WCA WCP WCA WCP WCA

U
n
c
e
rt

a
in

ty

0.125

10
0.0643 0.3292 0.0615 0.2127 0.0721 0.1516

σ = 0.3292 σ = 0.0577 σ = 0.0315 σ = 0.0653 σ = 0.0340 σ = 0.0593

20
0.0830 0.3505 0.0933 0.2055 0.1005 0.1222

σ = 0.0271 σ = 0.0271 σ = 0.0239 σ = 0.0363 σ = 0.0248 σ = 0.0319

30
0.0896 0.3486 0.1093 0.1974 0.0998 0.1074

σ = 0.0195 σ = 0.0298 σ = 0.0207 σ = 0.0310 σ = 0.0224 σ = 0.0268

0.25

10
0.0672 0.3336 0.0673 0.1929 0.0776 0.1359

σ = 0.0405 σ = 0.0672 σ = 0.0318 σ = 0.0544 σ = 0.0297 σ = 0.0545

20
0.0807 0.3398 0.0970 0.1865 0.1038 0.1120

σ = 0.0294 σ = 0.0411 σ = 0.0269 σ = 0.0379 σ = 0.0212 σ = 0.0369

30
0.0901 0.3398 0.1157 0.1885 0.1139 0.1095

σ = 0.0207 σ = 0.0322 σ = 0.0214 σ = 0.0368 σ = 0.0229 σ = 0.0282

0.333

10
0.0714 0.3275 0.0806 0.2077 0.0814 0.1699

σ = 0.0461 σ = 0.0650 σ = 0.0462 σ = 0.0525 σ = 0.0395 σ = 0.0502

20
0.0766 0.3484 0.1017 0.2190 0.1145 0.1416

σ = 0.0328 σ = 0.0424 σ = 0.0282 σ = 0.0392 σ = 0.0261 σ = 0.0360

30
0.0934 0.3565 0.1124 0.2187 0.1273 0.1338

σ = 0.0194 σ = 0.0269 σ = 0.0227 σ = 0.0299 σ = 0.0220 σ = 0.0296

Table 6.2: Ratio of Methods Executed by JIT Robust Scheduling Strategies

To gain some insight into how the passive and aggressive strategies to schedule

alternative methods affect the methods executed by the agents, we calculated the

proportion of methods added by these techniques with respect to all the methods

in the schedule. Table 6.2 shows the ratio of executed methods that were added to

the schedule by both passive (WCP ) and aggressive (WCA) JIT-BF strategies. The

computation of these ratios is straightforward. We first divide the methods executed

by the agents when running a scenario into three sets:

1. Scheduler Methods (S): These methods were added to the schedule either by the

initial (centralized) schedule, or by the agents’ schedulers.

2. Passive Alternative Methods (P): These methods were added to the schedule by

the passive JIT-BF techniques developed in Section 6.2.6.

3. Aggressive Alternative Methods (A): These methods were added to the schedule
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by the aggressive JIT-BF techniques developed in Section 6.2.6.

The total number of methods in each set can be easily found using the counting

function:

NumS =
∑

i∈S

1 (6.13)

NumP =
∑

i∈P

1 (6.14)

NumA =
∑

i∈A

1 (6.15)

where NumS is the number of scheduler methods, NumP the number of methods

added passively to the schedule, and NumA the number of methods added aggressively

to the schedule. The total number of executed methods (Numall) is simply the sum

of the number of methods in each set:

Numall = NumS + NumP + NumA (6.16)

Once the total number of methods executed in a problem have been found, we can

easily compute the ratio of executed methods added by passive (WCp) and aggressive

(WCA) by:

WCP = NumP /Numall (6.17)

WCA = NumA/Numall (6.18)

The average ratios WCP and WCA were calculated for each of the 9 settings of

deadline tightness and uncertainty. The ratios for 10, 20, and 30 agent scenarios are

reported separately. The average ratios are reported side-by-side, with the standard

deviations (σ) reported immediately below.

The results show a predictable trend. When the deadlines are tightest (1.0),

and the uncertainty highest (0.333), the number of methods added by the JIT-BF

strategies WCP and WCA is the largest. A seemingly surprising trend is that WCP

remains fairly constant under all settings. On the other hand, WCA is both larger

than WCP in all but a few sets, and it varies significantly across the different settings.

The explanation for the constancy of WCP is that due to the design of these scenarios,

there is not much room for agents with already scheduled methods to place additional
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Ag NC WC

25
0.8997 0.9817

p = 0.0079

50
0.8873 0.9504

p = 0.0635

Table 6.3: Quality Ratios for “Reactive” vs. “Pro-active” Schedule Robustness Ap-
proaches (Coordinators Problems)

methods on their schedules passively. A passive request in this scenarios typically

succeeded when the recipient agent was idle during the required time window. A

larger burden was then placed on the shoulders of the aggressive techniques. It is

then the WCA ratios that show the expected variance as the scenario settings change.

6.3.3 Coordinators Scenarios

To further validate the advantages of our JIT-BF strategies with a more challenging

set of scenarios, we tested both teams of “pro-active” and “reactive” agents on a set of

C TAEMS scenarios used in the Year 2 evaluation of the Coordinators program. These

scenarios were described in Section 4.2.2. To conform to the scenario characteristics

of our domain of interest (see Section 6.1), all soft NLEs (facilitates and hinders) were

removed from the scenarios. A new initial schedule (that took into consideration this

removal) was formulated for each scenario.

Table 6.3 shows the quality results obtained by both teams of agents on this set

of problems. “Pro-active” agents using strategy WC showed a marked improvement

in performance over the “reactive” agents team. The 32 25-agent set of scenarios

showed a significant performance differential between the two teams (p < 0.05). The

24 50-agent set of scenarios also appears to show a performance gain by the use of

strategy WC, but the difference was not significant enough to draw certain conclusions

(p > 0.05).

Table 6.4 shows the ratios of methods executed by passive (WCP ) and aggressive

(WCA) strategies. These results show a markedly different trend from the scenarios

in Table 6.2. Here, the number of passively scheduled methods is much larger than

those aggressively scheduled, demonstrating the importance of both types of strate-

gies as the types of scenarios change. The reasons for the larger success of passive
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Ag WCP WCA

25
0.0810 0.0093

σ = 0.0304 σ = 0.0061

50
0.0632 0.0078

σ = 0.0236 σ = 0.0056

Table 6.4: Ratio of Methods Executed by JIT Robust Scheduling Strategies (Coordi-
nators Problems)

strategies in these scenarios are two: (1) The release and deadlines of “window” tasks

spanned a larger time interval that contained a larger number of activities. There was

consequently more slack for methods to slide up and down the timeline when passive

requests for help arrived. (2) There were more fall-back and redundancy methods

under each cnode task. While the generated scenarios used in the previous section

had 1 fall-back and 1 redundancy method under each cnode, the Coordinators sce-

narios have 2 fall-backs and 2 redundancy methods. The larger number of alternative

methods improves the ability of agents to provide aid to each other. Since passive

requests for help were much more successful, the number of aggressive requests was

significantly reduced, accounting for the small number of aggressively added methods.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, we presented a robust scheduling framework, called Just-in-Time

Backfilling (JIT-BF), that uses the STN’s conflict analysis tools to locate potential

activity failures due to unexpected activity durations. “Unexpected” activity du-

rations are spotted using a durational model of uncertainty. The agents discover

potential inconsistencies by introducing these unexpected durations into the STN.

The STN rejects inconsistent durations, producing a negative cycle, which denotes

a potential failure that could occur if the inconsistent duration materializes during

schedule execution. The negative cycle can be analyzed using conflict explanation

techniques (see Section 2.5.2) to discover what activities are affected by the potential

failure. The agents can then try to strengthen the schedule against the potential

failure by adding alternative activities to the schedule. These alternative activities

are scheduled in addition to, or instead of, an activity that may potentially fail.

Rather than examining the failure potential of all pending activities, the agents
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focus on a set of horizon activities that are close-to-execution, and determine their

potential for failure. We start by locating all the potential inconsistencies that can

occur when executing each of the horizon activities. Then, we aggregate the analyses

of all these inconsistencies into a combined analysis of failure for the activity. This

analysis determines whether the horizon activity is endangered (i.e. has a high prob-

ability of failure). A request for help to other agents is sent on behalf of endangered

activities. Passive requests for help on behalf of an endangered activity piggy-back

on the agent’s Distributed State Management (DSM) (see section 2.3). Agents re-

ceiving these requests attempt to schedule “redundancies” to the endangered activity.

These redundancies are added only if they do not make make the horizon activities

of their owner agents more likely to fail. Aggressive requests for help use a “bidding”

mechanism where all the agents that “own” alternatives to the endangered activity

place a bid to schedule their alternative. The “bidding” agents may need to modify

their schedule, including unscheduling some of their previously scheduled activities

to make space for the alternative. The requesting agent selects the bid with the least

detrimental effects for the bidding agent.

To ensure that agents do not continue executing activities when they are no longer

useful, we have defined a set of four companion abort conditions that determine when

an agent should discontinue the execution of an activity. We abort activities when (1)

a “redundant” activity has finished with higher quality, (2) a “redundant” activity

has finished with lower quality, but continued execution can endanger other activi-

ties in the schedule, (3) an activity has exceeded its LFT, and continued execution

jeopardizes other (more valuable) activities in the schedule, and (4) an activity has

exceeded its deadline (i.e. it has failed).

Our results show a significant improvement in the performance of agents using the

JIT-BF strategy. By “pro-actively” taking steps to prevent failures before they occur,

the agents are able to minimize the effect on the schedule of durational uncertainty.

Our results show that scenarios with tight deadlines (implying less flexibility in the

schedule), and high uncertainty (implying higher likelihood of failure) benefit the

most from taking these “pro-active” steps.



Chapter 7

Conflict-Driven Coordination

In this chapter, we shift our focus away from the management of durational uncer-

tainty (the topic explored in Chapters 5 and 6) to investigate how the STN’s conflict

analysis tools can be leveraged to improve the quality of the multi-agent schedule.

Specifically, we examine a form of conflict-driven coordination that enables an agent

to update existing temporal inter-agent commitments: In an over-subscribed schedul-

ing domain, where there are more activities than the agents can potentially execute,

the scheduling of some “valuable” desired activities could be infeasible due to prior

commitments between the agents in the team. However, a coordinated revision of

these commitments might enable the successful installation the desired activity. We

present strategies to perform such coordinated revisions. These strategies exploit an

analysis of the conflicts that occur during the scheduling of the desired activity to

discover the set of inter-agent commitments that need to be updated.

Previous research has not explored the use of scheduling conflicts to locate inter-

agent coordination opportunities within the context of STN-based distributed schedul-

ing. In this work, we show how the STN’s temporal conflict analysis tools can provide

a valuable aid that significantly simplifies the identification of conflicting temporal

relations. This analysis can be used to make coordinated schedule changes: When

an agent attempts to schedule an activity, and fails, the STN produces a negative

cycle (or a set of them). This negative cycle contains the set of conflicting temporal

constraints that prevent the scheduling of the desired activity. In effect, the negative

cycle produced by the STN can be used to focus the required search on the relevant

set of conflicting temporal relations that need to be updated. Using STN conflict ex-

planation techniques similar to those used in previous chapters, the agents can mine

167
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the negative cycle, extract the set of conflicting activities in the multi-agent schedule

that block the desired activity, and locate which activities in other agents’ schedules

need to be moved earlier or later, and by how much. Using this information the

agents can coordinate an update to their scheduled commitments so that the desired

activity can be installed.

We have designed two strategies that demonstrate how negative cycles can be lever-

aged to coordinate changes to a multi-agent schedule. These two strategies present

a trade-off between the size of the plan that an agent needs to be aware of to co-

ordinate changes (i.e. the size of the agent’s subjective view, see Section 2.2.2) 1,

versus the amount of time needed for coordination. The first approach, the recursive

strategy, requires smaller subjective views, but is more computationally intensive.

This approach only assumes that agents are aware of their “local” activities, and all

“remote” activities directly “linked” to them by a temporal relation. When an agent

fails to schedule a desired activity because of a conflicting temporal commitment made

with a “remote” agent (e.g. a precedence relation that links a “local” scheduled ac-

tivity to a “remote” activity), the agent requests the “owner” of the “remote” activity

to shift it forward or backward in time, so that the desired activity can be installed.

If this “remote” recipient agent finds that it is unable to shift its activity as requested

because of another conflicting temporal commitment to a third agent, it recursively

requests this third agent to shift its conflicting activities. These recursive requests

continue until a recipient agent is able to make a “local” decision (i.e. it can decide

whether it can make the shift or not based only on its “local” schedule), and respond.

The second approach, the full-chain strategy, requires larger subjective views, but is

computationally faster. This strategy assumes that an agent that “owns” an activity

in a chain (a set of activities linked by precedence relations) is aware of all the ac-

tivities in the chain. With this larger view, an agent that fails to schedule a desired

activity can locate all the activities (both local and remote) that need to be shifted to

enable the desired activity to be installed. The agent can then initiate a request to all

the involved agents to accomplish this shift. We have tested the performance of two

teams of agents that use these two coordination strategies against the performance of

a “baseline” team that does not modify commitments once they are made. Our results

show the two coordinating agent teams significantly outperform the baseline agent

team in all test conditions except those where large durational uncertainty makes it

1Larger agent views increase the amount of information that needs to be propagated by the agents’
DSM (see Section 2.3). Consequently, larger agent views translate into greater communication costs.
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difficult to successfully execute chains of activities. Further, our results validate the

trade-off between the two coordination strategies: The recursive strategy reduced the

amount of transmitted information by over 50% compared to the full-chain strategy,

while the full-chain strategy reduced the computation time needed for coordination

by over 25%.

7.1 Forming Inter-Agent Temporal Commitments

Cooperative agents executing a joint schedule need to coordinate their decisions to

ensure good performance. Multi-agent plans with temporally interconnected activ-

ities require the agents to coordinate, making commitments to one another so that

the temporal interdependencies are respected. In such scenarios, agents need to be

provided with strategies that enable them to communicate with one another and

form commitments. Even a simple plan that features only two activities assigned to

two different agents and linked by a precedence constraint requires these agents to

coordinate, forming a commitment that enforces the precedence relation.

Our cMatrix agent (see Section 2.3) is equipped with a passive coordination strat-

egy and an aggressive coordination strategy we call “optimistic synchronization” (see

Section 2.3). Both strategies are described in the next two sections.

7.1.1 Passive Coordination

The passive coordination approach uses an implicit coordination strategy that piggy-

backs on the cMatrix agent’s Distributed State Mechanism (DSM). The strategy

relies on the transmission of a metric we have labeled potential quality. This metric

provides the value that an activity could achieve, if scheduled. An agent that wants

to schedule a valuable activity, m, but is unable to because its required predecessors

have not been scheduled, propagates the potential quality of m to the agents that

“own” the predecessor activities to m. Upon receipt of this information, an agent

that “owns” a predecessor activity will attempt to schedule it, if it does not conflict

with its existing commitments.

Figure 7.1 shows an example of a pair of agents coordinating to schedule two

activities linked by a precedence constraint using this strategy. Agent B wants to

install activity M2 in its schedule, but M2 must be preceded by activity M1 (owned
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Figure 7.1: Passive Strategy to form Inter-Agent Commitments

by agent A), which is not yet scheduled. Both activities are assumed to have a

duration of 10, and the expected quality of M2, q(M2), is 100. The coordination

process involves three steps:

1. Initially, agent B transmits to agent A the potential quality of activity M2. The

figure shows this request in the top left corner. The potential quality of activity

M2, QP (M2), is set to 100.

2. After receiving this information, agent A attempts to install activity M1 in its

schedule 2. M1 is installed as early as feasible to give the greatest amount of

flexibility possible to M2. If M1 is successfully installed, agent A transmits the

temporal bounds of M1 to agent B. This step is shown in the top right corner

of the figure. The four temporal bounds of M1 (see Section 2.1 for a description

2The installation attempt occurs the next time agent A’s scheduler is invoked. After agent A has
installed all locally valuable activities (its “contributors”, see Section 2.3 for further details) it will
attempt to insert M1 if enough timeline space is left.
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of activity temporal bounds) are

EST (M1) = 10

EFT (M1) = 20

LST (M1) = 15

LFT (M1) = 25

Agent B updates the information of activity M1, asserting the provided temporal

bounds into its STN.

3. Finally, agent B tries again to install M2 in its schedule. The bottom part of the

figure shows Agent B successfully inserting M2 into its schedule. The temporal

bounds on M2 are given as

EST (M2) = 25

EFT (M2) = 35

LST (M2) = 30

LFT (M2) = 40

Note that the earliest finish time of M1 is before the latest start time of M2,

meaning that the precedence relation between the two activities can be re-

spected. Agent B then proceeds to inform agent A about the new temporal

bounds of M2. Agent A then asserts these temporal bounds into its STN, and

both agents assert the precedence constraint linking M1 to M2 into their STNs.

The assertion of this constraint marks a new commitment made by the two

agents where they agree that neither will make scheduling decisions that affect

the enforcement of this link.

7.1.2 Optimistic Synchronization

The second coordination approach uses an explicit coordination strategy. This strat-

egy was briefly described in Section 2.3.2, and can be used to negotiate the scheduling

of new activities in the schedule. An agent that wants to schedule a valuable activ-

ity, m, can initiate a coordination session with other agents that “own” unscheduled

predecessors of m. The requesting agent asks the “owners” of the unscheduled pre-
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Figure 7.2: Aggressive Strategy to form Inter-Agent Commitments

decessors to schedule them while respecting certain temporal bounds. The recipient

agents generate schedules that contain the requested predecessor activities, and eval-

uate how the scheduling of these activities affects the quality of their schedule. The

agents return an option containing this information to the requesting agent. The re-

questing agent evaluates the responses and decides whether to commit to the option.

Figure 7.2 uses the same scenario described in the previous Section 7.1.1 to demon-

strate how the pair of agents (A and B) can use this form of coordination to schedule

activities M1 and M2. As before, agent B wants to install activity M2 in its schedule,

but it needs to coordinate with agent A the scheduling of the predecessor activity M1.

M1 and M2 are assumed to have a duration of 10, and the expected qualities for M0

and M2 are q(M0) = 20 and q(M2) = 100. The coordination process involves three

steps:

1. The requesting agent B asks the recipient agent A to schedule activity M1. The

request includes the temporal bounds that M1 must respect for activity M2 to

be installed successfully. The top left section of the figure shows agent B making

this request. In this example, agent A specifies that activity M1 must finish at
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the latest by

LFT (M1) = 30

to enable activity M2 to be successfully scheduled.

2. Upon receipt of the request, agent A, creates a schedule that contains activity

M1 and imposes the desired LFT on it. Upon successfully creating such a

schedule, agent A generates an option that specifies (1) whether it can fulfill

the request (it can in this example), and (2) the quality cost, which conveys

the quality lost by A’s schedule in fulfilling this request. The bottom part of

the figure shows agent A creating an option that unschedules activity M0 in

order to schedule M1 with the desired LFT. The quality cost corresponds to the

quality that agent A’s schedule loses by unscheduling M0, or 20 in this case.

3. After receiving agent A’s response, agent B can decide whether to form a new

inter-agent commitment to schedule M1 and M2 based on the overall quality

gain, QOG. In this example, QOG is found by subtracting the quality cost to

A’s schedule when installing M1 versus the quality gain to B’s schedule when

installing M2.

QOG = q(M2) − q(M0) = 100 − 20 = 80

After determining a positive overall quality gain, agent B relays to agent A that

they should commit to scheduling M1 and M2. Agent A installs the schedule it

generated when creating the option (installing M1 and dropping M0), and agent

B places M2 in its schedule.

The two coordination approaches presented above are complementary. While the

passive strategy provides the agents with a low-overhead mechanism that piggy-backs

on the activity updates transmitted by the DSM, sometimes more directed actions

are needed. An example is the situation shown in Figure 7.2, where agent A needs to

retract activities from its schedule to install M1. The passive coordination strategy

we outlined would fail in this scenario because it only adds activities, but does not

retract them. The aggressive strategy, on the other hand, allows agents to coordinate

actions that may involve quality loses in some agents’ schedules as long as the overall

multi-agent schedule gains.
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7.2 Updating Inter-Agent Commitments

Once agents have formulated a schedule involving a set of inter-agent commitments,

execution dynamics (i.e. activity changes, or the addition of new activities/constraints)

may require these commitments to be updated. This section explores how an STN

framework can aid a team of scheduling agents in making coordinated schedule re-

visions. We develop strategies that use the conflict analysis tools of the STN to

pinpoint potential coordination opportunities: When an agents fails to schedule a

valuable desired activity because it conflicts with prior commitments, an analysis of

the inconsistency can lead to the discovery of how these commitments can be modified

to enable the activity to be installed on the schedule.

Temporal conflicts in the schedule result in conflicting temporal constraints in the

STN, causing negative cycles in the STN’s graph (see Section 2.1). The information

encoded in these negative cycles can be extracted using conflict explanation techniques

to discover what activities are in conflict. This information can then be used to guide a

coordination process, where the agent attempting to install a valuable desired activity

requests other agents that “own” conflicting activities to shift them temporally (either

forwards or backwards in time), so that the desired activity can be installed. The

process of modifying a multi-agent schedule to install a desired activity involves two

steps:

1. Determining the Set of Desired Activities: First, an agent needs to determine

the set of activities that would be valuable to install in its schedule, but whose

installation failed 3. These activities form the set of desired activities. Desired

activities can be of two types:

(a) Intrinsically valuable: These activities add value to the schedule through

the quality they would accrue (i.e. the contributors, see Section 2.3.2).

Activity M1 in Figure 7.3 is intrinsically valuable because, if scheduled, it

increases the quality of the Mission taskgroup. If M1 is not installed in

agent A’s schedule, then the quality of the taskgroup drops by at least 5

(or 15 if the redundant activity M1FF is also unscheduled).

(b) Extrinsically valuable: These activities add value to the schedule by sup-

3In this chapter, we use a generalized definition of activity installation. A failure to install an
activity can not only indicate that the activity could not be added to the schedule, but also that the
activity is scheduled, but at the wrong time.
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Figure 7.3: C TAEMS Plan with Intrinsically and Extrinsically Valuable Methods

porting other activities, so that they can achieve higher quality. Typically

this involves meeting plan preferences (i.e. such as soft NLEs in C TAEMS,

see section 2.2.1).

With M1 scheduled, M1FF is not intrinsically valuable, given that the par-

ent task of both methods, T1, is a MAX task, so the quality it accrues is

determined by the maximum quality child, M1. However, M1FF is extrin-

sically valuable because it facilitates activity M2. With M1FF scheduled,

and constrained to finish before M2, the quality accrued by M2 can be

boosted from 10 to 15.

Naturally, an activity can be both intrinsically and extrinsically valuable at the

same time.

2. Coordinating with Other Agents a Joint Schedule Change: Once the set of de-

sired activities has been determined, the agent can attempt to install them

by requesting a coordinated action involving other agents in the team that re-

sults in a change to the conflicting inter-agent commitments. We present two

conflict-driven coordination strategies that leverage the information in the neg-

ative cycles returned by the STN to locate coordination opportunities. The two

strategies present a trade-off between the amount of information that needs to
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be shared between the agents, and the amount of time required for coordination.

The first approach, the recursive strategy, requires less information to be made

available to the agents, but needs more time to reach coordinated decisions.

The second approach, the full-chain strategy, can make quicker decisions, but

requires more information.

Both coordination approaches involve a three step procedure, where the agents

introduce schedule changes in a “what-if” hypothetical mode, to see what would

happen if they made the changes. All these hypothetical changes are retracted

once the sought-after information is obtained. Our coordination strategies con-

sist of a three-step process:

(a) Request: The request step involves the discovery of the shifting set (defined

in the following paragraphs), and how this set is used to request changes

from other agents. The agent that sends the initial request, starting the

coordination process, is called the initiating agent.

When an agent cannot accomplish a scheduling action (e.g. installing

the desired activity) because of a temporal conflict with an existing inter-

agent commitment, it can leverage the conflict information obtained from

the STN’s negative cycle to locate the “remote” activities that need to

shift (move forward or backward in time) to allow the scheduling action to

proceed, and how much they need to shift 4.

Consider the situation in Figure 7.4. Activity M1 needs to shift backwards,

so that its earliest finish time (EFT) is at most equal to the latest start time

4The shift amount, as obtained from the STN’s negative cycle, refers to how much a “remote”
activity needs to move past its feasible temporal bounds, and not to any sliding within these bounds.
In fact, sliding within the temporal bounds does not cause a negative cycle, since no constraints are
violated.
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(LST) of M1 (see Section 2.4.2 for a description of the temporal bounds of

an activity). The shift amount for activity M1, sh, is then

sh = EFT (M1) − LST (M2)

This shift amount indicates how much the EFT of M1 needs to shift back-

ward, so that the enables NLE between M1 and M2 can be respected.

The “remote” activities that need to shift and their shift amounts are

aggregated into the shifting set, S, which has the form

S = {(Ai shi) | i ∈ [1, N ]} (7.1)

where (1) Ai is a “remote” activity that needs to shift, (2) shi is the shift

amount for activity Ai, and (3) N is the number of remote activities in the

shifting set. After composing the shifting set, an agent sends a request to

all the agents that “own” the activities in the shifting set to move them by

the necessary amount.

(b) Response: An agent, R, upon the receipt of a request to shift one or more of

its scheduled activities, complies with this request by imposing new tem-

porary release and/or deadline constraints on them. The new constraints

force these activities to meet the requested temporal bounds. If the shift

requests the activities to move forward in time, temporary release con-

straints are introduced. These release constraints force the earliest start

time (EST) of the activities to move forward. When, on the other hand,

the shift requests the activities to move backward in time, temporary dead-

line constraints are introduced. These deadline constraints force the latest

finish time (LFT) of the activities to move backward. Consider the exam-

ple in Figure 7.4. Agent A1 has received a request from agent A2 to shift

its activity M1 backwards. Agent A1 then imposes a deadline constraint

on M1 to accomplish the shift.

Once the shift is accomplished, the agent formulates a response that spec-

ifies QLost(R), the quality lost by its local schedule when shifting the ac-

tivities specified in the request. This loss of quality occurs when the agent

has to remove activities from its schedule to accomplish the requested shift.

The procedure for finding the activities that need to be removed is simple:

First, the agent removes any scheduled activities that are “in the way”.
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Once the shift is accomplished, it attempts to restore as many of these

removed activities as possible. The remaining activities that the agent is

unable to put back in the schedule cause the quality loss. For the example

of Figure 7.4, agent A1 needs to unschedule M0 before the shift of M1 can

succeed, because M0 is “in the way”. However, once the shift is accomplish,

agent A1 can attempt to reinsert activity M0 after M1.

For C TAEMS plans, a schedule’s quality is computed by calculating the

quality of the root task (or taskgroup, see section 2.2.1 for C TAEMS de-

tails). Consequently, the exact quality loss can be computed by determin-

ing how the quality of the root node changes as the schedule is modified.

When the view of the agents is limited, however, this calculation may not

be exact (but it can be used as an estimate). For the work in this chap-

ter, we provide all agents with a view of the plan where all activities are

connected to the root node. This allows us to determine how changes to

lower-level activities affect the root. If the original agent’s view contains

an activity that is disconnected from the root node (e.g. its parent node

is unknown), we enlarge the view with all the “ancestor” tasks connecting

this activity to the root node. Once the quality loss information has been

calculated, it is sent back to the requesting agent.

(c) Command: When the initiating agent, L, receives the responses from all the

“remote” agents, Ri, from whom it requested a shift, it determines whether

to commit to the coordinated schedule change based on the differential

between the quality gain, QGain(L), that its schedule would accrue if the

change occurs, against the combined quality costs, QLost(Ri), of all the

responding agents. The initiating agent sends a command to commit to

the schedule update if:

QGain(L) >
∑

i

QLost(Ri) (7.2)

If a command is issued by the initiating agent, all the agents involved in the

coordination process attempt to commit permanently to the schedule change. On

some occasions, however, committing to these changes is no longer feasible. Execution

dynamics may have changed the state of one or more of the agents in a way that

prevents them from performing the desired change to their schedule. These situations

resolve themselves as the agents transmit to each other the temporal bounds of their
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Figure 7.5: The View of Agent A2 Includes the Immediate Predecessor and Successor

activities (through the normal DSM update process, see Section 2.3.2). If one or

more of the agents was unable to commit to the coordinated schedule change, the

other agents will realize that the schedule change has failed when they receive the

(unchanged) temporal bounds of the activities that were to be shifted. At this point,

these agents modify again their previously shifted activities to conform to the actual

state of the schedule. An example of this situation can be illustrated using the

situation in Figure 7.4. Suppose agent A2 had sent a command to agent A1 to shift

M1 backward to make space for M2. In the meantime, however, agent A1 had started

executing A0. Now, A0 can no longer be switched forward after M1, so agent A1

backs out from making the commit, and keeps its original schedule. When agent A2

receives the temporal bounds for activity M1, it realizes that these have not changed

as expected. At this point, agent A2 unschedules M2 since the enables NLE from M1

to M2 cannot be respected.

The next two sections describe the different approaches to this three-step coordina-

tion procedure that are taken by the recursive and full-chain coordination strategies.
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7.2.1 Coordinating Schedule Changes Using the Recursive

Strategy

An agent with a limited view of the planned activities may not be aware of all the

activities that need to shift to accomplish a schedule change. The recursive coordina-

tion strategy presents a mechanism that these agents can use to coordinate updates

to inter-agent commitments in the multi-agent schedule. The strategy equips agents

with the ability to shift a chain of activities (i.e. a set of activities linked by prece-

dence constraints) earlier or later in time through recursive requests. This strategy

only assumes that agents are aware of direct predecessor and successor activities to

their “local” activities. Figure 7.5 displays an example of the view of an agent when

using the recursive strategy for coordination. The figure illustrates a small C TAEMS

plan containing a chain of five methods (M0, M1, M2, M3 and M4). The view of agent

A2, the “owner” of method M2 is shown (see Section 2.2.2 for an explanation of agent

views). While agent A2 is aware of the direct neighbors of M2 (the predecessor M1

and the successor M3), it is not aware of M0 nor M4.

Using the recursive coordination strategy, an agent that “owns” a desired activity

that it cannot schedule (due to conflicting temporal commitments to other agents)

can initiate a coordination session to request that other agents shift their activities,

so that the desired activity can be scheduled. However, given the agent’s limited view

of the plan activities, it may be unaware of potential problems the recipient agents

may encounter in fulfilling the request. To accomplish the shift, these recipient agents

may have to violate some current temporal commitments they have made. This

obstacle is overcome by the issuing of recursive requests: A recipient agent that is

unable to fulfill a request to shift one of its “local” activities due to a current temporal

commitment to a third agent will in turn issue a recursive request to this agent to

update the commitment. The recursive requests continue until a recipient agent is

able to formulate a response to the request based solely on “local” information (i.e.

no further inter-agent temporal commitment needs to be modified). This response

recurses back to the initiating agent that started the coordination process. Once

the initiating agent receives responses from all the agents it requested shifts from,

it uses the information in these responses to determine whether the agents should

proceed with the coordinated schedule update. If the decision is made to commit to

the coordinated schedule change, the initiating agent sends a command to this effect

to the recipient agents of its original request. These agents recursively forward the
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Figure 7.6: Agent A4 is Unable to Schedule Method M4

command down the chain of activities until all agents involved are informed.

Figure 7.6 uses the C TAEMS plan shown in Figure 7.5 to illustrate a situation

where agent A4 is unable to schedule M4 because M3 is scheduled too late. Agent

A4 then initiates a coordination process by requesting agent A3 to shift M3 earlier

in time. When agent A3 receives the request, it in turn realizes that it cannot shift

M3 earlier unless the predecessor method M2 also shifts earlier. A3 then recursively

requests agent A2 to shift M2. Upon receiving agent A3’s request, agent A2 recursively

requests agent A1 to shift M1 earlier, and finally agent A1 requests agent A0 to shift

M0 earlier. Agent A0 can make a “local” decision, since shifting M0 earlier does

not conflict with any further temporal commitments made to another agent. Agent

A0 then formulates a response to agent A1 which is forwarded recursively until it

reaches the initiating agent A4. Based on the response’s information, agent A4 can

determine whether to proceed with the coordinated schedule change. If the change

would improve the multi-agent schedule, agent A4 sends a command to commit to this

change to agent A3, which in turn, forwards it back through the chain of activities

until it reaches agent A0. These three steps of the coordination process are shown in
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Figure 7.7. The top of the figure shows initiating agent A4 starting the coordination

process with the request to A3 and how this request recurses back to agent A0. The

middle part of the figure illustrates the response procedure, starting from the “local”

response generated by agent A0, which recurses down the chain back to agent A4.

Finally, the bottom section of the figure illustrates the command sent by agent A4 to

commit to the joint schedule change, which again recurses up the chain back to agent

A0.

The example above is an instance of a backward coordination process: “Remote”

activities are asked to shift earlier (or backward) in time to make space for the de-

sired method M4. The direction of the coordination process, however, depends on the

nature of the inconsistencies encountered. In general, our coordination mechanism

starts by attempting a forward coordination process that tries to shift “remote” activ-

ities later (or forward) in time, and if this fails, a backward process is tried. These two

processes are mirror images of one another. A forward coordination is attempted first
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because the backward coordinations can potentially run into already executed sections

of the schedule that can no longer be shifted. Forward coordinations, on the other

hand, always work with later pending activities.

A recursive coordination process can then be seen as a series of “separate” coordi-

nation sessions, where a requesting agent asks a set of recipient agents to shift some of

their “local” methods, and the recipient agents answer this request by formulating a

response. This response contains (1) whether the shift is possible, and (2) the quality

cost incurred in shifting the activities (e.g. some activities had to be unscheduled

to accomplish the shift). Both the requesting agent and the recipient agents in these

individual coordination sessions leverage their STNs conflict analysis tools. The re-

questing agent mines the negative cycles returned by the STN when attempting to

install a desired activity (in the case of the initiating agent) or when attempting to

shift a scheduled “local” activity as specified in the received request. The negative

cycles point to what inter-agent commitments need to be modified to accomplish the

installation or shift. Similarly, a recipient agent leverages the negative cycles returned

by its STN to determine if it can make a “local” decision (i.e. no further inter-agent

temporal commitments need to be modified), or it needs to make a recursive request

to third agent.

The following sections will examine the request and response step in greater de-

tail, explaining how the STN’s negative cycles are exploited to locate the temporal

commitments to be updated. Finally, we will conclude our discussion of the recursive

coordination strategy by discussing the command process, where the initiating agent

decides whether the multi-agent schedule should be updated based on the responses

received.

Requesting a Coordinated Shift of Scheduled Activities

As mentioned previously, a request session is started when an initiating agent cannot

install a desired activity at the desired time, or a recipient agent is unable to shift

a “local” activity by the requested amount due to conflicting inter-agent temporal

commitments. To overcome these obstacles, the agent request the agents with whom

it has the conflicting commitments to coordinate a change in the multi-agent schedule.

Each request step in our recursive coordination mechanism starts with the requesting

agent discovering the temporal commitments that need to be modified and how. STN-

based scheduling agents can leverage the conflict analysis tools of their STNs to obtain
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the needed information: By using conflict explanation techniques on the negative

cycles returned by the STN when the desired activity fails to install (or shift), an

agent can discover what “remote” activities need to shift to allow the desired action,

and by how much.

For an STN-based scheduling agent, the scheduling or shifting of a desired activity

involves the introduction of constraints into the STN. Any addition of a temporal

constraint into the STN carries the possibility of a temporal inconsistency, resulting

in a negative cycle in the STN’s graph. In general, scheduling a currently unscheduled

desired activity (such as an intrinsically valuable activity) involves the introduction

of the following constraints 5:

1. Duration Constraint: This constraint enforces the duration of an activity in the

STN, as specified in the plan.

2. Plan-defined Precedence Constraints: This set of constraints enforce the predecessor-

successor relationships of the activity, as defined by the plan (e.g. enables NLEs

in C TAEMS).

3. Scheduler-defined Precedence Constraints: These constraints enforce resource

limitations. In our domain, where an agent can execute only one activity at a

time, these constraints enforce the sequencing of activities in an agent’s timeline.

Using these sequencing constraints, the desired activity is installed by the agent’s

scheduler between two currently scheduled activities.

In addition, preference relations (for extrinsically valuable activities) or transient “re-

lease”/ “deadline” constraints (to enforce a requested shift) may need to be introduced

in the STN.

When one of these temporal constraints fails to insert into the STN, the negative

cycle produced can be analyzed for potential inter-agent commitments that can be

updated to allow the constraint insertion. An absence of any inter-agent commitments

in the negative cycle indicates that there are no coordination opportunities that would

enable the desired activity to install, or shift. If, on the other hand, the negative cycle

involves an inter-agent commitment (e.g. a precedence constraint between a “remote”

activity and a “local” activity), a coordination opportunity may be available. We

5We assume that time window constraints (i.e. release or deadline constraints), and hierarchical
constraints (forming parent-child relations) are already inserted in the STN, even if the activity is
unscheduled.
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conduct a three step process to determine which inter-agent commitments need to be

updated, and how:

1. First, using conflict explanation techniques, we analyze the negative cycle to

locate the “remote” activity that conflicts with the installation of the desired

activity, and by how much this activity needs to shift.

2. Then, once this information has been extracted, the inconsistency is resolved

by temporarily retracting from the “local” STN the temporal constraints that

prevent the “remote” activity from shifting (e.g. temporal relations constraining

the EST or LFT of the activity, depending on the direction of the shift).

3. Finally, once the inconsistency is resolved, we attempt to reinsert the original

failed constraint into the STN. If the insertion is successful, no further “remote”

activities need to shift to allow the desired activity’s installation. Otherwise,

further coordination may be necessary. The new negative cycle is analyzed using

the same procedure.

We will illustrate this request process by using the example in Figure 7.6 where

agent A4 tries and fails to install method M4. The request process involves three types

of agents:

1. The Initiating Agent: The agent that starts the coordination process to install

a desired activity in the schedule. In the example, the initiating agent is agent

A4.

2. A Middle Agent: One of the agents “in the middle”. In the example, agents A1,

A2 and A3 are middle agents.

3. The Responding Agent: The last agent in the chain. This agent can formulate

a response based on “local” information and starts the response process. In the

example, the responding agent is A0.

We will now illustrate the reasoning of one of each type of agents, showing how each

uses the negative cycle returned by their STN’s to drive the coordination process.

The Initiating Agent The initiating agent starts the coordination process. It uses

the negative cycles returned by its STN when installing the desired activity to find
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Figure 7.8: The View of Agent A4

the shifting set. We will illustrate how an initiating agent finds the shifting set using

the example in Figure 7.6, In this example, the initiating agent is A4 attempts to

schedule the intrinsically valuable desired activity M4. The view of agent A4 for this

scenario is shown in Figure 7.8. Agent A4 is aware of its “own” methods, J and M4,

as well as M3, the immediate predecessor to the desired method M4. However, A4

is not aware of the rest of the chain of activities preceding M3. While agent A4 is

able to insert the duration constraint of M4 and a sequencing constraint between the

“local” method J and M4, the insertion of the enables NLE between the “remote”

method M3 and the desired method M4 fails. The resulting negative cycle produced

by the STN is shown in Figure 7.9. The edges in the negative cycle are shown in red.

Using conflict analysis of this negative cycle reveals that the activities in conflict are

the “remote” method M3 and the “local” method M4. To successfully schedule M4,

agent A3 would need to shift its method M3 earlier (or backward). The addition of

the magnitudes of the edges in the cycle, 34 − 6 − 7 − 23 = −2, reveals the amount

that method M3 would need to shift to make enough space for M4. The shifting set,

S, then is given by

S = { (M3 , −2) }

After this negative cycle is analyzed, the agent resolves the inconsistency by tem-

porarily retracting the release constraint of M3 from its STN. Removing this constraint
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from the STN has the effect of allowing M3 to shift backward. Once this constraint is

removed, the enables NLE between M3 and M4 can be inserted without further con-

flicts. The resulting conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 7.10. Once the enables NLE

between M3 and M4 is inserted into the STN, the desired method M4 is successfully

installed provided M3 is shifted backward by the necessary amount. At this point,

agent A4 sends a request to agent A3 to shift M3 backward by 2 time units, starting

the coordination process.

A Middle Agent A middle agent “owns” one of the activities in the middle of the

activity chain that needs to be shifted to allow the initiating agents’ desired activity

to install. Consequently, the middle agent is unable to shift its activity until the other

agents further down the chain do. Thus, to formulate its response, the middle agent

has to pass on the request to the “next” agent (or agents) in the activity chain, and

receive its response. An analysis of the negative cycle that results when the middle
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agent attempts to shift its “local” activity identifies the “remote” activities down

the chain that need to move, and by how much. This information forms the middle

agent’s shifting set. This information is used to generate a recursive request to the

“owners” of these activities.

We will illustrate the recursive request process using the middle agent A3 in the

example shown in Figure 7.6. The view of agent A3 is shown in Figure 7.11. Agent

A3 is aware of its “local” activities, as well as M2 and M4, the immediate predecessor

and successor activities to M3. After receiving the request from agent A4 to shift the

“local” method M3 backward by 2, agent A3 attempts to insert a temporary deadline

constraint (at time 28) on M3 that accomplishes the shift. The insertion of this

constraint causes an inconsistency, and the resulting negative cycle returned by the

STN is shown in Figure 7.12. Using conflict analysis on this negative cycle reveals

that the conflicting activity is the “remote” method M2. To successfully shift the

“local” method M3 backward by 2, agent A2 would need to shift its method M2 also.
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Figure 7.11: The View of Agent A3

The addition of the magnitudes of the edges in the cycle, 28−7−7−16 = −2, reveals

that method M2 also needs to shift by 2 to make enough space for M3’s shift. The

shifting set, S, then is given by

S = { (M2 , −2) } (7.3)

Similarly to the initiating agent, agent A3 resolves the inconsistency by temporar-

ily retracting the release constraint of M2 from its STN. By removing this constraint

from the STN, the “remote” method M2 can shift backward, and the temporary dead-

line constraint for M3 can be now inserted without further conflicts. The resulting

conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 7.13. The insertion of the temporary deadline

constraint on M3 shifts this method backward by the requested amount, provided that

M2 is also shifted backward. At this point, agent A3 sends a recursive request to agent

A2 to shift M2 backward by 2 time units, continuing the coordination process.

The Responding Agent The responding agent is the agent that can respond to a

request by making “local” decisions (i.e. scheduling changes to its “local” activities),

with no need for further recursive requests. Unlike a middle agent, the negative cycle

that results when this agent attempts to shift its “local” activity exposes a “local”

conflict (i.e. a temporal conflict between “local” activities). This conflict can be

removed by temporarily updating the schedule of the agent. This resulting schedule
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is used to generate a response to the request. The response contains the quality

cost incurred for making the schedule change (e.g. a drop in quality caused by the

unscheduling of “local” activities to accomplish the shift).

We can illustrate the actions of the responding agent using agent A0 in the example

shown in Figure 7.6. The view of agent A0 is displayed in Figure 7.14. Agent A0 is

aware of its “local” activities, A and M0, as well as M1, the immediate successor

activity to M0. After receiving the request from agent A1 to shift the “local” method

M0 backward by 2, agent A0 attempts to insert a temporary deadline constraint (at

time 8) on M0 that accomplishes the shift. The insertion of this constraint causes

an inconsistency, and the resulting negative cycle returned by the STN is shown in

Figure 7.15. Using conflict analysis of this negative cycle reveals that the conflicting

activity is the “local” method A. To successfully shift the “local” method M0 backward

by 2, this method needs to be unscheduled 6. The resulting conflict-free STN after

6The scheduler may try to place the unscheduled method later in the timeline if possible
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unscheduling method A is shown in Figure 7.16.

Once the “local” schedule has been updated, and the temporary deadline con-

straint for method M0 successfully inserted into the STN, agent A0 is poised to for-

mulate a response to the request. The next section examines the mechanisms of the

response process.

Responding to a Coordinated Shift Request

In the response step, an agent evaluates how its schedule would be affected if the

coordinated schedule change specified in the request were to occur (if it can fulfill the

request). To compute this effect, the agent, L, calculates the quality cost, QLocalLost(L),

to its schedule (the loss in quality incurred by changing the schedule to accommodate

the request). This quality cost is simply the quality differential between the current
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agent’s schedule, and the new schedule that results after fulfilling the request:

QLocalLost(L) = QAfter − QBefore (7.4)

where QBefore is the schedule quality before fulfilling the request, and QAfter the

schedule quality after fulfilling the request.

While computing the “local” quality cost, QLocalLost(L), is sufficient for the re-

sponding agent, a middle agent also need to aggregate the quality costs of the agents

from whom it requested schedule changes. For each of these “remote” agents, Ri, the

middle agent adds the quality cost, QRemoteLost(Ri), to the “local” loss to form the

combined quality cost, QLost(L).

QLost(L) = QLocalLost(L) +
∑

i

QRemoteLost(Ri) (7.5)

After computing this quality cost, the agent sends a response to the requesting agent

that contains this information. An agent that could not accommodate the request

sends a null response, causing the coordination process to die out.

An example of this process can be illustrated using agent A1 in the example of

Figure 7.6. After the responding agent A0 informs agent A1 that the quality cost to
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its schedule is 5, agent A1 formulates a response to agent A2 with

QLost(A1) = QLocalLost(A1) + QRemoteLost(A0)

= 0 + 5 = 5

Committing to the Coordinated Schedule Change

The final step of the recursive strategy occurs once the responses recurse back to

the initiating agent. With this information at hand, the initiating agent determines

whether the schedule change would improve the collective multi-agent schedule. If

so, it issues a command to commit to this change. As in the request, this command

recurses to all recipient agents until the responding agent is reached.
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7.2.2 Coordinating Schedule Changes Using the Full-Chain

Strategy

Like the recursive strategy described in the previous section, the full-chain strategy

provides STN-based scheduling agents with a mechanism to coordinate changes across

a chain of activities. However, instead of using recursive requests to reach all the

agents involved, the full-chain strategy uses a single request to communicate with all

involved agents at once and coordinate a joint change to the multi-agent schedule. To

make this possible, the full-chain strategy requires some additional information when

compared to the recursive strategy. The full-chain strategy assumes that the view of

an agent that “owns” an activity in a precedence chain (i.e. as specified by the plan)

contains all the activities in the chain. Take for example, the view of agent A2 for

the small C TAEMS plan shown in Figure 7.17. The plan contains an activity chain

of five methods, each “owned” by a different agent. Agent A2 “owns” the method

M2 in the middle of the chain. The view of agent A2 includes all the predecessor and

successor activities to its “local” method (in other words, the full chain). The views
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Figure 7.17: The View of Agent A2 Includes the Whole Chain

of all the other agents involved also includes the full chain of activities.

The expanded view provided to the agents in the full-chain strategy implies greater

communication costs, as the agents that “own” activities in the chain keep each other

informed about changes to any of these activities (e.g. a change in the temporal

bounds). However, with the expanded view, an initiating agent that has failed to

install a desired activity can coordinate concurrently with all other agents involved

in the chain to shift the activities forward or backward in time. The initiating agent

sends requests to all agents involved. The requests sent to each of these agents specifies

all methods that need to undergo a shift. Using this information, when the recipient

agents receive the coordination request, they can generate a response assuming that

all the “remote” methods that have been requested to shift will do so. These responses

are sent back to the initiating agent, which makes a decision as to whether to proceed

with the coordinated schedule change.

We can illustrate the differences between the recursive strategy and the full-chain

strategy by reusing the example shown in Figure 7.6. Agent A4 has failed to schedule

the desired “local” method M4 because the predecessor method M3 is scheduled too

late. Given the expanded view available to agent A4, it is aware that for agent A3 to

shift method M3 backward, M3’s predecessor methods M0, M1 and M2 also need to
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shift backward. Agent A4 initiates concurrent requests to all of the involved agents: A0,

A1, A2 and A3 to achieve a coordinated shift of the chain of methods M0, M1, M2 and

M3. The recipient agents formulate a response that shifts their “local” method and

assumes all the other chain methods will be shifted (e.g. agent A3 creates a response

that shifts the “local” method M3 and assumes the predecessor methods M0, M1

and M2 will also be shifted). Finally, when agent A4 receives all the responses, it

makes a decision whether the shift should occur. If so, it issues a command to all

involved agents to commit to the coordinated schedule change. These three steps

of the coordination process are shown in Figure 7.18. The top left portion of the

figure shows initiating agent A4 starting the coordination process with a request to

agents A0, A1, A2 and A3 to shift the activity chain. The top right part of the figure
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illustrates the response procedure, where all the recipient agents send a response to

agent A4. Finally, the bottom section of the figure illustrates the command sent by

agent A4 to all the involved agents to commit to the joint schedule change. The

following sections will examine this three-step process in greater detail.

Requesting a Coordinated Shift of Scheduled Activities

As mentioned previously, several temporal constraints need to be inserted into the

STN to complete the installation of the desired activity, and any of these insertions

can result in a temporal inconsistency (see section 7.2.1 for a more detailed description

of the installation process). As explained previously, when the insertion of one these

temporal constraints fails, an analysis of the negative cycle produced by the STN

can lead to the discovery of inter-agent commitments that can be updated to allow

the constraint insertion (the absence of any inter-agent commitments in the negative

cycle indicates that there are no coordination opportunities that would enable the

installation of the desired activity). A three step process determines the inter-agent

commitments that need to be updated, and how:

1. First, we analyze the negative cycle using conflict explanation techniques to

locate the “remote” activity that prevents the installation of the desired activity,

and determine how much it needs to shift.

2. Then, the inconsistency is resolved by temporarily retracting from the “local”

STN the temporal constraints that prevent the “remote” activity from shifting

(e.g. release or deadline constraints)

3. Finally, we attempt to reinsert the original failed constraint into the STN. The

process is repeated if a new negative cycle arises.

An illustration of the full-chain request process can be provided by using the

example in Figure 7.6 where agent A4 tries and fails to schedule the intrinsically

valuable desired method M4. The view of agent A4 for this scenario is shown in

Figure 7.19. Agent A4 is aware of its “own” methods, J and M4, as well as all the

chain methods M0, M1, M2 and M3. During the scheduling of M4, agent A4 is able to

insert the duration constraint of M4 and a sequencing constraint between the “local”

method J and M4. However, the insertion of the enables NLE between the “remote”

method M3 and the desired method M4 fails. The initial negative cycle produced by
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Figure 7.19: The View of Agent A4

the STN is shown in Figure 7.9. The edges in the negative cycle are shown in red.

Using conflict analysis of this negative cycle reveals that the enables NLE between the

“remote” method M3 and the “local” method M4 cannot be inserted into the STN

unless M3 shifts earlier (or backward). The addition of the magnitudes of the edges

in the cycle, 34 − 6 − 7 − 23 = −2, reveals that method M3 needs to shift by 2. We

add this information to the shifting set, S.

S = { (M3 , −2) }

The negative cycle is resolved by temporarily retracting the release constraint of

M3 from the STN. Removing this constraint from the STN has the effect of allowing

M3 to shift backward in time. After resolving this inconsistency, agent A4 attempts

to insert the enables NLE between M3 and M4 once more. A new negative cycle is

revealed, as shown in Figure 7.21. An analysis of this second negative cycle reveals

that M3 is unable to shift backward unless method M2 also shifts. The negative cycle

is resolved by retracting the release constraint of M2 from the STN. When attempting

once more to insert the enables NLE between M3 and M4, a third negative cycle

appears, showing that method M1 needs to shift backward, and then a fourth negative

cycle shows that method M0 needs to shift backward. After the release constraint

of method M0 is retracted from the STN, the enables NLE can be inserted without

further conflicts. The resulting conflict-free STN is shown in Figure 7.22. The final
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Figure 7.20: The Initial Negative Cycle in the STN of Agent A4

shifting set, S, is given by

S = { (M0 , −2) (M1 , −2) (M2 , −2) (M3 , −2) }

At this point, agent A4 sends a request to agents A0, A1, A2 and A3 to shift their

methods backward by 2 time units, starting the coordination process.

Responding to a Coordinated Shift Request

Unlike agents using the recursive strategy, all recipient agents in the full-chain strategy

are provided with enough information to formulate responses independently of other

agents involved in the request. The request specifies all activities, both “local” and
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Figure 7.21: The Second Negative Cycle in the STN of Agent A4

“remote” that have been requested to shift and the shift amount. A recipient agent

accomplishes the shift in two steps:

1. For the “remote” activities that are shifting, the agent retracts their release

or deadline constraint to allow them to slide freely. Retracting the release

constraint of a “remote” method allows it to slide backward, while retracting the

deadline constraint enables it to shift forward. The removal of these constraints

prevents the appearance of “superfluous” inconsistencies involving the “remote”

activities in the shifting set when attempting to shift the “local” activities.

Continuing the example of Figure 7.6, Figure 7.23 illustrates the STN of agent

A3 after it has withdrawn the release constraints of the “remote” shifting meth-

ods M0, M1 and M2 (the retracted constraints are shown in light gray). With
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these constraints removed, these three methods no longer prevent the local shift-

ing method M3 from sliding backward.

2. As in the recursive strategy, the agent imposes temporary release or deadline

constraints for the “local” activities that need to shift. These constraints uphold

the necessary shift in start or finish time of the activity.

Figure 7.24 illustrates how agent A3 uses a temporary deadline constraint to

shift the LFT of the “local” method M3. Since all the “remote” methods in the

shifting set had their release constraints retracted, A3 can insert this constraint

into its STN without producing an inconsistency.

A negative cycle indicates that the “local” schedule has a conflicting activity

that prevents the shift. An example of this situation can be illustrated using
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Figure 7.23: Agent A3 Retracts the Release Constraints of “Remote” Methods

agent A0. This agent “owns” the first method in the activity chain M0, and is

the “originator” of the inconsistency, given that the late finish of M0 pushes the

whole activity chain forward preventing agent A4 from scheduling M4. When

agent A0 attempts to slide method M0 by imposing a deadline constraint that

fulfills the requested shift, its STN flags an inconsistency. The negative cycle

is shown in Figure 7.25. The conflict can be resolved by unscheduling the

conflicting “local” method A. The temporary deadline on method M0 can now

be introduced without further conflict. The resulting conflict-free STN is shown

in Figure 7.26.

Once the “local” activities have been shifted as requested, the resulting schedule

is used to generate a response to the request. The response contains the quality
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Figure 7.24: Agent A3 Adds Temporary Release Constraint to M3

cost incurred for making the schedule change (e.g. a drop in quality caused by the

unscheduling of “local” activities to accomplish the shift). Similar to the calculation

used in the recursive strategy, an agent L computes this effect by calculating the

quality cost, QLost(L), to its schedule (the loss in quality incurred by changing the

schedule to accommodate the request). As before, this quality cost is the quality

differential between the current agent’s schedule, and the new schedule that results

after fulfilling the request:

QLost(L) = QAfter − QBefore (7.6)

where QBefore is the schedule quality before fulfilling the request, and QAfter the

schedule quality after fulfilling the request. After this quality cost has been computed,
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Figure 7.25: The Negative Cycle in A0’s STN

the agent sends a response to the requesting agent containing this information. An

agent that could not accommodate the request sends a null response, causing the

coordination process to die out.

For our example of Figure 7.6, all recipient agents except A0 can shift their methods

at no cost. Agent A0 can also shift its method M0, but needs to unschedule method

A with a quality loss of 5. The responses sent to agent A4 are

QLost(A0) = 5

QLost(A1) = 0

QLost(A2) = 0

QLost(A3) = 0
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Figure 7.26: The Conflict-Free STN of Agent A0

Committing to the Coordinated Schedule Change

The final step of the coordination strategy occurs once the initiating agent receives all

the responses from the recipient agents. Similarly to the recursive strategy, the initi-

ating agent uses the information in the responses to determines whether the schedule

change would improve the collective multi-agent schedule. If so, it sends a command

to all the recipient agents to commit to this change.

7.3 Experimental Design and Results

To test the performance characteristics of our coordination approaches, we conducted

experiments that compared the performance of three agent teams: (1) A team of

“baseline” agents that do not update commitments once they have been made, (2)

a team of agents using the recursive coordination strategy to update commitments
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and, (3) a team of agents using the full-chain coordination strategy to update com-

mitments.

We used two problem sets in our experimental comparisons. The first problem

set consists of sixteen subsets of randomly generated C TAEMS scenarios. These

scenarios were designed to highlight the advantages of updating commitments during

execution when new scheduling opportunities arise. The second problem set consisted

of scenarios provided by the Coordinators program for the Year 1 evaluation.

7.3.1 Testing Coordination Strategies

To compare how the teams using the recursive and full-chain coordination strate-

gies performed against the “baseline” agents, we designed several sets of randomly

generated C TAEMS scenarios. These scenarios were constructed to highlight two

features: (1) Updating inter-agent commitments during execution can increase the

quality of the schedule by taking advantage of new scheduling opportunities, and (2)

The two coordination strategies present a trade-off between the amount of information

transferred and the time needed for coordination.

Figure 7.27 shows a partial view of a 15-agent C TAEMS scenario generated for

these experiments. The activity hierarchy is arranged left-to-right, rather than top-

to-bottom for easier viewing. In this figure, higher-level tasks have a rounded-edge

rectangular shape, while methods have a straight-edge rectangular shape. The text

inside the boxes shows the name of the activity. Additionally, in the case of tasks,

the box displays its QAF (such as SUM or SUMAND). The yellow arrows between

tasks portray enables NLEs, while the maroon arrows represent facilitates NLEs. The

key activities in this C TAEMS scenario are shown with dark black borders. These

activities facilitate an activity chain, and are extrinsically valuable (see Section 7.2) 7.

The initial schedule does not honor this facilitates NLE, but the quality of the schedule

can potentially be improved if it is respected. The agents need to coordinate a shift

of the facilitated activity chain to take advantage of this opportunity for schedule

improvement.

The generated scenarios have a simple five-level activity hierarchy (loosely based

on the activity hierarchies used by the Coordinators program).

7The activities are also intrinsically valuable, but we emphasize their extrinsic nature due to the
added coordination opportunity.
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Figure 7.27: Example C TAEMS Scenario for Testing Conflict-Driven Coordination
Strategies (Note: Activity names are meaningless)

1. First Level: The “scenario” (the taskgroup) is a single task with a SUM QAF.

2. Second Level: The “problems” have a SUMAND QAF and each has two children

activities.

3. Third Level: The “windows”, define a release and deadline for their descendant

activities. They have a SUM QAF.

4. Fourth Level: These “cnode” tasks are the direct children of the “window”

tasks. They consist of a set of tasks with a MAX QAF. When “windows” have
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multiple “cnode” children, these “cnodes” are chained through enables NLEs.

“Cnode” tasks have a single child method.

5. Fifth Level: This is the last level of activities, consisting of executable methods.

Each method was given three-point quality and duration distributions. The

three points of the quality distribution consist of an expected value for the

quality, a second value 10% lower, and a third value 10% higher. The three

points of the duration distribution consist of an expected value for the duration,

a second value 15% lower, and a third value 15% higher. The methods were

given an expected quality of 10, and an expected duration of 10 time units.

The facilitates NLEs boost the quality of the target activities (by a factor of 2), but

do not change their durations.

For each scenario, we compared the performance of three strategies:

1. Baseline (B): This “baseline” team of agents is given an initial schedule (gener-

ated by a centralized solver), that provides the agents with the set of inter-agent

temporal commitments that they have to abide while executing the schedule.

New commitments can be formed using the execution-time implicit and explicit

mechanisms described in section 7.1. Once established, commitments cannot

be broken.

2. Recursive (R): In addition to the capabilities provided to the “baseline” agents,

this team of agents can update inter-agent temporal commitments using the

recursive strategy described in section 7.2.1.

3. Full-Chain (F): In addition to the capabilities provided to the “baseline” agents,

this team of agents can update inter-agent temporal commitments using the

full-chain strategy described in section 7.2.2.

We measured (1) the performance of the two agent teams using the recursive and

full-chain strategies against that of the “baseline” team in terms of the quality of the

executed schedule, and (2) the trade-off between the amount of information needed

to coordinate and the time needed for coordination when using the recursive and

full-chain coordination strategies.

We generated 16 sets of scenarios (each set containing 30 C TAEMS plans) that

differed in two key parameters: The chain length and uncertainty. The chain length
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represents the number of chained “cnodes” that need to be shifted by the coordinat-

ing agents. The uncertainty parameter indicates the probability that the maximum

duration of a method will occur. This last parameter is described in greater detail

in Section 4.2.1. The number of agents in the scenarios varied in direct proportion

to the length of the “cnode” chains: Scenarios with chains of length 2 had 9 agents,

scenarios with chains of length 3 had 12 agents, scenarios with chains of length 4 had

15 agents, and scenarios with chains of length 5 had 18 agents.

Table 7.1 shows the quality results of applying the “baseline” strategy (B), and

the two coordination strategies (R and F) on the generated scenarios. For each

scenario, we computed the ratio Qr
s using Equation 4.6, where Qr

s is the quality

ratio achieved by strategy s (B, R or F ). For each of the sixteen different settings

of chain length and uncertainty the average ratios Qr
s were computed. The three

values are shown side-by-side, while the p-values (obtained using the Student’s t-

test) comparing the “baseline” strategy, B, against both coordination strategies, R

and F , are shown below. As expected, the results strongly validate the benefits of

both coordination strategies: When compared to the “baseline” strategy, both the

recursive and the full-chain strategy show significant increases in performance on the

majority of scenarios, regardless of chain length or uncertainty. Nonetheless, two sets

of scenarios displayed a contrarian trend, with the “baseline” team outperforming the

coordinating agents. These scenarios had common characteristics: Chain length was

small (2), and uncertainty was high (≥ 0.25). A close examination of the schedule

execution traces for these two sets of scenarios shows that when the activity chains are

short, unexpectedly long method durations (caused by the higher uncertainty) can

cause the loss of the whole activity chain, resulting in lower quality than the original

“uncoordinated” schedule (used by the “baseline” strategy). A second interesting

observation is that both coordination techniques have nearly identical performances.

This result indicates that the recursive strategy, despite the more limited view of

the agents, can match the performance of the full-chain strategy while maintaining

greater privacy of information.

Table 7.2 shows a comparison of the number of bytes transmitted by both coor-

dination strategies (R or F ) in messages sent by the agents to keep keep each other

informed about the state of their activities (i.e. messages containing updated infor-

mation about “local” activities sent to “remote” agents that are aware of them). The

results are presented as the ratio of the number of bytes transmitted, Br
s , given by
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the equation

Br
s = Bs/Bmax (7.7)

where Bs is the number of bytes transmitted by strategy s (R or F ), and Bmax is the

maximum number of bytes transmitted by either of the two strategies for the given

scenario. The average ratios Br
s for each of the sixteen sets of scenarios are shown.

As predicted, the recursive strategy R shows a significant reduction in the number

of bytes transmitted by the agents. On average, the number of bytes transmitted by

the agents using the recursive strategy was less than 50% of the bytes transmitted by

agents using the full-chain strategy.

Finally, table 7.3 compares the amount of time the agents spent coordinating

updates to temporal commitments, given the coordination strategy that they were

using (R or F ). The amount of time spent in coordination was computed by adding

the number of milliseconds spent in coordination sessions for each scenario. The

results are presented as the time ratio T r
s , given by the equation

T r
s = Ts/Tmax (7.8)

where Ts is the number of milliseconds spent in coordination by strategy s (R or F ),

and Tmax is the maximum number of milliseconds spent in coordination by either of

the two strategies for the given scenario. The average ratios T r
s for each of the sixteen

sets of scenarios are shown. As hypothesized, the full-chain strategy F is faster than

the recursive strategy R. On average, the full-chain strategy spent at least 25% less

time in coordination than the recursive strategy.

To put the byte and time ratios in perspective, Table 7.4 and and Table 7.5 present

the average number of bytes transmitted per scenario using strategies R and F , and

the average number of milliseconds spent in coordination per scenario using strategies

R and F respectively, across the full set of generated problems. These “raw” numbers

show that while the transmission cost savings obtained by the recursive strategy are

in the 100Kb range, the time advantage achieved by the full-chain strategy can be

counted in fractions of a millisecond. In other words, while the recursive strategy

achieved significant savings in communication costs, the computational advantage of

the full-chain strategy was negligible. Coupled with the previous results showing that

both strategies produce equivalent quality values lead us to conclude that the recursive

strategy is clearly a better choice in the type of scenarios used in this thesis. However,
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the full-chain strategy could still provide advantages if the problem domain changes.

While the low computation times used by our coordination techniques are a function

of their low-overhead implementation, a more computationally intensive coordination

strategy (see future work in section 8.2) may increase the time savings obtained by the

full-chain strategy, placing it in a better light. Further, if humans become involved in

the decision process, the ability to do a single-shot coordination session rather than

a cascading set of recursive coordinations could provide real advantages.

7.3.2 Coordinators Scenarios

To further validate the advantages of our coordination strategies, we tested the per-

formance of the three agent teams (“baseline” team against the two teams using the

coordination strategies), on two sets of 8-agent scenarios used by the Coordinators

program in the Year 1 evaluation, each containing 90 scenarios. The scenarios con-

tained dynamics in the outcome of activities: Methods can accrue different quality

than expected, or their durations may be different than expected. These two sets

(INT-OC and CHAINS-OC) had one key difference: The INT-OC set had 3 times

as many facilitates NLEs. Some of these facilitates NLEs are not respected by the

initial schedule, creating opportunities for coordinated schedule improvement during

execution. The original problems were modified slightly to make the facilitates NLEs

more valuable. Similarly to the generated problems, facilitates NLEs were changed to

boost the quality of the target activities (by a factor of 2), but not change their dura-

tions. A new initial schedule (that took into consideration these modified facilitates

constraints) was formulated for each scenario.

Table 7.6 shows the quality results comparing the baseline against the R and F

strategies. On both sets of problems, the teams using the coordination strategies

obtain improved performance 8. As expected, the performance differential is greater

in the INT-OC set, given the larger number of coordination opportunities the agents

encounter.

8The difference between the “baseline” and the “recursive” strategies in the CHAINS-OC set is
not significant.
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7.4 Summary

This chapter examines the use of conflict explanation strategies (see section 2.5.2) to

coordinate updates to the multi-agent schedule. When an agent attempts to install

a “valuable” activity and fails, current inter-agent temporal commitments (e.g. a

precedence relation between a “local” activity and a “remote” activity) are oftentimes

the cause of the failure. To schedule the activity, the agent needs to coordinate an

update to the conflicting commitment.

We present two mechanisms that provide an agent that tries to install a valuable

activity and fails, with the ability to modify the necessary conflicting commitments:

The recursive strategy and the full-chain strategy. Both of these strategies give an

agent the ability to request remote agents to shift their activities forward or backward

in time. To locate the remote activities that need to shift, the negative cycles returned

by the STN when the valuable activity failed to schedule are analyzed and explained.

The recursive strategy requires a more limited view of the plan than the full-

chain strategy, but is more computationally intensive. The recursive strategy only

assumes that, if an agent “owns” an activity in a chain (a set of activities linked

by precedence relations), it will be aware of any remote activities that are directly

linked to a local activity. When an agent locates a remote activity that needs to

move so that a valuable local activity can be installed, it makes a request to the

agent that “owns” this remote activity to shift it. However, this second agent may

encounter a new conflicting inter-agent commitment with a third agent that prevents

it from accommodating the shift. This new conflict can be overcome by making a

new recursive request to this third agent to shift the necessary activity.

The full-chain strategy, on the other hand, requires a larger view of the plan, but

uses less time for coordination. The full-chain strategy assumes that, if the agent

“owns” an activity in a chain, then it is aware of all the activities (both local and

remote) that form part of the chain. With this larger view, the local agent can locate

every remote activity in the chain that needs to shift to make space for a valuable

activity that failed to install. The agent can then make a single request to all the

agents involved, and these agents can immediately respond without further need of

coordination with other agents.

As expected, our results show that agents capable of updating commitments (with

either of the two strategies described above) can significantly outperform agents that
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maintain all commitments once they are made. Significantly, we found that agents

using the recursive strategy achieved comparable performance to the agents using

the full-chain strategy, despite their more limited view. To compare the performance

characteristics of the two coordination strategies, we measured the number of bytes

they transmitted, and the time they needed for coordination. We found that the

recursive strategy reduces the bytes transmitted by over 50%, while the full-chain

strategy cuts the coordination time by over 25%. Nonetheless, given that the compu-

tation time for coordination could be measured in only fractions of a millisecond, it

is unclear whether this lower computation overhead provides a significant advantage

to the full-chain strategy.
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0.8738 0.9530 0.9530 0.8519 1.0 1.0 0.8668 1.0 1.0 0.8324 0.9985 1.0

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.125
0.8601 0.9506 0.9506 0.8106 1.0 1.0 0.8299 1.0 1.0 0.7841 0.9932 0.9982

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.25
0.9217 0.7789 0.7789 0.8231 0.9998 0.9998 0.7825 0.9945 1.0 0.7700 0.9968 1.0

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.333
0.9242 0.8456 0.8456 0.8424 0.9893 0.9893 0.7675 0.9892 1.0 0.6968 0.9970 1.0

p = 0.0451 p = 0.0451 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

Table 7.1: Quality Ratios Obtained Comparing the “Baseline” vs. the Coordination Strategies
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0.4148 1.0 0.4345 1.0 0.4155 1.0 0.3987 1.0
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Table 7.2: Ratios Comparing the Number of Bytes Transmitted Using the Coordina-
tion Strategies
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0.05
1.0 0.6700 0.9990 0.7059 1.0 0.6452 0.9874 0.7347

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.125
1.0 0.6543 0.9913 0.6759 1.0 0.6635 0.9795 0.6937

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.25
1.0 0.6531 0.9972 0.6750 0.9837 0.6729 0.9668 0.6887

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

0.333
0.9774 0.6873 0.9925 0.6993 0.9979 0.6588 0.9936 0.7583

p = 0 p = 0 p = 0 p = 0

Table 7.3: Ratios Comparing the Amount of Time Elapsed During the Coordination
Strategies

R F
1485694 3571105

Table 7.4: Average Number of Bytes Transmitted Using the Coordination Strategies

R F
0.337 0.233

Table 7.5: Average Number of Milliseconds Elapsed During the Coordination Strate-
gies
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Chain Length B R F

INT-OC
0.9584 0.9955 0.9990

p = 0 p = 0

CHAINS-OC
0.9884 0.9952 0.9974

p = 0.0838 p = 0.0043

Table 7.6: Quality Ratios Obtained Comparing the “Baseline” vs. the Coordination
Strategies (Coordinators Problems)



Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

In this thesis, we have focused on the management of a multi-agent schedule in the

face of execution uncertainties. STNs provide key advantages to schedulers operating

in a highly dynamic domain, an environment commonly faced by scheduling agents.

STNs provide strong support for the construction of flexible-times schedules, which

can absorb many deviations from the planned solution without need for rescheduling.

STNs also lend assistance to incremental scheduling techniques, which revise the

existing schedule rather than formulating a new one from scratch. Both of these

features provide key aids in maintaining the coherency of a multi-agent schedule in the

face of execution uncertainty. Despite these advantages, STNs have until now received

scant attention in distributed scheduling domains. A key limitation preventing wider

acceptance is that STNs require full consistency between all temporal constraints

in the problem. An STN with an inconsistency provides no solution. Given that

inconsistencies during schedule execution are the norm in uncertain environments

(e.g. an activity finishes late and it can no longer meet its deadline), this property

poses a severe shortcoming. This thesis work presents a set of strategies that leverage

the conflict detection tools presented by an STN framework to provide a set of STN-

based scheduling agents with the ability to explain and resolve inconsistencies as

they arise. We then investigate how similar conflict explanation techniques can be

applied to conflicts encountered during the scheduling search to improve the multi-

agent schedule.

217
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8.1 Contributions

Our work has investigated the use of STNs to address the problem of online man-

agement of the distributed schedules of a team of agents operating in a dynamic,

uncertain environment. This thesis makes the following contributions:

• A framework to recover from inconsistency during the execution of the multi-

agent schedule: Our framework for resolving inconsistencies caused by execution-

time deviations from the planned schedule (e.g a late finish of an activity) ex-

pands on conflict explanation techniques developed for centralized schedulers.

Our strategy presents a two-step approach that resolves these inconsistencies as

they arise: First, the negative cycle that results from the temporal conflict is

analyzed and explained, and then, based of this explanation, an action is taken

to resolve the conflict. We categorize the actions an agent can take to resolve a

conflict into two sets:

1. “Local” actions: These actions make changes to the “local” schedule with-

out need for coordination with other agents. They are similar to those

taken by a centralized solver, which has the full ability to make scheduling

decisions on any scheduled activity.

2. “Non-local” actions: These actions modify constraints that affect other

agents. They work by suspending a temporal constraint that enforces “re-

mote” constraints (e.g. a precedence constraint between “local” activity

and a “remote” activity), restoring STN consistency. The constraint is re-

stored once the agent receives updated information that removes the cause

of the inconsistency.

These conflict resolution strategies provide an STN-based scheduling agent with

continued use of its STN in the face of temporal inconsistencies that inevitably

arise during schedule execution in uncertain domains. Our results show that an

agent team that uses these strategies has significantly improved performance

over a “conservative” agent team that instead uses a “fail-safe” schedule de-

signed to avoid any temporal inconsistencies from occurring during execution

by scheduling activities to their maximum duration.

Similar conflict explanation strategies can be leveraged to aid the scheduling search

by examining scheduling-time conflicts. These analyses can be used to take actions
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that enhance the multi-agent schedule. Our work has investigated two areas of sched-

ule improvement: increasing the robustness of the multi-agent schedule, and coor-

dinating updates to inter-agent temporal commitments (e.g. precedence relations

between “local” and “remote” activities) that increase the schedule’s quality. This

thesis makes the following contributions:

• A strategy to leverage inconsistencies to detect impending failures caused by du-

rational uncertainty: Our work on schedule robustness presented a strategy that

increases the fault tolerance of a multi-agent schedule by backfilling redundant

activities in a Just-in-Time (JIT) fashion. The backfilling process focuses on a

set of close-to-execution of activities, rather than all pending activities. Limiting

the focus of the backfilling process helps to maintain tractability, while provid-

ing aid to the most vulnerable sections of the schedule: those activities about to

be executed. The close-to-execution activities are vetted for potential failures

by examining how they would affect the multi-agent schedule if their durations

deviate from the expected. We conduct this assessment by introducing their

potential unexpected durations (based on a model of durational uncertainty)

into the STN. Problem durations that result in an inconsistency point to a po-

tential impending failure. By analyzing these hypothetical inconsistencies, we

can determine what activities in the schedule are in danger of failing, and intro-

duce redundancies for these activities into the schedule to protect against this

potential failure. Our results show that an agent team using this JIT backfill-

ing strategy can significantly outperform a “reactive” agent team that waits for

execution inconsistencies to arise, and then resolves them.

• Strategies to exploit inconsistencies to drive inter-agent coordination: Our work

on “updating” inter-agent temporal commitments has developed two conflict-

driven coordination mechanisms to schedule new activities that failed to be

added to the schedule because of current commitments. The two mechanisms

present a trade-off between the amount of information an agent needs (i.e., the

extent to which the agents must share a global view) versus the amount of

time needed for coordination. Using either mechanism, the agents analyze the

conflicts identified by their STNs when an activity fails to install, and locate

the set of “remote” activities that need to “move” to make space for the ac-

tivity. The “move” can then be accomplished through negotiation. Our results

show that both these mechanisms can improve the quality of the multi-agent
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schedule, when compared with a team of agents that continues to enforce all

temporal commitments, once made. The less information-intensive, but slower

mechanism can be used when information privacy is important. The faster, but

more information-intensive mechanism can be used if the coordination process

is computationally intensive, and coordination time needs to be minimized.

8.2 Limitations and Future Extensions

As is the case with most theses, we have taken only initial exploratory steps towards

demonstrating the advantages that STN-based scheduling technology can bring to

distributed domains. Future research can build on the strategies we have presented

to further the integration of STNs in multi-agent settings. In this section, we start

by proposing specific additions that could enhance the strategies developed in this

thesis, and then close by outlining broader open questions.

• Increasing the flexibility of the strategies for recovering from inconsis-

tency: A valid criticism of our conflict recovery strategy is that the algorithm

can be excessively rigid. Conflict categories are prioritized and an inconsistency

is matched to the first category that applies. Sometimes, this process results in

an inappropriate match, which can lead to unnecessary or inefficient scheduling

actions while attempting to resolve the conflict. A more flexible approach could

potentially lead to better results. This new strategy could provide a deeper

analysis of the inconsistencies that arise and develop matching algorithms that

discover the best fitting conflict resolution action to apply. Such a strategy

could also learn from previous “successful” conflict resolution actions, so as to

apply these actions when presented with “similar” inconsistencies.

• Integrating soft constraint reasoning into the JIT Backfilling Frame-

work: Our JIT Backfilling framework assumes that soft constraints in the prob-

lem do not affect the duration distributions of plan activities (see Section 6.1).

Such a restriction is reasonable for an algorithm that relies on the accuracy

uncertainty model to determine the likelihood of potential failures. However,

an expanded strategy that takes soft constraints into account would be advan-

tageous. Such a strategy would likely require much closer coordination between

the agents to keep each other informed about all the potential times when an
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activity accrues initial and added quality (e.g. in a C TAEMS model, a SUM

task with two children obtains initial quality when the first child finishes and

additional quality when the second finishes), as well as the potential uncertainty

in these times. Using this additional information, an expanded strategy could

reason about when and how soft constraints are met. On the downside, the

computational cost of such a strategy would likely increase significantly, and

appropriate compromises between this computational cost and accuracy of the

failure analysis would have to be found.

• Reasoning about quality uncertainty: While our JIT Backfilling work

has concentrated on durational uncertainty, oversubscribed scheduling problems

typically involve the optimization of a reward metric, such as quality in the case

of C TAEMS. C TAEMS activities have uncertain outcomes both in terms of

duration and quality, and an uncertainty model for both quantities is provided.

Quality uncertainty can cause activities to become less valuable than expected,

or outright fail. Hedging against this uncertainty could strengthen the schedule

against this type of failures. An integrated framework that incorporates the JIT

Backfilling strategy we have presented, along with new reasoning about quality

uncertainty would be a valuable contribution.

• Development of a integrated coordination framework: The work pre-

sented in this thesis explored how to schedule an activity by updating the multi-

agent schedule through the shifting or removing of currently scheduled activities.

However, some scheduling actions may require a more extensive schedule change

where several activities are concurrently added, removed and/or shifted. A com-

bined coordination framework that can accomplish such larger schedule changes

could lead to higher performance of the agent team.

• Adding Located Activities: A feature of interest in most practical domains

is located activities. When activities have a location where they need to oc-

cur, agents have to travel to this location to perform the activity. This travel

introduces a new variable in the problem: Travel time is not “useful” in the

sense that agents do not accrue quality while traveling, and thus there is an

incentive to minimize it. The strategies we have developed in this work are

not location-aware. Enhancing these techniques with location reasoning would

increase their value. For example, does it still make sense to introduce a “re-

dundant” activity in the schedule if there is a large travel time for the agent? A
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location-aware strategy would need to reason about these compromises to make

the right choices.

8.2.1 Open Issues

• How good are the schedules? The scheduling technology presented in this

thesis relies on heuristic guidance to cope with the complexity of C TAEMS plan

structures. The different strategies we present are compared to one another to

evaluate their comparative advantages, yet these results do not provide any

indication as to how good these schedules are with respect to the optimal value.

While obtaining the optimal schedule is generally not feasible, given the NEXP

complexity of the multi-agent C TAEMS scheduling problem (see Section 2.2.1),

it may be possible to develop some metrics that provide some guidance as to

how close to optimal a given solution is.

• How can human input be integrated into the scheduling process? The

overarching goal of the Coordinators project is to provide technology that a hu-

man team can use to coordinate their activities. However, the interface between

the human and the software has not yet received much attention. Humans are

unlikely to fully embrace a technology that tells them what they need to do,

without the ability to override the software’s instructions. Designing technology

that accepts inputs from the human and integrates this input in the distributed

scheduling process is essential, but remains a difficult problem.
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